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PREFACE: A GUIDE TO
USING THIS BOOK

T

his third edition of Buying or Building a
Broadcast Station is more than a revision.
There are entirely new sections and much of
what remains from the earlier edition has been
extensively revised and updated.
This book provides astep-by-step guide to becoming
an owner of aradio or television station. It describes
the process involved both in applying for anew broadcast station and in acquiring an existing facility. It also
provides practical pointers on all aspects of the process.
Section Idescribes the unique characteristics of broadcasting as abusiness venture and explains why broadcasting may be an attractive investment. This section
also deals with the myths and misconceptions involved
in acquiring a broadcast station.
Section II begins by providing pointers on how to
assemble an acquisition team. There is adetailed discussion of the various types of acquisition consultants,
including a 16-step guide to selecting the right lawyer
and achecklist of questions to ask prior to and during
the interview. This section also contains an extensive
guide to valuing astation and establishing aprice for
the station. Basic issues such as determining the optimal
business organization for an acquisition and taking
advantage of changes in the tax laws are dealt with next.
(The tax discussion was enriched by the contributions of
Karl L. Kellar of Perkins Coie, Washington, D.C.)
Section II provides an A-to-Z guide to financing the
purchase of abroadcast station, including preparing a
business plan, selecting potential lenders, combining
sources of financing, convincing the lender, and negotiating the terms of aloan. The remainder of Section II
deals with the legal and regulatory aspects of acquiring
a station, ranging from entering into a contract to
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obtaining from the Federal Communications Commission approval for the proposed transaction.
Section III covers how to enter the business by applying for permission to build a new station by securing
authorization from the Federal Communications Commission to construct the station. This section describes
what is involved in preparing an application, including
finding a frequency, selecting a transmitter site,
obtaining financing and prosecuting an application. It
also describes the process used by the FCC to choose
the "winning" application from anumber of competing
applicants.
The appendices provide a " wealth" of useful practical information and illustrative examples. Most readers
regard appendices as " after-thoughts." However, the
appendices in this book are an integral part of the text
and should be explored and used extensively.
Appendix A is a glossary of financial terms used
throughout the book.
Appendix B consists of station and market review
checklists for the prospective purchaser.
Appendix C provides apoint-by-point discussion of
the ingredients of amodel financing proposal. The discussion of amodel financing proposal is followed by
ahypothetical proposal for the acquisition of aradio
station by a first-time buyer which closely tracks the
model proposal and therefore illustrates the type of
information appropriate to aproposal and aworkable
style of presentation.
Appendix D, aFinancial Resource Index, is based on
information contained in the 1991 Broadcast Services
Guide, a booklet compiled and published by BIA
Publications, Inc. It is aguide to potential sources of
capital and lists institutions which have participated in

VII

one or more broadcast acquisitions. Appendix D is
divided into two main sections—Lenders and Investors—
with subsections under Investors that include investment
banks, venture capital firms, insurance companies and
other investors.
Appendix Econtains an outline of typical provisions
contained in an asset purchase agreement for an acquisition of abroadcast station.

viii

In summary, this book contains everything you want
—and need to know—about buying or building abroadcast station. As you read it, we caution you to keep in
mind that the many rules, regulations, bank policies,
economic conditions and market trends cited in this text
are ever-changing realities. And, while this book presents a " snapshot" of these interactive elements at the
time we go to press, the reader should carefully check
the status of these elements as they bear on your decision to buy or build a broadcast station.
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I. BROADCASTING AS
A BUSINESS VENTURE

T

here are nearly 10,500 commercial broadcast
stations in the United States, including over
1,100 full power television stations, more than

4,900 AM stations, and about 4,400 FM stations. In addition, about 750 low power television
(LPTV) stations and 5,000 television translator stations
are on the air. For those considering the possibility of
entering the business of broadcasting, the challenge is
to make asound investment. While broadcast ownership
can be quite profitable, a broadcast license is not a
license to print money. The challenges to successful operation are great. Broadcasting is acompetitive business,
and to succeed, broadcasters must marshall considerable
creative and managerial talents to deliver their product—
the listening and viewing audience—to advertisers.
This section deals with the threshold question of
whether broadcasting is the right investment for you.
First, there is adiscussion of why broadcast stations may
be agood investment. Second, an overview is given of
the
ing
the
the

technical, economic and legal aspects of broadcastas abusiness. The section ends with an analysis of
most common myths and misconceptions concerning
process of acquiring a broadcast station.

A. WHY BROADCAST STATIONS MAY
BE GOOD INVESTMENTS
Although broadcasting is very demanding in the
combination of management and people skills required
and may be more sensitive to general trends in the
economy than many industries, there are many reasons
why acquiring a broadcast station can turn out to be
a good investment.
As noted above, broadcast stations may be sensitive
to certain general trends in the economy. In the economic
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downturn that began in 1990, that certainly was the case
for many stations. That does not mean, however, that
good investments are not available. For one thing, notwithstanding the economic downturn, broadcast revenues
continue to grow, albeit much more slowly. The slower
growth in revenue and cash flow, among other factors,
contributed to aperiod of lower station selling prices.
For entrepreneurs with capital for investment and access
to debt financing, this period represents an opportunity
to acquire stations with positive broadcast cash flow (a
term that will be defined later in this volume) at prices
that haven't been available in more than adecade. When
the economy rebounds, as people generally anticipate
it will, " a rising tide floats all boats."

of the license is its acquisition cost, or the cost that
would be incurred to acquire a new license, the value
is still quite considerable. Moreover, as the overall
economy improves, broadcast revenues resume previous
rates of growth and station trading prices become more
buoyant, the definition of " stick value" will become
less conservative. At the same time, station traders and
lenders to the industry will be reluctant to assign the
high values that commonly occurred in 1986, 1987 and
1988. This is because of ageneral perception that aloose
definition of stick value, and unjustified reliance on
unsupportable stick values as an automatic " floor" on
station prices, resulted in the over-pricing of many stations and many bad lending decisions by banks and
other financial institutions.

1. Protected Market Position
Broadcast stations operate within governmentprotected oligopolistic markets under licenses granted
by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
Licenses for radio stations are for seven-year terms; television station licenses are for five years. Historically,
both radio and television licenses are generally routinely
renewed, with the exception of a relative handful of
instances of egregious broadcaster misconduct. Tech-

2. High Operating Leverage
As previously observed, broadcasting is aservice business. No inventories or materials are required to create
the service that is provided and rapid turnover of cash
is common because billing terms are relatively rigid. A
low capital requirement per dollar of revenue is the
normal expectation. (The most high-powered FM station in amarket could have an investment in physical

nical limitations restrict the number of stations in agiven
market, thus creating an inherent " franchise" value,
regardless of astation's operating performance, based
on the owner's ability to transfer aprotected right, the
FCC license. On the balance sheet, the value of the
license shows up under the catch-all heading of goodwill, but broadcasters have a much more meaningful
term: " stick" value—that is, the value of owning apar-

plant of no more than $ 500,000.) In addition, once the
fixed operating costs are met, a high portion of each
dollar of incremental sales translates into profit. As a
result, broadcasters have the ability to achieve high
operating profits as a percentage of sales.

ticular facility in agiven market, assuming the station
was on the air but had no meaningful audience or sales
income. It would not be unusual for an experienced
broadcast investment appraiser to estimate the " stick"
value of a 100- kilowatt FM station in a medium-size
market with average estimated retail sales and population growth at anywhere from $ 1.0 to $ 3.0 million,

The sale of broadcast stations is not only regulated
but also publicly reported by the FCC. This generally
available body of knowledge about prices is of considerable value in facilitating station sales. There is a
continual turnover of stations each year.

or more.
In the past, in medium- to large- size markets, it was
common to ascribe astick value of several million dollars
to ahigh-power FM station. In 1990, the marketplace
redefined the concept of stick value. Broadcasters and
lenders realized—although it was certainly not a new
phenomenon—that not all radio stations are profitable.
In amarket including ten high-power FM stations, for
example, maybe only the five or six top-rated stations
would make money. So, stick value, in 1990, began to
mean something like " the minimum justifiable price
that, with conventional financing and debt service
arrangements, the average performing FM station could
support." This definition is obviously less helpful in
defining the value of the license. But, even if the value
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3. Active Trading Market

The trading market in 1990 was less active than in
previous years, due to a number of factors. A major
factor was ageneral lack of liquidity in the economy.
Many banks with large portfolios of troubled real estate
loans lacked the ability to make new loans for other
businesses. Other banks found their ability to lend to
the broadcast industry restricted by new banking regulations limiting so-called " highly leveraged transactions."
The effects of the depressed real estate market are likely
to affect the availability of loans from commercial
banks for several years. Non-bank and foreign lending
institutions, however, are likely to take up at least some
of the slack. More creative financing arrangements between sellers and buyers, including not only deferred
purchase money but other devices, such as seller equity
participation, likely will fill much of the rest of the gap.
If one result of the temporary liquidity crunch is that
National Association of Broadcasters

banks take amore conservative approach to broadcast
loans, the industry will experience, in the long run, more
stability and more participation by skilled station
operators.

Commercial broadcasting began in the 1920s with the

A review of 476 radio stations sold between January
1988 and June of 1990 showed generally increasing
prices for radio stations. Compiled by David Schutz,
managing director of Hoffman Schutz Media Capital,
Inc., aNew York-based investment banking firm, the
study (Trends in Radio Station Sales: 1988-1990) showed
that 58 percent of the stations were sold at a profit,
39 percent sold at aloss and three percent sold at their
previous price. FM standalones led the list with price
increases representing an average annual (compounded)
growth of 13.2 percent. AM-FM combinations showed an
average 8.7 percent increase in value (also compounded).

TABLE 1

AMOnly

Station Types
FMAM/FM
Only

All
Stations

73

93

III

277

109

27

48

184

6

5

15

4

-2.9%

13.2%

8.7%

5.3%

-2.6%

11.3%

9.0%

4.6%

Experts generally agree that during the 1980s radio
station prices continued to increase based on strong
demand, although in television the increase has been less
dramatic. The reason for radio's particularly strong
growth is continued expansion of the radio listening
audience and concommitant increases in radio advertising revenues.

B. AN OVERVIEW OF BROADCASTING
AS A BUSINESS VENTURE
Broadcast stations range from small AM and FM
radio outlets serving rural and suburban communities
to powerful VHF television stations blanketing major
metropolitan areas. Within that range are agreat variety
of stations and markets. Stations may be very small
businesses, operating quite efficiently with ahandful of
employees. On the other hand, VHF television stations
in the largest markets may employ hundreds of people.
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AM radio band. Television broadcasting began in the
late 1940s and FM radio started to enjoy steady growth
in the early 1960s. During this 60-year period, the competitive environment has been one of continual change.
At one time, AM was the dominant medium. Now,
however, listeners have shown adistinct preference for
FM's superior audio quality and FM has moved ahead
of AM. For nearly 20 years, almost all television stations
were VHF; now channel space on the VHF spectrum
is virtually exhausted and there are more than 560 UHF
commercial stations.
Historically, there were arelative handful of stations
in each market and the principal competition for broadcasting came from newspapers. Now, however, there
are many more stations and broadcasters must compete
for audience loyalty not only among each other but also
with amyriad of non-broadcast services, including video

Appreciation (Depreciation) in Station Values

Resold at Higher
Price (
if)
Resold at Lower
Price (
if)
Resold at the Same
Price (
If)
Average Annual
(Compounded) Change
Median Annual
(Compounded) Change

This diversity is reflected in the worth— and, therefore,
selling price—of existing stations, and in the potential
income and appreciation of new stations.

and audio programs distributed by cable systems and
video cassettes. Broadcasters' responses to these competitive challenges are the same now as before: providing
program services that meet the audience's interests. FM
stations, particularly in major markets, seek to differentiate themselves by programming to reach specific demographic groups ( for example, " women, 25-54" or
"adults, 18-34") with particular program styles, known
as formats. Commonly recognized music formats include
Contemporary Hit Radio (" CHR"), Album-Oriented
Rock (" AOR"), Adult Contemporary (" AC") and
Country. These different formats provide efficient
ways for retailers to spend their advertising dollars
aimed at listeners with similar incomes and common
spending habits.
Several years ago, many AM radio stations turned to
innovative formats, such as two-way talk, all-news,
foreign-language and religious programming. AM licensees have received FCC permission to broadcast in stereo,
but relatively few AM stations have gone to stereo
because most listeners do not have AM stereo receivers.
The FCC has undertaken amajor effort to improve the
sound of AM radio and the quality of AM receivers,
and to increase the size of the band to provide more fulltime AM stations, and reduce the number of day-time
only stations.
Many other technological advances are being considered, tested and developed by the broadcasting industry.
These include High Definition Television (HDTV) which
will permit home TV screens several feet square with
a picture as sharp as the 21- inch sets that are now
common. One popular electronics manufacturer already
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has marketed aportable television set the size of aportable radio with a 1-inch screen and another is introducing an even smaller set with a2-inch screen.
HDTV will have amajor impact on the broadcast television industry. Most observers feel that the ability to
provide HDTV is critical if television broadcasters are
to compete with cable television and satellite-delivered
services, and other information media now-existing,
such as laser discs, and others yet to be developed.
Some television stations also are seeking to reach
more specialized audiences with foreign-language,
religious, or family-oriented programming. Others are
trying to develop more appealing and informative local
programs and to acquire programs from more diverse
sources. Some television stations are broadcasting in
stereo to give viewers better sound.
What HDTV is to television, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) may be to radio. The technology for
DAB is more developed than HDTV, having been tested
in Europe. Policy development for DAB, however, has
not progressed very far in the United States. Issues still
to be decided include whether DAB will be delivered by
satellite or by aterrestrial system of stations similar to
the present AM and FM services. Broadcasters are advocating aterrestrial system for DAB, in which all existing
AM and FM licensees would have the opportunity to
participate. (DAB is generally thought to offer compactdisc quality reception with much less transmitting power
than is required by AM or FM technology.) An equally
important issue is what frequency band will be most
suitable for DAB. Because the debate over these policy
issues is in its early stages, conversion to DAB may not
begin until the latter part of this decade or even the early
part of the next century.
One way in which broadcasters respond to competition
is by providing ancillary services. Many radio stations
program channels on the local cable television system.
FM stations may offer background music and business
information services on asubcarrier of the main FM
channel.
In the future, continually updated encoded information services, called teletext, may be part of the standard
television broadcast signal. This service will give viewers
abroad directory of information such as the weather;
stock market reports; airline, railroad and bus schedules; menus of local restaurants; schedules of movies,
plays and exhibits at local theaters and museums; and
avast almanac of general information.
Essentially, broadcasters make money from commercials they sell to advertisers. Unlike newspaper publishers,
broadcasters are limited amount of advertising which
can be sold. Newspapers can expand or contract their
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size depending on the amount of advertising they have
on any given day. For example, Monday's newspaper
is usually thin and Thursday's newspaper is usually
thick. This is not because there is always more news on
Thursday than on Monday. It is because more retailers
advertise on Thursday to attract the weekend shopper
than do on Monday. In contrast, the broadcaster has
only 168 hours aweek in which to broadcast.
Both print and broadcast media have one thing in
common and that is that they are in the business of delivering advertisers' messages to potential customers. The
more listeners, viewers or readers that each medium can
attract, the more money that medium can charge its
advertisers. In fact, the price that is charged for advertising is often based on the cost per thousand potential
customers reached.
Thus, the balance for which asuccessful broadcaster
strives is to air programming that will attract the highest
number of listeners or viewers so the station can charge
advertisers the highest price for commercials. Still, the
broadcaster cannot overpay for programming relative
to the revenue the station receives from selling alimited
number of commercial minutes.
Broadcasting is avery people-oriented business. Broadcasters must meet audience preferences. They must have
the creative talents necessary to acquire and produce the
station's programming. They must also develop support
among local advertisers. They must have strong ties to
the local community. But they must also be effective
managers. Too much attention to the creative side could
cause the broadcaster to go broke. But constant attention paid only to the bottom line also probably will be
unsuccessful. Successful operation revolves around the
constant interplay between these two critical facets of
operations.
A station owner's management and creative skills are
focused on serving aspecific market area. The market's
size and other characteristics (e.g., consumer income,
retail sales, rate of growth, demographic composition)
determine the revenue available to broadcast stations
from the sale of advertising, and thus are also potential determinants of astation's ability to service debt
and provide areturn on investment. Market size is also
reflected in the amount and nature of the competition.
Among other factors, the FCC has allocated more radio
and television frequencies to larger communities. Also,
the larger and more dynamic the revenue base in aparticular market, the more companies are attracted to
operate—or try to compete—in that market. Owners of
broadcast stations licensed to suburban communities
will attempt to carve out aniche in the larger market
and secure a share of the market revenue.

National Association of Broadcasters

Success in a particular market generally requires a
broadcast signal comparable to that of other stations
and capable of reaching the entire market. As previously
noted, many listeners prefer the signal of FM stations
to AM broadcasting. Not all AM stations are equal, nor
or all FM stations. AM stations may be differentiated
by the portion of the band in which they operate (the
lower portion of the band is less congested and has
better propagation characteristics), by power, and by
hours of operation. Many AM stations operate with as
little as 1000 watts of power; others operate only between sunrise and sunset. Still others have highly directional transmitting antennas. FM stations licensed to
suburban communities with only 3,000 watts of power
may find themselves competing with anumber of FM
stations licensed to the central city operating with
100,000 watts.
When stations are relatively comparable, the difference
will be in the ability of the operators to choose and execute formats that appeal to listeners in the large numbers
sought by advertisers. When astation is at atechnical
disadvantage, the difference between success and " nonsuccess" may be in the ability of the operator to identify
aformat that will attract asmaller but devoted audience.
Television is not dissimilar to radio. Competition is
keenest in the largest markets. In the largest cities, there
are not only affiliates of the four major networks (ABC,
CBS, NBC and Fox) but also several independent stations. Some of the network affiliated stations, and most
independent stations, operate in the UHF portion of the
television band. The FCC has encouraged comparability
between VHF and UHF but VHF stations have been
established for amuch longer period of time and have
undeniable technical advantages. As more and more
independent stations have come on the air, the total
television audience has become more fractionalized.
(The growth of cable television has certainly contributed
to this trend, both by providing viewers with many nonbroadcast program channels and by making the signals
of UHF stations more comparable to their VHF competitors.) Many stations have specialized formats—
foreign language, religious programming, home shopping, classic movies and so forth.
Given the number of stations and markets, the various
classes of stations and the variety of programming
options, almost certainly there is a station potentially
capable of meeting virtually any investment objective.
The challenge to the buyer is to develop an informed
investment objective, based on their personal goals,
skills and resources, and asound buying decision that
accurately reflects market conditions.

C. DECIDING WHETHER TO
BUILD OR BUY
On one hand, a new broadcast station starts off at
adisadvantage. There is no cash flow to meet start-up
expenses and interest payments which, at the beginning,
must come out of the owner's pocket. As the newcomer
to the market, moreover, the owner who builds astation
will be looking for revenues which historically have been
committed to other stations or prospecting for sources
of income the other stations have overlooked or ignored.
As a practical matter, there are few opportunities to
build new stations in the largest markets. Thus, market
size may limit the potential for building anew station.
On the other hand, anew station is not handicapped
by the history of inept management, mediocre programming or service of poor technical quality that may
accompany astation that is being sold. The person who
is considering building a new station may be able to
identify aniche in an existing market—asegment of the
population which is not served—or adeveloping community which will profitably support a new broadcast
station. In some instances it may be possible to build
anew station in asmall but profitable market and use
that property as an anchor to finance acquisitions in
other markets. In addition, the value of good will and
financial performance is high, and buyers pay dearly
for existing stations.
Perhaps the single biggest drawback to applying to
build anew station is that an applicant cannot always
be certain of obtaining alicense. Frequently, others file
competing applications for the right to use the same frequency. Where there are competing applications, the
FCC holds lengthy and often costly comparative proceedings to determine the best qualified applicants. The
FCC has recently revised some of its comparative hearing procedures, with agoal of shortening the process.
Nonetheless, unless the parties reach asettlement agreement, atwo-to-three year process from the date of filing
appears to be an irreducible minimum.
The decision whether to buy or build, then, will
depend upon an analysis of anumber of factors, among
them:
1. The financial resources available to acquire astation.
2. Whether there is astation for sale in the market in
which the entrepreneur would prefer to operate,
within the applicable price range, which makes good
sense on the basis of past earnings or potential for
growth and is not encumbered by management,
financial or technical problems; or, if not,
a. whether there is an unoccupied frequency in the
market available for application, and there is
room in the market for a new competitor to
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operate profitably; or,
b. if there is no allocated frequency in the market
available for applications, there is a frequency
that can be assigned, consistent with the FCC's
technical requirements.
3. The entrepreneur's ability to conclude that, if the
other factors favor applying for anew station rather
than purchasing an existing station,
a. no one else is likely to apply for the station; or,
b. if others do apply, they are less likely to be found
to be best qualified; or,
c. where the outcome of competing applications is
not capable of being predicted with any degree
of certainty, the value of the new station would
be worth risking the time and money invested in
the application.
4. The entrepreneur's decision as to whether his or her
experience and qualifications are appropriate and
adequate to start up anew station from scratch, or
whether an existing station better suits his or her
needs.

financial statements that follow generally accepted
accounting principles.) Historically, the profit statements
of stations owned by individual entrepreneurs were
distorted because the owners, rather than paying income
taxes on bottom line profit, found ways to " expense"
some items that otherwise would not be deductible.
Buyers would compensate for this distortion by using
the gross revenue formula rather than amultiple based
on cash flow.

3. The Myth of Cash Flow Multiples:
Watch Out For The New Math
Care must be taken in defining operating cash flow,
which is pre-tax income before depreciation, amortization, interest and extraordinary expenses. Cash flow
multiples, while useful, do not account for structural
differences within amarket, potential new competition
(e.g., the construction of new stations), the change in
management of asleepy competitor, and the impact of
other media such as cable television and newspapers.

4. The Myth That Current Revenues and
D. TEN COMMON MYTHS
AND MISCONCEPTIONS
This section is intended to dispel some of the common
myths and misconceptions about acquiring abroadcast
station. The following is a list of ten such myths and
misconceptions and abrief discussion of the danger of
a simplistic and overly generalized approach to the
acquisition process. ( Don't be lulled by the length of
this list— many more myths do exist!)

1. The Myth Of Comparable Pricing:
Oranges And Apples
Estimating the value of abroadcast property based
on the recent sales price of a " comparable" property
in another market is a perilous exercise. At the very
least, one needs to consider such factors as the facilities
of the station, the growth rate of the market, the status
of the competition, the structure of the transaction, and
the current financing climate.

Profit Growth Are Constant:
The Herd Instinct Run Amok
There are " boom times" when revenue typically
grows between 15% and 20% annually and cash flow
growth is even greater than that. Myopic buyers mistakenly assume that revenue and profit growth will continue
at peak levels for many years into the future. Conversely,
when the economy or values are soft, many buyers
blithely assume that such conditions are along-term inevitability as well.

5. Real Estate Myths: Lots of Value
The independent value of real estate does not add
proportionately to a station's fair market value. A
station's antenna site is an essential operating asset that
often cannot be used for any other purpose. Therefore,
its value separate from the broadcast property is irrelevant unless the station is easily moved.

6. The Myth of the 100% Leverage Purchase:
Don't Bank On It
2. The Myth of Gross Revenue Formulas:
Gross Input, Gross Output
One of the oldest myths is the oft-repeated formula
of " 2to 2 1/2 times gross revenues equals selling price."
The formula has its origins in the attempt to correct the
loose accounting practices of a number of individual
station owners. (Group owners are more likely to have
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For most purchases, it is foolhardy to assume that
banks or other lending institutions will supply all or even
most the necessary funds for an acquisition. For one
reason, the lender's need for security and a purchase
price equaling six-to-nine times cash flow effectively
stretches this cash flow too thin when even 80% of the
acquisition price must be repaid with interest.
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7. The Lure of Turn-Arounds:
An Attractive Nuisance
The belief that all properties are underdeveloped and
have upside potential is a myth. Nevertheless, many
purchasers acquire a station based on the blind faith
assumption that they are smarter and better managers
than the current owners. Turn-arounds generally demand
considerable experience in the broadcast business and,
as ageneral rule of thumb, should not be pursued by
a first-time buyer.
8. The " Greater Fool Fallacy"
One of the major reasons for higher cash flow multiples is the " Greater Fool Fallacy" which states: " Regardless of what Ipay for the station, there is aperson
out there willing to pay more when Iam ready to sell."
This theory has encouraged some buyers to pay unjustifiable and astronomically high prices and to lose
substantial sums upon resale.
9. The " No Broker Is Best, One Broker
Is Next Best" Theory

Brokers play auseful role in bringing prospective buyers
together with station owners desiring to sell their stations.
Similar to the real estate business, most broadcast
acquisitions involve the services of brokers. However,
unlike the real estate business where multiple listings of
properties are common, some media brokers tend to
have exclusive listings.
10. The Myth That Murphy's Laws
Are Inapplicable
Watch out for the following three of Murphy's Laws:
(1) if something can go wrong, it will; (2) nothing is as
easy as it looks; and ( 3) it always takes longer than you
think. Some buyers underestimate their financial needs
and are seriously undercapitalized. They underestimate
expenses, overestimate revenues and do not allow for
contingencies.
Many prospective buyers fail to research and evaluate
agiven market and do not understand the implications
of astation's current and potential technical facilities.
In particular, buyers should be leery of taking at face
value a statement by the seller such as, " don't worry
about the tower—you can move it closer to the big city."

Many first-time buyers do not recognize the value of
using qualified brokers to locate aproperty for them.

Buying or Building aBroadcast Station In the 1990s
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II. BUYING A
BROADCAST STATION

ne point must be clearly understood about
entering the broadcasting business. Whether
the chosen avenue is the purchase of an existing station or the construction of anew one,
the process is time consuming. In purchasing abroadcast station, much time will be spent in seeking FCC
approval. It is hard to predict exactly how long FCC
approval will take because of the variable factors
involved. It can be done in as little as 45 days, with the
normal time usually being 50 to 60 days (although some
approvals take longer, especially if apetition to deny
or an informal objection is filed).
Approval to build anew station is likely to take even
more time, especially when the FCC requires acomparative hearing to choose among competing applicants.
Then, after the FCC has finally awarded aconstruction
permit there is the actual physical construction of the
station: securing financing, getting the engineering done,
choosing the proper site for atransmitter, leasing or
buying the land, obtaining building permits, purchasing and installing equipment, and hiring staff—just to
name afew of the steps involved in the time-consuming
process of creating anew broadcasting property.
In other words, the acquisition or building of abroadcast station is not like the acquisition of a hardware
store, which can take place as soon as the financing is
arranged and the legal papers drawn up. From the time
an agreement for the sale of astation is reached until
the time the station actually changes hands can take six
months to ayear, and in some cases even longer. FCC
proceedings to award new stations licenses commonly
extend for ayear or two or more.
In a sense, the long delays involved represent an
important lesson for the aspiring broadcaster. If he or
she is too impatient to take the time to do things by the
book, as the FCC's substantive regulations often require,
another line of business probably should be considered.
Buying or Building a Broadcast Station In the 1990s
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A. UTILIZING THE SERVICES OF
CONSULTANTS: ASSEMBLING THE
ACQUISITION TEAM
Given the nature of the broadcasting business, awise
buyer and awise seller will enlist all the help they can
get to give them the best competitive edge. There are
avariety of professionals to provide this advice, including consultants, brokers and lawyers.
1. Working With Acquisition Consultants
Often, the prospective purchaser, especially one without management or ownership experience in broadcasting, will need the services of an acquisition consultant
familiar with the unique nature of the broadcasting
business. Aside from the complicating factors of time
and regulatory oversight, broadcasting is far from the
traditional franchise type of business. Each station
represents different management, sales, programming,
and engineering opportunities and problems. Answers
found to problems in one market may not work well
in another.
For the broadcasting novice, the consultant will interpret the financial data on possible acquisitions, putting
such items as sources of station revenue and program,
technical, sales, and general and administrative expenses
into a useful perspective.
Indeed, even the experienced broadcaster may benefit
from the assistance of the right sort of consultant. Few
broadcasters are experts at financial management. Yet,
clear-headed financial analysis is essential to asuccessful
purchase. Moreover, many broadcasters, although they
manage their stations successfully, have developed their
management skills and operating policies by atrial-anderror method, suitable to the station and market in
which the station operates but not necessarily transferable to another locale. The consultant can bring more
generalized managerial and financial expertise to bear
on the problems likely to be encountered at the station.
There is the very practical fact that buyers and sellers
of broadcast stations generally make better deals when
they utilize the talents and rely on the advice of professionals who know the business. Acquisition consultants
specialize in the education of buyers in all aspects of
the business of broadcasting. As part of the service, they
help the buyer to determine overall acquisition strategy,
to choose brokers, lawyers, consulting engineers and
accountants, to analyze and inspect possible station
acquisitions, and to arrange and structure the entire
financing package.
Thus, for both the novice and the experienced broadcaster, an acquisition consultant can help determine at
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an early stage if aproject can be successful and financially workable.
Often one member of apurchasing group will provide
much of the necessary expertise. If there is no such
person within the purchasing group, apotential buyer
should be able to locate suitable consultants from the
ever-increasing number of individuals with broadcast
experience and practical management skills to help guide
the acquisition process and later broadcast operations.
Quite apart from the matter of acquiring broadcast
management expertise, many persons embarking on
their first large-scale business venture have a more
general need for business or financial guidance. An FCC
study exploring ways to increase diversity of ownership
of broadcast properties found that many people seeking
entry into the broadcast industry were at aserious disadvantage because they had relatively little knowledge of,
or experience with, the complex and sophisticated
arrangements for financing the acquisition of broadcast
facilities.
It is important to note that many entrepreneurs are
not successful in raising funds for their ventures. Wouldbe entrepreneurs should not be overwhelmed by this
fact. Rather they should understand the difficulty in
raising capital, and seek professional assistance.
Accordingly, when outside financing will be required,
the first steps in many cases should be ( 1) to locate a
financial advisor or acquisition consultant who will
provide introductions to financial institutions and (2) to
develop credible contacts who can vouch for the wouldbe entrepreneur's competence, honesty, drive and capacity to work hard. The acquisition consultant, who may
or may not have experience in the broadcasting business,
will be in aposition to critique the business plan, review
financial strategies, and assist in negotiations.

2. Choosing a Lawyer
Early in the process of locating and negotiating the
purchase of a station, the prospective buyer should
be working with alawyer whose practice includes handling the acquisition and transfer of communications
properties.
The reasons for utilizing a lawyer are fairly selfevident. The buyer needs advice on the most advantageous way to finance the purchase and complete the
acquisition, including the tax and other consequences
of the various business forms and methods of purchasing
the property. A lawyer's advice is important in drafting the sale-purchase agreement as well as in the preparation of aprospectus or offering memorandum, if the
prospective buyer contemplates enlisting the support of
investors or in the negotiation of loan documents and
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preparation of security instruments when the financing
will be coming from a lending institution.
Beyond these normal roles that alawyer plays in most
business transactions, the purchase of acommunications
property has the unusual aspect of requiring the approval
of the FCC on even some of the minute details of the
transaction. For example, the FCC not only reviews the
qualifications of buyers, it must also review ahost of
contractual provisions in the sales purchase agreements,
including control of station operations, preservation of
station business, certain covenants by the seller and the
timing of the closing of the sale. Many of these regulatory matters must be included in disclosure documents
prepared for potential investors. Additionally, the drafting of loan agreements, promissory notes, security
agreements, stock pledges and other documents requires
the advice of an attorney.
A further reason for utilizing acommunications lawyer
early in the process has to do not with the lawyer's
specialized legal knowledge and skill, but with his or
her knowledge of the history of aspecific property. He
or she will know, or can help to find out about who
has previously owned and operated the property, what
kind of financial results it has had, how well it has been
operated, the reputation of the seller and the station,
and other factors that will help the prospective buyer
evaluate the property.
In spite of all the essential work that an attorney can
do in connection with the purchase of abroadcast property, prospective purchasers should also understand the
lawyer's limitations. It is the lawyer's function to protect
his or her client's best interests but, in most cases, the
negotiation of business terms of the transaction is best
left to the buyer, with the assistance of an acquisition
consultant.
Because a lawyer cannot sense every nuance of the
buyer's mind, in many cases interjecting lawyers into
purely business negotiations may prolong the matter and
yield the wrong result. The lawyer cannot always know
on what business points the buyer wants to stand firm
and on what he or she will be flexible. In short, the attorney plays avital role, but not the entire role. There are
roles that properly must be played by others, including
the buyer.
The following is a list of points to keep in mind in
choosing and using a lawyer in an acquisition.
a. Use a Lawyer Early: An Ounce of Prevention
Two months after the general manager of a radio
station in the Northeast acquired acontrolling interest
in the licensee corporation, he was threatened with a
fine and apossible revocation of the station's license.
A competitor had requested that the FCC institute
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revocation proceedings after discovering that the general
manager had consummated the acquisition without
asking the Commission for prior approval of his stock
purchase, aviolation of Section 310 of the Communications Act.
All too often, lawyers are called in after the damage
has been done, when an individual is on the verge of
being sued or of losing atransaction. True, 11
th hour
attention from agood lawyer can limit the damage, but
it will be too late to keep legal costs low. The most costeffective service your lawyer can give you is " preventive"
or " anticipatory" legal advice; he or she can identify
potential problems and suggest corrective measures to
avert unnecessary legal disputes. But remember that the
old adage about bankers applies to lawyers as well: "The
best time to get acquainted is when you don't need the
money." Don't wait for the first hint of alegal problem.
Consult alawyer in the planning stages—before beginning to negotiate an acquisition.
b. Evaluate Your Legal Needs
You need alawyer, atop-notch professional. But how
do you find one? Before you begin to look for the right
lawyer, determine the specific kind of assistance you
need. You also should try to determine what size firm
would be appropriate for your needs and whether you
would benefit by retaining more than one law firm. You
may need, for example, alawyer familiar with the FCC
for some matters and alocal lawyer for others. Usually,
in an acquisition, afull service law firm can handle the
FCC filings as well as executing the necessary corporate
work. Figure out what will work best for you before
you begin looking at specific firms.
c. Seek a Specialist for Special Problems
Generally, lawyers specialize in one or more areas of
the law, such as communications law, banking or corporate law. Many focus on aparticular subspecialty. This
practice is particularly common in communications,
where some lawyers work only on broadcast-related
matters while others deal solely with cable systems or
common carriers. Look for an expert in the particular
type of transaction you are considering, or, even better,
look for afirm with specialists in various areas affecting
the transaction. A lawyer who is unfamiliar or only
marginally familiar with that area of the law may not
do as satisfactory ajob as the specialist. Or the lawyer
simply may refuse to handle the matter in the first place.
If the lawyer does represent you, he or she probably will
take much longer and be more expensive, and may give
you inappropriate advice or more conservative advice
than a specialist.
d. Determine the Scope of the Service That You Need
Do you want alawyer for aone-time legal service or
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are you seeking a long-term relationship to handle
continuing or recurring problems? A solid, long-term
relationship with a good lawyer who is familiar with
your company will result in better and more appropriate
legal advice and business counseling. You don't need
to engage in an elaborate search for alawyer for aoneshot, routine legal service such as drafting an option for
an antenna site or reviewing a lease for your studios.
You should, however, be much more careful in choosing alawyer for acomplex matter, such as handling your
acquisition, and continuing or recurring problems and
tasks, such as protecting your broadcast license.
e. Consider the Size of the Firm,
But Hire A Lawyer, Not a Firm
The resources available to alawyer can greatly affect

is needed, the advice here will help you find a good
lawyer.
g. Get Recommendations from Colleagues
Begin your search by getting recommendations from
business associates who have had legal problems or
needs similar to yours and were fully satisfied with the
service they received. If you already have alawyer who
does not have expertise in the particular kind of legal
service you need, seek his or her recommendations.
Accountants, acquisition consultants, bankers, media
brokers, engineers and other non-lawyer professionals
you respect also can provide valuable suggestions. A
good word is not enough—ask the individual about the
services provided, the fees and the results.

with as many as 150 lawyers or more. In the area of
communications law, many lawyers practice in legal

h. Watch Out for Referral Fees
If you interview alawyer who has been recommended
by another lawyer, ask about referral fees. Such fees,
which include forwarding fees, cash commissions and
fee-splitting, are justified only if the recommending
lawyer will be working on your case or has already

"boutiques"—small firms that handle communications
law only; others practice in medium and large-sized
firms.

worked on your case and has not yet billed you. Rule
1.5(e) of the American Bar Association's Model Rules
of Professional Conduct requires ( 1) that any division

the kind of service you receive. Approximately 50
percent of all lawyers in private practice in the United
States are sole practitioners. Firms can range in size in
small practices of under adozen lawyers to mega- firms

A sole practitioner or a lawyer in avery small firm
might give you extra attention because he or she has only
ahandful of clients. On the other hand, the lawyer may
have only limited resources. Medium-to-large-sized
firms may be somewhat less personal, but they generally
have extensive libraries, computer research facilities and
a sufficient number of lawyers and support staff to
handle acquisitions of all sizes. These medium-to- largesized firms are more apt to be able to handle acquisitions
and any associated problems on short notice. Furthermore, with specialists in additional areas such as real
estate, litigation and business law, they can offer you
the legal equivalent of one-stop shopping. Most law
firms will make available to you resumes or brochures
describing their practices and listing representative
clients and areas of specialization.
A law firm's size and reputation are important, but
the success of your acquisition depends on the individual
lawyer who will be doing the work. The quality of
lawyers can vary, so select the particular lawyer first,
and then look at the law firm and its resources in the
communications industry.
f. Search for a Lawyer in a Systematic Way
Be as thorough in your search for a lawyer as you
would be in search for asales manager or corporate vice
president. Shop around. Meet the top candidates. Question them closely and check references. Even if you
know nothing about the area of law in which counsel
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of fees among lawyers be made in proportion to the
amount of work performed by each lawyer; (2) that
there be full disclosure to and consent of the client; and
(3) that the total fee be reasonable. You should note,
however, that although referral fees are deemed to be
unethical under the Model Rules, they are permitted
under lawyer disciplinary rules in Massachusetts,
California, Maine and Texas. In any event, do not tolerate any fee-splitting arrangement in which the lawyer
making the referral has not provided legal services of
value to you.
i. Use Directories to Check Credentials
Use directories only for obtaining additional information and checking the credentials of the lawyers already
on your list of candidates. The most comprehensive
directory is the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory,
available in most public libraries. It lists lawyers nationwide by name, geographical location and educational
degrees and carries display advertisements which provide
details on the background of afirm's lawyers, including
education, honors, professional activities, publications,
areas of specialization, and sometimes their major clients.
Other directories include The Lawyer's Register by
Specialties and Fields of Law, the Attorney's Register,
the U.S. Lawyer's Referral Directory (
which publishes
state and regional editions) and state- by-state Blue
Books of Lawyers (
published by the Legal Directories
Publishing Company). One of the most comprehensive
publications is the Directory of the Legal Profession
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published by the National Law Journal, an 1,100-pluspage tome covering over 300 large, general practice
firms in 79 cities and over 250 specialty firms. It contains
information ranging from billing rates to average salaries
of associates.
j. Use Lawyer Referral Services Cautiously
Lawyer referral services, which usually are listed in
the Yellow Pages, identify lawyers and their areas of
specialization. The quality of these referral services
varies widely. Some require minimum standards—such
as experience in the area and accreditation by the state
bar—before listing alawyer as aspecialist. Others have
no requirement for alisting beyond payment of afee
by the lawyer. Many lawyers who specialize in communications or other types of corporate law do not ask to
be listed because they believe that important clients
would not use referral services.
Referral services sponsored by local bar associations
may be more reliable than commercial referral services.
Most bar associations publish lists of local lawyers with
some rudimentary information about their credentials
and expertise. Professional legal associations, such as
the Federal Communications Bar Association (FCBA),
publish lists of the names and addresses of their members. Broadcasting/Cablecasting Yearbook publishes a
list of FCBA members and law firms active in communications law. These lists do not contain any biographical
data.
k. Do Some Comparison Shopping Before You Decide
Make a list of candidates, check credentials and
reputations, arrange to interview two or three of the top
contenders and then choose the one who seems most
qualified to deliver the services you need at aprice you
can afford. This process may be time-consuming, but
if your legal problems are important to you, the time
will have been well spent.
I. Use aPersonal Interview to Make the Right Choice
The personal interview is the most important step in
your effort to find the right lawyer. Through the interview you will learn about the lawyer's background, legal
practice, rates and personality. At the same time that
you are learning about the lawyer, you can help lay the
groundwork for future relations by establishing yourself
as aserious client who cares about quality legal service.
m. Ask the Prospective Lawyer the Right Questions
Prepare for the interview as thoroughly as possible.
Know the kind of legal service you want, and draw up
alist of questions that will reveal the candidate's qualifications. The end of this section has achecklist of questions to ask prior to and during the interview. It may
be helpful to send the lawyer a brief sketch of your
Buying or Building aBroadcast Station In the 1990s

problem or background materials on your company so
that he or she can be better prepared.
Most lawyers offer an exploratory session for free,
but some do charge for this service. Before the interview,
find out if there will be acharge. If there is acharge,
request that it be credited toward fees for initial services.
During the interview, discuss the details of your problem with the lawyer. Does the lawyer do agood job of
listening? Does the lawyer ask you probing questions?
Has the lawyer had any recent experience with acquisitions like yours? How long did it take to complete the
last transaction and what was the approximate cost? Ask
for names and telephone numbers so you can contact these clients for an evaluation of the lawyer's
performance.
Try to get asense of what it will be like to work with
the lawyer. Is the lawyer's style and approach to lawyering compatible with your idea of the type of lawyer you
want to represent your company? Is the lawyer willing
to work closely with you and keep you apprised of your
case? Will there be open communication? Don't trust
a lawyer who does not talk candidly and openly.
Will the lawyer do the work personally? If so, what
are the lawyer's commitments to other clients (especially
his or her travel and litigation schedule) and how will
they affect the lawyer's ability to devote time to your
matter? Does the lawyer plan to delegate some or all
of the work to others in the firm? If others will be
involved, who are they and do they have the requisite
ability and experience? What impact will their work
have on your legal bills? Get the names of all those who
will be involved, and ask to meet with them. Also, get
an assurance that the lawyer will supervise any work
performed by others in the firm.
What are the lawyer's strengths and weaknesses? What
is the lawyer's background? If you are interviewing a
communications lawyer, find out if he or she previously
worked in the communications industry, for agovernment agency such as the FCC, or for one of the industry
trade associations. What other kinds of experience does
the lawyer have? Correlate the breadth of this experience
and the relevance of that experience to your problems.
Don't hesitate to talk about fees and out-of-pocket
costs. What are the estimated fees? What are the billing
procedures and payment schedules? Is the lawyer sensitive to your desire for cost controls? Will the lawyer
provide acontract or letter of agreement delineating the
terms of representation, including the billing arrangement? Insist on getting the fee arrangement in writing.
Are there any potential conflicts of interest? Your
lawyer is under an ethical obligation to be loyal to you,
the client. If the lawyer represents clients whose interests
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CHECKLIST OF QUESTIONS TO ASK PRIOR TO AND
DURING AN INTERVIEW WITH A LAWYER
The questions which follow are suggestions.
How many you ask is a matter of judgment and discretion.
Prior to the Initial Interview
D Will there be a charge for the exploratory
session?
0 If there is a charge, how much will it be?
Will this fee be credited toward fees for
initial services?
El Do you currently have or anticipate any
conflict of interest?
D Are you available to handle this case
or matter?
During the Interview
III What kind of clients do you represent?
E Do you have clients of comparable size in
the broadcasting industry?
E In addition to client matters, what other
experience do you have that would be
relevant to representing my company? For
example, have you worked at a government
agency or an industry trade association?
E Do you have any recent experience with
acquisitions like mine?
E Could you give me some examples?
III What was the outcome, and approximately
how much did you charge the client?
El Might Ihave the names and telephone
numbers of those clients and your
permission to call them?

E Why are you particularly qualified to
handle this acquisition? What special
background or expertise do you have that
would be useful?
D Will you be doing all of the work? If not,
will you introduce me to the other people
working on my case or problem?
III Will you provide the necessary supervision
of work performed by others in the firm?
E How long do you estimate it will take to
complete my transaction?
E How will you keep me apprised of the
progress in the transaction?
E What will be the fee arrangement for
handling this matter?
0 How much do you estimate the total fees
will be?
III What is your billing procedure? Will the
bills itemize the legal work done?
III Will you provide me with a contract or
engagement letter describing the fee and billing
arrangements on what we have agreed?
Many of the pointers recommended for
selecting a lawyer will also be useful in
choosing two important professionals who
are too often overlooked in planning for
the successful purchase of a broadcasting
property—the engineering consultant and
the acquisition consultant.

are adverse to yours, he or she will be in the position
of having to choose between serving your interests and
those of another client. This matter is especially important in the communications industry, where lawyers or
their firms often are asked to represent media competitors in the same market. Some communications lawyers
even own broadcast properties or hold interests in other

only after he or she fully discloses all the facts about

telecommunications ventures. Thus, when you retain a
lawyer, ask them not to do any work until the lawyer

reluctant to denigrate one of their colleagues, you might
obtain some insight if you listen carefully to the way

determines that no conflict exists which would prevent
him or her from representing you. If aconflict of interest does exist, the lawyer generally can represent you

they phrase their comments. In addition, consult individuals who work with the FCC, media brokerage firms
and congressional committees. Do they respect and
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dual representation to each of the parties involved and
obtains their permission to represent both clients.
n. Check References
In addition to talking with clients, consult his or her
colleagues. Remember that although most lawyers are
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admire the lawyer? Have they seen the lawyer in action?
Do they consider the lawyer competent or outstanding?

plus 1-2% on any sales price in excess of the first $2-3
million.

o. Look for the Right " Chemistry"
Credentials are important, and competence is essential, but don't minimize your visceral reaction to the
lawyer you are interviewing. The right chemistry often
can make the difference between satisfaction and disappointment. During the interview, pay attention to the
lawyer's " desk-side manner." Is it abrasive, unctuous,
or just right? Is the lawyer agood listener? Does the
lawyer seem confident? Do you sense that the lawyer
wants to work with you? Does the lawyer seem aware
of the importance of your case or problem to your
business? It is important that you feel asense of rapport with the lawyer.

Prospective buyers should understand that one of the
important functions abroker performs for aseller is
to qualify aprospective buyer or to weed out the curious
lookers and casual shoppers so the seller doesn't waste
his or her time with prospects who are either not seriously interested in buying or not financially capable of
buying. In the market that currently exists in broadcasting properties, the supply of sellers exceeds that of
qualified buyers because the number of buyers actually
able to obtain debt financing from banks and other
financial institutions is quite limited. Therefore, it is a
responsibility of the broker to establish that the buyer
is serious and is qualified to pay the costs of acquiring
abroadcasting property.

p. Things to Watch Out For: The Tell-Tale
Signs of aLawyer You Should Avoid
Avoid alawyer who:
• seems too busy to put the requisite time and effort
into your case;
• guarantees the outcome of your case or problem;
• is vague on the subject of fees;
• refuses to prepare an agreement spelling out the fee
arrangement and billing procedures;
• tries to impress you with legal jargon;
• refuses to give you references.

3. Dealing With Brokers
Although there are several ways to determine what
stations may be available for sale, most individuals
entering the business consult with one of the 50 or more
brokerage firms specializing in communications
properties.
The knowledgeable buyer will approach anumber of
different brokers. Unlike the real estate business where
there is amultiple listing service that acts as an exchange
and allows all brokers to have all listings, many brokers
have an exclusive set of listings that are normally not
shared with other brokers. Thus, to ascertain what is
available on the market, anumber of brokers should
be consulted.
While abroker's commission is usually paid by the
seller, it often is an item of negotiation between the
parties. In some transactions, the buyer and seller each
pay half of the broker's commission. Traditionally, a
broker's commission is based on 5% of the first million
dollars of the sales price; 4% of the second million
dollars; 3% of the third million dollars; 2% of the
fourth million dollars; and 1% of the fifth million—
any balance is negotiated. Some brokers have recently
adopted afee schedule of 5% of the first $2-3 million,
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Moreover, generally lower prices for broadcasting
properties have led many owners who otherwise would
be interested in selling to choose not to openly market
their stations. The role of the broker may be to convince the owner of an unlisted station that there is a
genuine opportunity to sell on favorable terms. This
makes the broker's screening of prospects even more
important to demonstrate his or her ability and good
faith to the broadcast property owner.
A matter that needs to be established between the
prospective buyer and the broker at the outset is the
type of property the buyer is seeking and its general
geographic location. The buyer should be aware that
very few brokers operate on anational or industry-wide
scale. The listings of most brokers tend to be limited
to aregional geographic area. Also, some brokers tend
to specialize in acertain type of communications property, such as medium-sized FM stations or independent
television stations. Accordingly, at the beginning,
prospective buyers need to decide what features they
want in abroadcasting property and then seek out the
brokers who specialize in that type of property.
When dealing with abroker, prospective purchasers
must be prepared to describe the general requirements
of the desired property and to show their financial
qualifications. (Brokers, in particular, are frequently
confronted by unsophisticated buyers, and can be
expected to weed out those who lack the resources to
close adeal.) Thus, prospective purchasers will need to
inform the broker concerning their financial resources
for the purchase (both personal assets and contemplated
additional investment capital or loans), preferences as
to the type of facility, preferred geographical area,
information about the broadcast experience of the
buyers and their associates, and the extent of their
personal involvement on aday-to-day basis following
the acquisition.
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As noted before, the broker's primary function is to
bring prospective purchasers together with station
owners desiring to sell their properties. Once the prospect has shown the financial ability to complete the sale,
the broker should then make available at least skeletal
financial data about each property (revenues, expenses,
depreciation, interest and cash flow) and more detailed
financial information to those who evidence aserious
interest. The broker usually will be the most readily
available source of much of the information needed to
make awell-reasoned decision about buying the station
(including market trends and the station's share of the
market). However, obtaining independent counsel on
such matters is imperative.
Some brokers have branched out into other " fee for
service" areas, including investment banking (i.e.,
arranging financing) and after-the-sale consulting on
station management and operations. To some buyers,
the availability of such services offers the attraction of
"one-stop shopping." However, when coupled with the
broker's traditional role as an agent of the seller, these
other services include an inherent potential for conflict
of interest. While the non-brokerage services may be
first-rate and fairly-priced, the buyer must continually
be alert for which " hat" the broker is currently wearing.
If there is interest in any of the properties the broker
has listed, the broker can arrange an inspection visit
which should be done on aconfidential basis so as to
protect the existing operation and not generate disturbing rumors. If the prospective buyer wishes to submit
a bid after visiting the station, the broker can help
negotiate the price and terms of apurchase.
Brokers will not object when the buyer's lawyer
and/or accountant are brought in at this stage. In addition to assisting in the negotiations, the buyer's lawyer
and accountant can recommend advantageous ways to
structure the financing of the acquisition, including tax
shelter opportunities that stem from opportunities to
recapitalize the fixed assets, taking depreciation on certain types of intangible assets, etc.
At least two points should be kept in mind by the
prospective buyer at this point in the transaction. First,
the early impressions of the station's physical facilities
and personnel may be misleading. A poorly run station
in financial trouble with an unpopular programming
format plus ineffective personnel may be disguised by
an impressive physical plant and pleasant-mannered personnel. While atechnically up-to-date physical plant is
an important asset, the most important attributes of a
station are its ability to reach audiences and the capability of management to translate the audience into
revenue and asolid bottom line.
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Second, prospective buyers need to remember that the
broker's final allegiance in any negotiation is to the
person who is paying his or her commission, which in
most situations is the seller.

4. Using a Consulting Engineer
The experienced engineering consultant will provide
advice in at least two critical areas: the value and effectiveness of the station's current technical plant and signal
coverage plus an evaluation of how these assets compare
with the competition in the market.
In the first area, the engineering consultant might be
asked to inspect all physical assets of the station including
the transmitter, tower, remote units, cameras, consoles,
recorders, turntables, wiring and control rooms. The
engineer also might prepare areport that includes information as to the age and condition, type, location, FCC
specifications, recommended replacements and possible
improvements needed. Aside from equipment and
upgrade concerns, the engineer should determine
whether the station is operating within the FCC's rules
and regulations. In addition, the inspection should include an assessment of environmental concerns such as
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and radio- frequency
(RF) radiation.
Obviously, knowing the serviceable life left in equipment will allow the buyer to calculate future capital
improvement needs and expenditures. It will also alert
the buyer to assets that may be overvalued by the seller
or that are inappropriate to the kind of operation the
buyer envisions.
The engineering consultant's second function is to
advise the buyer about the merits of the station's technical facilities relative to those of its competition. What
is the station's relative technical competitive position
in the marketplace? How does the station's broadcasting
power and antenna location compare with those of the
competition? Does the station's broadcast signal reach
listeners and viewers that the current or previous management has not tried to cultivate? What will or what could
future technical operations be like? Is it possible that
the FCC may permit more competition to enter the
marketplace because of the availability of more space
on the broadcasting spectrum or through other technical
means? What are the future prospects of increasing the
station's competitive position in the marketplace through
longer broadcasting hours, more operating power or by
other means, such as arelocation of the transmitting
tower?
Over the past several years, the FCC has authorized
several new classes of FM stations. It has also made it
possible for many Class A FM stations to increase power
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from 3,000 watts to 6,000 watts. Many stations are
marketed to prospective buyers on the basis of their
potential for an " upgrade." An engineering consultant
is needed to evaluate such claims, and to identify
upgrade situations which have not been investigated by
the current owner.
All of this is vital information needed for aprospective buyer to evaluate the current value of the property
as well as estimating future value and potential.

B. LOOKING FOR A STATION TO BUY
Once the necessary expertise is assured, the search for
aproperty can begin. This stage of the venture can be
called the developmental stage. At this point the prospective purchaser will require seed capital to conduct
feasibility studies and meet organizational expenses.
This phase is an important time for the fledgling business
to develop atrack record for future stages.

Publications, Inc. Other ways of learning of available
properties would include placing an ad in Broadcasting
to solicit responses from owners interested in selling,
or simply asking alocal broadcaster (or abroadcaster
in amarket where the prospective buyer has an interest
in buying) whether they know of astation that might
be for sale.
A tactic used by some prospective purchasers is to
make a direct, unsolicited offer to a station owner
operating in the area where the prospective purchaser
would like to locate. Such an offer should explain why
the buyer is interested in acquiring the station and
provide some evidence of financial ability to buy the
station (for example, providing the name of abanker
or lawyer the seller might contact). Even if not successful, the offer may lead to information on other stations
that might be for sale if the right offer were made.

Broadcasting/Cablecasting Yearbook
Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
1705 DeSales Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Various trade publications should be consulted to
obtain some idea of the current market values of broadcast properties. Each week, Broadcasting publishes a
column called " Changing Hands" which gives the basic
details, including the purchase price, of most transfer
applications filed with the FCC. Following this information for several issues will provide some basic " ball
park" estimates of prevailing values for properties in
various size markets. Once a year, Broadcasting
publishes aspecial report on trading of broadcast properties during the previous year. Broadcast Investors, a
twice-monthly newsletter published by Paul Kagan
Associates, Inc. ( 126 Clock Tower Place, Carmel,
California 93923) gives information and advice on
broadcast investments. Broadcast Investment Analysts,
Inc., Paul Kagan Associates, Inc. and Duncan Publications publish annually statistics on station sales during

Television Factbook
Television Digest, Inc.
1836 Jefferson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

the previous year. Beginning in 1990, the National
Association of Broadcasters has published acomprehensive analysis of radio station sales (
Trends in Radio Station Sales: 1988-1990).

The entrepreneur's commitment of personal resources
and, particularly, the investment of capital, during the
developmental stage, are evidence of acommitment to
the success of the venture. This type of evidence increases
the likelihood of receiving assistance from financial
institutions.
There are two annual publications which contain the
names of communications brokers, acquisition consultants and lawyers practicing before the FCC:

As mentioned earlier, brokers prefer to handle properties on an exclusive basis and, therefore, virtually
every broker has some listings that are not shared by
other brokers. Thus, it is generally prudent to contact
several brokers who specialize in properties of interest
to the buyer. Acquisition consultants may act as intermediaries, and will contact brokers appropriate to the
buyer's desires on behalf of the buyer.
In addition, stations available for sale may not always
be listed with brokers or known to lawyers. Thus, even
when brokers have been contacted, would-be buyers
may also want to seek out properties on their own.
Owners trying to sell stations without abroker sometimes take classified ads in such publications as Broadcasting magazine, aweekly publication of Broadcasting
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This type of analysis quickly will lead to adetermination as to whether additional investment will be needed
to finance aprojected purchase. If additional individuals
are needed to supply more capital, discussions should
be conducted on at least apreliminary level to ascertain
their interest and the availability of their capital. If a
group is formed, of course, decisions as to the future
legal status of the group (i.e., partnership or corporation) must be addressed and, at this juncture, legal
counsel is necessary.
At this point, the prospective buyer must make a
judgment concerning the type of market area in which
he or she wants to operate. Generally speaking, the
market must be ( 1) small enough for the buyer to compete effectively and (2) large enough to make aprofit
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from operations, after covering debt service. If the buyer
plans to live in the market, the area must be acceptable
from that standpoint as well.

C. VALUING A STATION AND
SETTING A PRICE
Once the buyer finds an attractive station to buy, the
crucial question is how much to pay for it. Every property is worth something to someone but if the price isn't
right, neither is the property.
There are various methods for ascertaining the right
price for astation. However, the bottom line remains
that there is no foolproof way of determining the value
of astation. As discussed earlier, off-the-cuff formulas
exist, such as two to two-and-a-half times gross annual
revenues, or "x" times annual broadcast cash flow
(broadcast cash flow is the station's operating income
before taxes, interest, amortization and depreciation).
These formulas shift with changing economic conditions
and also vary between classes of stations, between services (AM and FM, for example) and between areas of
the country.
The problem is that guidelines such as these are
seldom reliable without the benefit of further analysis.
In most instances, abuyer may be willing to pay on the
high side of the range of prices arrived at by any method
for an established station with atrack record of increasing sales in agrowing market. Conversely, if the station is new and without stable earnings, or is in acontracting market, the buyer will pay on the low side of
acalculated range. What follows is ageneral description of factors affecting station prices and buyer considerations in deciding what to pay for astation.

1. General Factors Affecting Station Prices
Two major considerations in any valuation of a
broadcast property are the supply and demand for the
property, and the availability of financing. The supply
and demand picture encompasses the local and the national market in which the property acts and interacts.
Both factors are reflected in the prices agreed to by
buyers and sellers of other stations, and ultimately affect the price of the station in question. A prospective
buyer will want to look at all the price trends, nationally and locally, which make the property more or less
attractive to other potential buyers.
Another factor that affects prices is the general health
of the economy. During arecession or economic downturn, retailers usually cut back on the amount of advertising, and advertisers generally resist paying premium
rates. This tends to force station revenue and cash flow
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down and, with it, station prices. On the other hand,
in good times, stations may sell out their spot inventories relatively easily. As aconsequence, station prices
will go up. As previously discussed, another important
variable is the availability of credit from financial institutions. The general level of interest rates is also a
factor. Higher interest rates require larger debt service
payments and therefore tend to depress prices.
2. Specific Factors Affecting Value
In addition to the quantitative analyses which go into
determining station prices, the final estimate of market
value must necessarily reflect qualitative analyses of a
number of factors—both alone and in various combinations. These factors include the market size, competition,
technical facilities, management, etc. The single most
important factor is station revenue—past (to alesser
extent), present and potential. Past revenues tend to
show trends in the station's and sometimes the market's
development. A buyer may be able to determine if
station growth has slowed, has peaked, or is continuing. Estimates of potential revenues determine how
much abuyer can afford to pay for astation and still
make areasonable return on his or her investment. A
useful working assumption is that station revenues
should be roughly equivalent to total radio (or television) revenues in agiven market multiplied by that station's share of the total audience.
A seller normally will give apotential buyer information on the property's revenues but, sometimes, the
seller may not wish to disclose this information at an
early stage of negotiations, and abuyer may want to
make an independent investigation. In these situations,
it naturally is more difficult to get acomplete picture
of astation's revenues, but there are ways of making
an informed guess. Very useful information is contained
in Investing in Radio and Investing in Television,
published annually by Broadcast Investment Analysts,
Inc., McLean, Virginia, and Duncan 'sAmerican Radio
and Duncan 'sRadio Market Guide, published by James
R. Duncan, Jr., Indianapolis, Indiana. These publications provide relatively detailed estimates about broadcast revenues and station ratings in ranked markets.
One common experience in the late 1980s was that
information from these and similar sources about prices
paid in other transactions had very limited value as a
benchmark for a specific station. General data is no
substitute for specific financial information, and avery
sharp pencil.
Before beginning serious negotiations, the buyer must
have complete financial records on the station. This is
essential in order for the buyer to develop, as completely as possible, afinancial profile of the station. These
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financial records usually take the form of a balance
sheet, afinancial statement and statements of sources
and uses of funds (sometimes referred to as statements
of changes in retained earnings) for the last three to five
years. Preferably, the financial statements will come
from the station's outside independent accountants. Such
outside financial reports come with three different
degrees of assurance. " Compiled" financial statements
simply reflect information provided by the station to
its accountant. This means, from the accountant's
standpoint, that all figures are unverified; transactions
have simply been "compiled" and categorized in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. The
term " reviewed," when applied to financial statements,
means that the accountant has systematically looked at
the client's controls and original books of entry for
some, but not all, of the transactions reflected in the
financial statements and has formed a general
conclusion that those transactions have been accurately portrayed. The greatest level of assurance is provided by " audited" financial records. In preparing an
audit, accountants examine all original records of
revenue and expense and independently verify the existence of assets and obligations listed in the financial
statements. Unfortunately for buyers, few companies
undertake the substantial expense to complete audited
financial statements, except publicly traded companies
or where audited financial reports are required by
lenders as acondition of loans.
With all financial statements, whether compiled,
reviewed or audited, the accountant's " notes" following the statements are an integral part of the report and
should be carefully reviewed to ascertain the accountant's
reservations about the statements and the limitations on
the report.
Most banks require independently prepared financial
statements when reviewing aloan application. Depending on the size of the offering, when a buyer intends
to resort to the private capital markets for financing,
e.g., through a limited partnership offering, audited
financial statements may be required. And when the
acquisition is to be made through the purchase of stock
rather than simply the purchase of assets, the availability
of audited financial statements takes on added
importance.
Where there are any material doubts about astation's
financial history, the buyer should insist on the opportunity to make what accountants refer to as a " businessman's review" of the financial records and seek to make
the satisfactory completion of such a review (that is,
verification of previously supplied financial reports)
acondition of the buyer's obligation to complete the
purchase.
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A factor at least as important as the station's revenues
and overall financial condition is the market in which
the station is operating. Since no station broadcasts in
avacuum, an analysis of the station's market can reveal
who the station is reaching, who it can reach and, as
naturally follows, the audience advertisers can reach by
buying spots on the station. A station's present and
potential interaction with its market should be considered in determining astation's value. Market characteristics affecting station value include population growth,
disposable income, total market retail sales, and the
media competing for audiences and advertising dollars.
After taking these and other factors into consideration
(e.g., whether the station is AM, FM or TV; its signal,
operating power and position on the dial; the number
of facilities and formats of other stations in the market),
one should be able to make aprediction as to the station's potential share of the available advertising dollars.
It is possible to determine the total amount of advertising dollars that the level of retail sales in the market
will support and the potential of agiven station in the
market to increase its share of these dollars. Many
knowledgeable buyers say that they do not buy astation,
they buy amarket. For these reasons, it is essential for
any potential buyer to learn about the present make-up
and potential for growth of the market in which the
station is located.
3. How Deferred Payment Plans Affect Value
The type of payment plan which the buyer utilizes to
purchase the property must also be considered. Under
a deferred payment purchase, the buyer completes
payment for the property at afuture date and over a
period of time. If abuyer negotiates this type of financing, commonly known as " seller paper," current and
possible future interest rates must be considered. Interest
rate changes will affect the present and future values
of the transaction for both buyer and seller. The selection of fixed versus variable interest plans also will affect
the impact of changing rates.
Therefore, the question to be answered is: what is the
station worth to the buyer at various levels of interest
on the debt? From abuyer's standpoint, the buyer will
adjust the present value of the station to reflect the
various interest rates considered under the deferred
payment purchase plan. The higher the interest rate to
be paid in the future on notes to the seller, the lower
the present value.
If aportion of the purchase price is deferred, that
portion of the purchase price is worth less to the seller
than the same amount of cash received today. Similarly, the longer the payment of the full price is deferred,
the less that portion of the price is worth to the seller
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in today's terms. Thus, if aseller offers to defer payment of aportion of the purchase price over anumber
of years at below market interest rates, it can be safely
assumed that in setting the asking price the seller has
taken into account the lesser present value of the deferred portion and the favorable interest rate.
4. Financial Models for Valuation
a. Payback Multiples Based on Expected Cash Flow
The buyer of abroadcast station, like buyers of most
other businesses, is concerned primarily with the length
of time it will take to recover the investment—the breakeven point. This can best be estimated from an analysis
of future broadcast cash flow. As noted earlier, broadcast cash flow normally refers to operating income
before depreciation, amortization, interest and taxes.
In addition, certain items may be of an extraneous or
non- recurring nature and should be added to or subtracted from cash flow as the case may be. For example, there may be above average salaries or benefits
taken by absentee owners or officers who are not
involved in the daily operation of the station. There may
also be personal expenses of the owner paid by the
station such as personal life insurance, travel and entertainment, country club dues, etc. These are items which
should be added back to calculate the true cash flow.
On the other hand, if there are services provided by the
current owners, such as bookkeeping, that anew owner
would need to replace at ahigher cost, the cost of this
additional and necessary service should be subtracted
from the stated cash flow. Because cash flow is needed
to amortize debt, multiples of cash flow are sometimes
used to determine purchase price. By focusing on the
cash flow multiple, the buyer can determine how many
years it will take to recover the investment, not including
interest. When used in this fashion, cash flow multiples
measure the current return, i.e., the simple annual rate
of interest earned, that is required by the buyer to justify
the investment. Take this hypothetical example:
The asking price for station WBP is
$500,000. Cash flow analysis suggests that
it will take 8to 10 years to recover 100
percent of the $ 500,000 purchase price.
Dividing 100 percent by eight years results
in a current return of 12.5 percent per
year; dividing by 10 years results in a

by the buyer. Thus, the greater the risk, the lower the
multiple for which aproperty will sell. The buyer will
be unwilling to pay ahigher multiple when the return
is not as sure. A buyer who assesses astation as a " 7"
times rather than a " 9" times cash flow property is
making ajudgment about the relative degree of risk.
Sellers and buyers typically use cash flow multiples
for a particular property from different perspectives.
Sellers want a buyer to pay a multiple based on the
projected cash flow that abuyer should be able to generate with improvements and future development. Sellers
are basing their multiple on what they project the future
will be. Buyers may feel that they should pay for what
they are getting rather than what they might get after
development. Their viewpoint is that the multiple should
be based on an " as is" analysis. Usually, the purchase
price will reflect acompromise of these points of view.
Cash flow multiples vary from time to time depending on circumstances. The cash flow multiple is ameasure
of the cost of attracting money to a particular investment. Said in another way, it is a mark of the rate of
return required to attract an investor's money to a
particular investment. The appropriate multiple will also
be affected by the quality of the station's facilities and
the type of facility involved. Obviously, in view of the
importance of astation's technical facilities, adaytimeonly AM station at ahigh position on the dial will not
bring the same multiple of cash flow as will a 50,000
watt, full-time AM station in the middle of the dial.
Similar distinctions exist among FM stations (low power
Class As compared to high power Class B and C
stations) and TV stations (UHF versus VHF). Current
industry experience seems to indicate that the value of
VHF network-affiliated television stations falls in a
range of 8to 10 times annual pre-tax cash flow. Stations in the larger markets fall in the upper range and
those in the smaller markets in the lower range. The value
of network-affiliated UHF stations seems to be about
7to 9times cash flow. For radio it is 5to 7times for
AM stations and 7to 9times cash flow for FM stations.

year if the desired rate of return is 10
percent and $62,500 ayear if the desired
return is 12.5 percent.

Television station cash flow multiples appear to be
depressed for reasons that are not directly related to the
condition of the overall economy. Declining network
shares for network television viewing and increasing
competition from cable and other media, as well as
uncertainty about HDTV are contributing factors. UHF
station prices, where a multiple is assessed, seem less
affected, because UHF stations are beneficiaries of
declining network viewing shares. However, many UHF
stations do not have positive cash flow and thus are not
candidates for cash flow multiple analysis.

The higher the risk associated with aparticular investment, the higher the current return that will be required

In the late 1980s, buyers tended to accept cash flow
valuations based on projected revenues. Hence, it was

current return of 10 percent. Therefore
the annual cash flow from this station
should be somewhere between $ 50,000 a
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common for station prices to be expressed as, for example, " 10 times projected cash flow." As the 1990s
began, buyers and their lenders were much more skeptical. Pricing came more typically to be expressed as " 9
times trailing cash flow (e.g., for the preceding 12 month
period) adjusted for mistakes," meaning that obvious
over (and under) expenditures by the seller were taken
into account. Because of uncertainty about the effects
of increasing competition, both from more stations and
other media, and the impact of new technologies, the
trend is to use very steep discount rates for years beyond
the clearly foreseeable future.
Stations fall in the low end of the range when they
have poor records of earnings or inferior facilities or
are located in weak markets. Some stations, such as
those with no record of earnings, and stations requiring substantial improvement are impossible to value
meaningfully by using cash flow multiples.
In certain circumstances, even when astation has a
solid track record of earnings and sound technical facilities, cash flow multiples may be largely irrelevant. This
is particularly likely to be true in the case of AM
stations. Many lending institutions are unlikely to
consider an AM station, no matter how profitable, to
be sufficient collateral for aloan unless coupled with
acompanion FM station. The relative unavailability of
bank financing for such properties has an obviously
depressing effect on price. Thus, in addition to historical
earnings, alower cash flow multiple paid for an AM
station may reflect the buyer's ability to make an allcash purchase with no or relatively little bank debt. And
a high multiple may reflect the seller's willingness to
provide a favorable long-term payment arrangement.
Cash flow multiples are also of less value in the case
of stations that have reached adominant position in the
market. If astation is pre-eminent in the market, and
is relatively efficiently managed, how will the buyer
achieve the increase in cash flow necessary to service
the debt on apremium price? Indeed, station performance may be vulnerable to new competition. In such
asituation, unless growth of advertising revenues in the
market is exceptionally strong, both the cautious buyer
and the cautious lender ask the question, where can the
station's performance go, except, possibly, down? The
highest cash flow multiple is likely to apply to an
established but underperforming station in agrowing
market.
Sound use of cash flow multiples requires thoughtfully prepared cash flow projections which take into
account market revenue growth characteristics, demographics, quality of facilities, media competition, the
station's projected shares of audience and revenues in
relation to its present share of audience and revenues,
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and new depreciation and amortization. Any thorough
cash flow analysis will also include state and federal
income taxes (including tax benefits), working capital
requirements, property replacement schedules and debt
service payments.
b. Analysis of Discounted Cash Flow
A second way to determine value is to use the investment analysis technique known as " discounted cash
flow." The basic premise underlying discounted cash
flow analysis is that agiven amount of money to be
received at any time in the future is less valuable than
the same amount of money currently in hand today.
Presumably the total amount of money received, including principal and interest, through afuture date will
be equal in present value to asimilar amount received
in cash today. Using the cash flow projections that have
been developed, the method postulates that astation's
value today is equal to acumulative total of all future
yearly cash flows discounted back to the present at an
assumed annual rate of interest. Cash flows to be discounted include both yearly operating cash flows as well
as the final cash flow to be received at the end of the
investment period representing the assumed net proceeds
from asale of the station at that time. In performing
adiscounted cash flow analysis, the buyer should consider the current and projected interest rates reflecting
not simply the interest to be paid but also the rate of
return that would be available from other investments
over the same period of time, the amount of money being deferred and the length of time that it is being deferred. For these reasons, discounted cash flow analysis
should always be done at varying rates of interest ( for
example, from 10 to 25 percent), and for varying periods
of time (for example, five to 15 years). It should be
noted that cash flows to be received far into the future,
in say 15 years, add very little to the value of the station today.
Cash flow data to be used for discounted cash flow
analyses should always be stated in current or today's
dollars for purposes of benchmarking the true economic
value of astation; thus, cash flows should not reflect
inflation, i.e., increases in the dollars required to buy
the same goods and services, which otherwise would
cause an excessive price to be paid for the station.
c. Comparable Sales
A third method of valuing abroadcast property is by
acomparable sales study. This is adifficult type of study
which attempts to relate the value of one station to the
value of another which was sold in acomparably-sized
market, with approximately identical revenues, approximately the same audience and approximately the same
earnings within alarge market. With a large number
of stations, recent sales may be auseful basis for corn-
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parison. But all too frequently there is no well-founded
basis for acomparison of the station being valued and
"comparable" stations. Every station in every market
will have some unique characteristics which affect its
value.
These characteristics will skew any comparable sales
study and any attempt to relate the value of the target
station to the station or stations which are being compared. Therefore, the best use of this type of analysis
is as acheck on the values reached through other analytical methods.

5. Other Factors Affecting Station Prices
a. Station Assets and Facilities
Regardless of the formula used to determine an offer,
other factors must be considered. These include business

SUMMARY
In valuing a station and setting a price,
the buyer should keep several things in mind:
D What are the current and projected
revenues and broadcast cash flows
of the station?
E What is the composition of the station's
audience?
O Who are the station's advertisers?
El What is the growth pattern of the market?

trends in the area, the value of the physical plant and
any real property and other assets included in the sale,

O What is the station's competition?

and the extent of any obligations that might have to be
assumed. (See Appendix B, Station Review Checklist.)
With regard to the real estate valuation, it should be

O What type of payment plan will be used?

noted that broadcast stations often have several acres
of real property for their transmitter and tower site and
additional space and structures for studios. While extensive holdings might be involved, the property may be
unavailable for development under local zoning laws.
(The fact that a station is federally licensed does not
affect the authority of local zoning bodies.) In some
instances the station may be leasing its transmitter site;
if so, the seller should have afavorable and assignable
long-term lease. If there is only a short-term lease, it
may be extremely difficult if not impossible to find
another site should the station have to move. This is
especially true for AM station directional antenna sites
where multiple towers may be involved and only avery
limited area exists into which the station can move.
Because the acquisition of broadcast properties
involves the purchase of technical equipment, abuyer
should make arrangements to have abroadcast engineering consultant inspect the premises and evaluate the
equipment before making a binding offer.
In addition to estimating revenue levels, the buyer also
must compute the annual costs of operating the station.
The buyer must determine if any economies can be
achieved in the station's operations and the rate of
expected increases in costs. Included in this computation must be any debt service (namely, repayment of
principal and interest) the buyer will pay.
b. The Market
Also, as noted above, it is critical to obtain information on the financial condition of the area served by the
station. (See Appendix B, Market Review Checklist.)
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O What are current and projected interest
rates and required rates of return?

A review of the station's prior financial statements or
reports will reveal past strengths or weaknesses of the
sales staff. It is possible that the analysis will show
market segments which can be targeted and reached for
future sales. The interaction and match between the
audience being reached and the potential audience, and
the present and potential advertisers, is an important
exercise in evaluating the market. The buyer must
consider overall economic trends in the area for factors
such as retail sales, diversity of the economy, commercial relocations, dependence on government spending,
median income trends, median age levels, and number
of families relocating in the area. All of this information will result in auseful financial profile of the market.
The key factor to estimate is the overall value of the
advertising market in the area to be served and the portion of that market which can be expected to buy advertising on the station. In making projections of revenues,
evaluation of audience research studies for the station
is particularly important in view of the relationship
between audience ratings and advertising rates.
c. Financial Goal of the Buyer
After estimating revenues and costs as accurately as
possible, the buyer must establish realistic financial goals
for himself or herself and the station. Basically, the
buyer must determine what financial performance is
expected from the station. Is the buyer able to lose
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money for afew years in order to increase the value of
the station? Or must the station make enough profit for
the buyer to live on during the first year? Will depreciation deductions be used to create atax shelter? Depending upon the situation, the station can be used for any
one of these purposes but the buyer should choose a
purpose before acquiring astation.

D. REGULATORY FACTORS
1. FCC Qualifications of the Buyer and Seller
A factor critically important to sellers is whether the
prospective buyer will be found qualified by the FCC
to hold the license. This is not always acut-and-dried
proposition. In some cases, the buyer may require a
waiver of the FCC's rules to acquire aparticular property. For example, alicensee who already owns 12 FM
stations ( 14 if minority controlled) will need to find a
qualified buyer for one or more of those stations before
the FCC will permit the licensee to acquire another FM.
In negotiating the purchase price, sellers in such cases
will keep in mind the longer time required for FCC approval, and indeed the possibility that FCC approval
may not be forthcoming, and insist on what amounts
to apremium in exchange for taking the station off the
market.
2. Multiple Ownership Rules
The FCC has anumber of policies directed toward
limiting concentration of control of mass media, including the "twelve station," "duopoly," "one-to-a-market,"
"newspaper/broadcast cross-ownership," and " TV/
cable cross-ownership" rules. All of the FCC's multiple ownership rules and policies, except the " twelve
station" rule and certain aspects of the newspaper/
broadcast cross-ownership rules, are prospective in
nature. As such, existing ownership combinations do
not violate the rules because these properties were
rightfully acquired prior to each doctrine's adoption.
a. General Guidelines
Under each of the following multiple ownership rules,
aparty may not directly or indirectly " own, operate or
control" a prohibited combination. An individual
having an " attributable interest," an ownership interest
of five percent or greater, in alicensee of one station
may not have an attributable interest in another station
or newspaper which could not be commonly owned
under the multiple ownership rules, nor can that person be aprincipal, officer, or director of the conflicting station's licensee or the licensee's parent company.
A general manager, while not classified as having an
"attributable interest," has been deemed by the FCC
Buying or Building aBroadcast Station In the 1990s

to have " control" of a station and as such joins
stockholders, officers and directors in being precluded
from participating in certain activities under these rules.
Also, limited partnership interests will be cognizable
unless the FCC is satisfied that the limited partner is
not materially involved, directly or indirectly, in the
management or operation of the station.
Under the current rule, the FCC generally will not
be concerned with non-attributable ownership interests
of less than five percent (except under its cross-interest
policy as explained later in this section). However,
discrete ownership interests will be cognizable if (a) the
sum of the interests held by " passive investors" is equal
to or exceeds ten percent, or (b) the sum of the interests
held by non-passive investors is equal to or exceeds five
percent, or (c) the sum of the interests of both passive
and non-passive investors is equal to or exceeds ten
percent.
b. Twelve-Station Rule
The " twelve-station" rule established an absolute
limit on an individual's commercial broadcast station
ownership. No party may have an interest in more than
12 commercial broadcast stations in each service—that
is, atotal of 36 stations of which no more than 12 may
be AM, 12 FM, and 12 TV (excluding satellite TV
stations). However, if the stations are " minority controlled," an individual may own 14 stations in each
service. For the purposes of this rule, " minority controlled" means that astation is more than 50 percent
owned by members of aminority group.
In addition, the FCC places further limits on TV
station ownership. An individual may not have acognizable interest in TV stations which have an aggregate
national audience reach exceeding either 25 percent, or
30 percent if minority controlled. " National audience
reach" means the total number of TV households in the
stations' Arbitron ADI markets divided by the total
number of TV households in the nation. However, UHF
stations will be attributed with only 50 percent of the
TV households in their AD! markets. As a practical
matter, this rule affects only the largest station groups
with outlets in the very largest (top five) markets.
c. Duopoly Rule and Cross-Interest Policy
The "duopoly" rule prohibits any party from owning
two or more stations in the same service if there is an
overlap of the station's duopoly contours. Thus, two
AM stations may not be commonly owned if their 5.0
mV/m daytime groundwave contours overlap. For FM
stations, the duopoly yardstick is the 3.16 mV/m
contours, and for TV stations, the Grade A contour is
used.
While not a multiple ownership rule, the FCC's
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"cross-interest" policy has the effect of such arule. The
cross-interest policy, designed to ensure " arms-length"
competition, prohibits any interest in two stations in the
same service (for example, two FMs) in the same area
or market. Therefore, aparty may not have an interest
in two TV stations licensed to the same community, nor
hold an interest in one TV station and lend money to
another local TV station. This policy has also been used
to bar certain cross-service (AM/TV, FM/TV) interests.
The FCC has begun proceedings considering relaxation of the duopoly rule and the cross interest policy.
As of the date of this publication, the FCC had not acted
on this matter.
d. One-to-a-Market Rule
The so-called " one-to-a-market" rule prohibits the
direct or indirect ownership, operation or control of
both aradio station (AM or FM) and aTV station if
the AM's 5.0 groundwave mV/m or the FM's 3.16
mV/m contour encompasses the entire community of
license of the TV station, or if the TV's Grade A contour encompasses the entire community of license of the
AM or FM station.

Buyers will also take the seller's regulatory situation
into account. Also, as pointed out earlier, asale which
is contingent on FCC approval of another transaction,
for example when astation owner is selling one or more
stations in order to acquire another, presents the buyer
with an additional element of risk and apotential source
of delay. This too will affect the buyer's judgment on
how much to pay. Here, again, it is important to have
alawyer—especially one versed in the rules and policies
of the FCC—to participate in the sales process.
3. Special FCC Incentives for Minorities
Two specific actions—tax certificates for sellers and
"distress sales" to minority buyers—have been taken
by the FCC in the hope of making more broadcast properties available for sale to minority group members and
providing additional leverage to minorities in negotiating station acquisitions. While neither approach works
perfectly, both deserve investigation by prospective
minority buyers.

e. Newspaper/Broadcast Cross-Ownership Rule
Common ownership of aradio or television station
and adaily newspaper (i.e., published at least four times
weekly) is prohibited if the service contour for the AM
(2.0 mV/m), FM ( 1.0 mV/m), or TV (Grade A) encompasses the entire community in which the newspaper is
published.

a. Tax Certificates
In May 1978 the FCC announced in its Statement of
Policy on Minority Ownership of Broadcasting Facilities that, when an application is made to transfer or
assign abroadcast license to aminority-controlled enterprise, the FCC will grant the seller atax certificate under
Section 1071 of the Internal Revenue Code. A person
holding such acertificate may defer payment of capital
gains taxes on the proceeds from the sale of the station
indefinitely, if that person reinvests directly in another
broadcast or cable television property within two years.
(Thus, the certificate may be of less value to an owner
who is selling in order to retire from broadcasting.
However, reinvestment by purchasing a minority interest in abroadcasting company, including the stock
of apublicly traded company directly engaged in the
broadcasting or cable business, will qualify for deferral of capital gains taxation. At the worst, the certificate
gives the seller some control over the timing of his or
her capital gains liability.)

f. TV/Cable Cross-Ownership Rule
As part of the Cable Communications Act of 1984,
Congress codified the FCC policy that prohibits the
ownership of a " reportable interest" in both acable
system and aTV broadcast station if the station places
aGrade B contour over any part of the service area of
the cable system. A " reportable interest" is an interest
of five percent or greater in acorporate licensee. Also,
no cable television system may carry the signal of any
television station if the cable system directly or indirectly
owns, operates, controls or has any interest in anational
television network.

If astation being sold has appreciated in value (and,
in general, properties have been increasing in value over
the past five years during periods of positive economic
growth), this certificate can be of substantial value to
the seller. In one VHF television sale, the value of the
certificate to the seller, as reflected in the purchase price,
was estimated at $ 100 million. The FCC permits aseller
to qualify for the certificate where the sale is to apartnership if the minority group member is the sole general
partner and owns asubstantial (more than 20 percent)
interest in the partnership. This FCC ruling allows some
minority group members to make advantageous deals
with investment dollars provided by non-minority

However, there is an exception for UHF and radio
stations. The FCC will consider, on acase-by-case basis,
applications for the common ownership of one or more
radio stations and aUHF station in the same market.
Waivers of the one-to-a-market rule are generally
available in the top 25 markets where there are 30
distinct voices present or where the station to be acquired is financially distressed. Note that there is no prohibition with regard to ownership of AM-FM
combinations.
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limited partners. More recently the FCC has expanded
its view of minority " control" to include circumstances
in which the minority group member has control over
amajority of acorporation's voting stock but only a
minority (but still substantial) interest in the total equity of the corporation.
There are other ways in which minorities can use the
tax certificate policy to attract investors to provide
"start-up" capital. Investors who purchase ownership
interests in aminority-controlled company within the
first year of its operation are eligible for atax certificate
upon the eventual sale of their interests in the company.
Such investors will be able to defer capital gains otherwise due upon the sale of their shares, provided that
the company remains minority controlled.
The tax certificate policy may also directly benefit
minority group investors. Recently, the FCC granted
atax certificate to minority group owners who realized
ataxable gain from the refinancing of atelevision station by the sale of limited partnership interests to nonminority investors.
b. Distress Sales
In its May 1978 Minority Ownership Policy Statement, the FCC declared that in certain limited instances
it will permit abroadcast licensee whose license is about
to be revoked or not renewed to sell the station at a
"distress sale" price. Permission to sell at a " distress
sale" price is available only if ( 1) minorities will participate significantly in the new ownership of the station
and (2) the sale occurs before the FCC renewal or revocation hearing actually begins. Because the FCC policy
generally prohibits the sale of abroadcast station after
the station's license has been set for hearing, the FCC
believed its action would stimulate the sale of stations
to minorities. The FCC thought that alicensee facing
apotentially costly and time-consuming hearing might
choose instead to keep losses to aminimum and sell the
station to aminority enterprise. The FCC has said that
it will look to astation's fair market value as abenchmark for determining whether the proposed sale price
is in fact a " distress" price. " Fair market value" is
usually determined ( for purposes of the distress sale
policy) by averaging two independent appraisals. A
distress sale will be approved only if the purchase price
does not exceed 75 percent of the fair market value.
The distress sale has two particular shortcomings.
First, only avery small number of properties are eligible for distress sale treatment. Second, as amatter of
historical record, most of the properties that have been
transferred under this policy have been marginal or
unprofitable, and have been further neglected by their
owners from the onset of the FCC problems leading to
designation for hearing. A distress sale buyer, there-
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fore, may well acquire astation which has substantial
problems—poor management, unmotivated staff, and
deteriorating equipment. Thus, distress sales are an
avenue for minorities to acquire stations at belowmarket prices. But distress sale stations may well have
only limited prospects, and may be poor candidates for
outside financing because prospective lenders will be
influenced adversely by the problems likely to be
encountered in turning the station around.

E. TAX AND OTHER BUSINESS
CONSIDERATIONS IN STRUCTURING
THE TRANSACTION
1. General Guidelines
The operation of abroadcast station is the operation
of abusiness. Although it may differ from other types
of business entities because of licensing and other regulatory requirements regarding programming, abroadcasting business also involves the purchase and sale of assets,
the compensation of employees, and the acquisition and
disposition of ownership interests. The choices made in
the formation and management of stations affect the
present and the future financial well-being of both
owners and employees, and of their families. In particular, tax considerations, always important, have become
even more crucial after the Tax Reform Act of 1986
("1986 Act"), which did away with many tax planning
devices previously available to business taxpayers.
In this light, the decision about what form the business should take is among the most important in the
whole acquisition process. In order to make an informed
decision about what form of business operation should
be adopted, it is first necessary to understand two fundamental concepts of federal income taxation.
2. Overview—Fundamental Concepts of
Federal Tax Law
a. A Corporation: A Separate Taxable Entity
The first concept to bear in mind is that acorporation is aseparate and independent taxable entity. While
there has been persistent discussion of various proposals
to integrate corporations and their shareholders for tax
purposes, in effect treating the corporation as apassthrough entity, the recent trend in Congress has actually been the reverse: various corporate non-recognition
or deferral benefits have been eliminated. This means
that investors doing business in corporate form are
subject to double taxation—once at the corporate level
and again at the individual shareholder level. For
example, if acorporation sells its assets, it realizes again
(or loss) at the corporate level and has to pay corporate
income tax on that gain. When it distributes the net
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proceeds of that gain to its shareholders, in the form
of adividend, the shareholders pay aseparate individual
income tax on the amount distributed. One of the prime
goals of tax planning is to structure abusiness to avoid
this double taxation.
b. Maximizing Depreciation and
Amortization Deduction
The other fundamental concept which underlies much
business tax planning is the ability to recover the cost
of business assets through depreciation or amortization.
Taxpayers are allowed to take depreciation deductions
from income based on the cost of their business assets.
The theory behind depreciation is that the costs of assets
acquired for the production of income should be recovered over the useful life of the assets. But in recent years,
Congress has provided an accelerated depreciation
system whereby the cost deductions can be taken at a
rate faster than the actual decline in value. In fact,
depreciation deductions can be taken even if the asset
actually increases in value. Since depreciation deductions are paper losses, they can serve to shelter income,
and therefore aprimary goal of tax planning should be
to maximize them.
The concept of amortization is very similar to depreciation, but usually amortization applies to intangible
assets like employee contracts, and is available on a
straight-line basis. Throughout this discussion, references to depreciation will often be used as ashorthand
for both depreciation and amortization.
Since depreciation can only be taken with respect to
certain types of property, allocation of amajor portion
of the purchase price of a broadcast station to
depreciable assets is very important.
Keeping these basic principles in mind, we can now
turn to specific tax considerations which the buyer and
seller should bear in mind in structuring atransaction.

3. Formation of the Optimal Business Organization
a. Types of Business Entities
There are five basic forms in which a business can
be organized. They are: ( 1) sole proprietorship; (2) general partnership; (3) limited partnership; (4) C corporation; and (5) S corporation.
(1) Sole Proprietorship
This is the simplest form of doing business, from both
a tax and a non-tax standpoint. No new legal entity
comes into existence for purposes of operating the business. Rather, an individual simply segregates aportion
of his or her assets for the operation of the business.
The individual is taxed on the income the business makes
just as he or she would be on any other income. While
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it is possible in theory for an individual to own abroadcast station as asole propretorship, it would not be practical. One major detraction is the unlimited personal
liability the sole proprietor assumes.
(2) General Partnership
A partnership is an association of two or more persons
(including certain legal entities such as corporations that
are treated as " persons" under the federal tax laws) to
carry on business as co-owners for profit. Under the tax
laws, apartnership is aconduit or pass-through entity.
That is, in contrast to the rule for corporations discussed
above, a partnership as such is not liable for federal
income tax on its profits. Rather, those profits are
deemed to flow through the partnership to its partners,
whether or not the partners actually receive any distribution from the partnership. Each partner is taxed on his
or her share of the partnership income, and also can
deduct his or her share of partnership business expenses
and losses. There are a number of complex tax rules
governing the allocation of income and deductions
among partners, when apartnership's losses cannot be
deducted by partners, and similar issues. Competent tax
advice is a must in this area. The important thing to
remember for present purposes, however, is that apartnership is not subject to a separate level of tax on its
business profits or gains—only one tax is collected, at
the partner level. This is obviously abig advantage over
a corporation, as discussed further below.
(3) Limited Partnership
A limited partnership is apartnership formed by two
or more persons under the laws of a state and having
one or more general partners and one or more limited
partners. A certificate of limited partnership must be
executed by two or more persons to form alimited partnership; the certificate is then filed in the appropriate
state office. A limited partner is not liable for the obligations of the partnership beyond the amount of his or
her capital investment unless he or she also owns a
general partnership interest or takes active part in the
management and control of the affairs of the business.
The general partner is liable for partnership obligations,
but limited liability can be effectively achieved by making
the general partner acorporation. Under IRS guidelines,
however, acorporate general partner must be adequately
capitalized—in general, the net worth of the corporation must be at least 10% of all contributions to the partnership. Further, the limited partners should own less
than 20% of the stock of the corporate general partner
to comply with IRS ruling guidelines.
Because alimited partnership is apass-through entity
for tax purposes, just like ageneral partnership, only
one level of tax is collected. Accordingly, the limited
partnership form combines the tax advantages of part-
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nership with the limited liability advantage of the corporate form of doing business. (It should be mentioned
that certain large, publicly traded limited partnerships
are treated as corporations for tax purposes, doing away
with the tax advantages of the limited partnership form
in those cases.)
(4) C Corporation
A regular corporation is called a " C" corporation
because taxation of such corporations is governed by
Subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Code. As discussed
here, aC corporation is aseparate legal entity for tax
as well as other purposes. It is created under the laws
of astate upon the filing of articles of incorporation.
Those persons (or entities) owning an interest in acorporation are called shareholders (or stockholders), and
such ownership interests are represented in the form of
stock certificates issued by the corporation. A C corporation may have more than one class of stock (e.g.,
common and preferred) and each class may afford
different shareholder rights and privileges.
(5) S Corporation
An S Corporation is a corporation, incorporated
under state law, which meets the qualifications, under
the federal tax laws, for such organizations. (As might
be guessed, these corporations are governed by Subchapter Sof the Internal Revenue Code.) To qualify as an
S corporation, there must be no more than 35 shareholders, the shareholders must (in general) be individuals, and the corporation can neither own nor be owned
by another corporation. Scorporation status achieves
tax advantages similar to alimited partnership i.e., only
one level of tax, with the shareholders taxed on their
respective shares of the Scorporation's income. To be
treated as an Scorporation, aspecial election must be
filed with the IRS.
b. Impact of Rate Changes and Other Tax Law Changes
Keeping the above attributes in mind, an informed
decision concerning the optimal form in which to conduct
the business can be made. Even though use of aC corporation would subject business profits to double taxation,
the C corporation traditionally has been the form in
which many broadcast businesses have been held. This
was because, for over 50 years, the corporate tax rate
was much lower than the individual tax rate. The differential in rates, combined with the ability of taxpayers
to defer recognition of individual income by retaining
the profits in the corporation, made it advantageous to
use the corporate form. Further, individuals could eventually take their profits out of the corporation, either
by liquidation or sale of the corporation's stock, at the
cost only of an individual level capital gains tax, which
was at amuch lower rate than the ordinary income tax.
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In recent years, Congress has eliminated these advantages. Starting in 1991, individuals (and partners and
Scorporation shareholders) will be taxed at atop rate
of 31%. C corporations, in contrast, will be taxed at
atop rate of 34%. So even if the C corporation retained
its net after-tax income and did not distribute any
dividends, its income would be subject to almost 10%
more tax than if it had been earned by an S corporation. If dividends are distributed the situation is even
worse. To illustrate these adverse consequences, consider an example where a broadcast station makes
$100,000 in taxable income in 1991. If it were held as
an Scorporation or partnership, its shareholders would
pay $31,000 in tax. No corporate level tax would be due,
so there would be net after tax of $69,000. If it were
held as aC corporation, it would pay $34,000 in corporate level tax, leaving $66,000 for distribution to
shareholders. When the $66,000 is distributed, the
shareholders would pay $20,460 in taxes. The total combined tax would be $54,460, compared to $31,000 in the
first example. In other words, the shareholders would
get to keep less than half of the income after taxes.
In addition, Congress has done away with the prior
favorable tax treatment of liquidations, making it more
expensive to remove the business from the corporation.
Previously, aliquidating corporation paid no corporate
level tax on the unrealized appreciation in its assets, and
shareholders were only taxed at the favorable capital
gains rate when they received the liquidating corporation's property. Now the corporation must pay acorporate tax when it liquidates. However, Congress has reinstituted favorable capital gains rates so the shareholders
must pay capital gains tax at a flat 28% tax rate.
These factors indicate that, all else being equal, it is
preferable to do business as apass-through entity—i.e.,
an Scorporation or apartnership. This should in most
cases be the preferred method if the investor contemplates starting anew business or buying assets of an
ongoing business to put into anew company. It is not
necessarily the best approach, however, if the taxpayer
already owns aC corporation or the seller insists on selling stock in his or her C corporation as opposed to
assets. This is because there can be significant tax costs
associated with converting from aC corporation to an
S corporation or apartnership.

4. Drawbacks to Conversion of aC Corporation
to a Pass-Through Entity
In the case of an Scorporation, atax provision added
in the 1986 Act eliminates much of the ability to avoid
acorporate level tax by imposing atax on the new S
corporation's " built-in gains." This only applies to S
corporations that were formerly C corporations. It was
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enacted by Congress to prevent taxpayers from avoiding
the corporate level tax on income earned or appreciation accrued while doing business in corporate form by
switching to an S corporation.
In the case of aC corporation which seeks to convert
to apartnership, the consequences can be even worse.
This is because the corporation must first be liquidated.
This triggers acorporate level tax on previously unrealized appreciation of its assets, just as if it had sold the
assets for fair market value. It also triggers ashareholder
tax on the difference between the value of the property
(the assets) distributed in liquidation and the shareholder's basis in the stock. (As mentioned previously,
prior to the 1986 Act, acorporation could liquidate and
only a 20% shareholder-level capital gains tax would
be due.)
In general, even though pass-through entity status can
be attractive, tax advice should be sought to be sure
there are no pitfalls before converting from aC corporation to some other form of doing business. But all
else being equal, apass-through entity is preferable to
a classic C corporation from a tax perspective.

5. Asset Purchase Versus Stock Purchase
As well as choosing the form in which to conduct the
business, abuyer must choose which form the purchase
transaction should take—whether it should be a purchase of assets or of stock (assuming the business was
conducted as acorporation by the previous owner). This
choice can be crucial from atax planning perspective.
From the seller's viewpoint, only one level of tax is
imposed on a sale of stock, based on the difference
between the sale proceeds and the stock's basis (generally basis equals the cost of an asset, including the costs
of any improvements thereto, less depreciation or amortization previously claimed). In contrast, if aC corporation sells assets, it must pay atax on its gain—i.e.,
the difference between its basis in the assets and the sales
proceeds. Then, when the gain is distributed to the
shareholder, the shareholder must also pay an individual
tax, as discussed above. Therefore, most sellers will
prefer to sell stock, not assets.
The buyer, on the other hand, does not care whether
the seller has to pay two levels of tax (except, of course,
as the seller's additional tax cost impacts the sales price).
The buyer is concerned with two main factors: ( 1) making
the purchase in amanner that allows him or her to put
the business in the desired form— for example, an S
corporation; and (2) maximizing his or her depreciation
deductions so that the business's income can be sheltered.
If the buyer wants to conduct his or her business as
apartnership or Scorporation, he or she will probably
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prefer an asset purchase. This is because, as just discussed, if he or she has to buy C corporation stock, there
could be significant taxes imposed on conversion of the
C corporation to some other form.
6. Stepped-Up Basis
Following closing, the buyer will want to maximize
his or her depreciation deductions. If he or she buys
stock, the purchased corporation's basis in the broadcast assets remains the same as it was before the purchase.
Therefore, if it has owned the assets long enough, it will
already have taken most or all of the available depreciation and there will not be any tax benefit available. On
the other hand, if the buyer can purchase assets, he or
she receives what is called astepped-up basis in those
assets. This means that the new owner can start taking
depreciation all over again, based on the new fair market
value of the assets, not on the old owner's basis.
Of course, if the selling corporation has ahigh basis
in the assets and they have declined in value, the buyer
would rather buy stock so he or she can preserve the
high basis and get greater depreciation. Additionally,
astock sale can be considerably less complicated than
an asset sale from a non-tax viewpoint. For instance,
there could be only asimple sale of stock at the closing
rather than the necessity for transferring deeds to several
different parcels of real property. Finally, if the target
corporation has large net operating losses (" NOLs"),
the buyer might want to buy stock so he or she can use
those NOLs to shelter other income or, if the target
corporation has turned the corner and is now producing profits, to shelter the anticipated profits of the
target. The buyer should get the advice of tax counsel
if he or she wants to utilize target NOLs because complex
tax rules limit the ability of a purchaser to use such
losses. At any rate, in the majority of cases, the buyer
will want an asset purchase to get a stepped-up basis.
7. Section 338 Election—Deemed Asset Purchase
Even if aseller insists on astock sale, the buyer can
achieve a stepped-up basis in the assets by making a
Section 338 election. This election treats the transaction
as if the target corporation had sold its stock to anew
corporation on the day after the stock sale. The new
corporation gets a stepped- up basis in the assets, but
there is adrawback: it must also recognize gain on the
deemed sale. In other words, under Section 338 election, the tax costs of the asset sale are transferred from
the seller's side to the buyer's side. Usually these tax
costs will be greater than the benefit gained from the
stepped-up basis. But if the acquired corporation has
losses sufficient to absorb the gains on the deemed sale,
the purchaser could get the best of both worlds. The
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law and regulations governing the Section 338 election
are complex, so competent tax advice is amust if such
an election is contemplated.
A variation on the regular Section 338 election is that
aSection 338(h)(10) election can be made, under certain
circumstances. Normally, aSection 338 election only
affects the buyer—the seller is still treated as having sold
his or her stock. In acase where the selling shareholder
is a corporate parent filing a consolidated return,
however, the Section 338(h)(10) election treats the transaction as if an asset sale had taken place on the seller's
side as well as the buyer's. If made, it means the seller,
not the buyer, will recognize the gain on the appreciation of assets. The Section 338(h)(10) election therefore
must be ajoint election. If the selling affiliated group
has sufficient losses, or if the parent's basis in the target
stock is close to the target's basis in the assets, the seller
might be willing to make this election, giving the buyer
a stepped-up basis without an associated tax cost.
8. Allocation of Purchase Price
Assuming either that an asset sale has taken place,
or that aSection 338 election has been made so the buyer
achieves astepped-up basis in the assets, the topic of
allocation of the purchase price becomes very important. The goal of the buyer is to allocate as much of
the purchase price as possible to depreciable assets, such
as buildings, the broadcast tower, equipment, and
employment contracts, and as little as possible to nondepreciable items like the FCC license, good will and
land.
Prior to the 1986 Tax Reform Act, there was areal
tension between buyers and sellers as to allocation of
the purchase price. In contrast to the buyer's goal of
maximizing the amount allocated to depreciable property, the seller wanted to minimize that amount, because
it was subject to depreciation recapture at much higher
ordinary income tax rates. Therefore, the IRS would
tend to accept allocations arrived at by arm's length
negotiation between the parties. Now, however, depreciation recapture is not a major factor, because the
preferential rate for capital gains is only marginally
lower than the rate for ordinary income. In the 1990
Tax Act, Congress restored a 3% differential for individuals, capping the capital gains rate at 28%, while
the ordinary rate was raised to 31%. In other words,
all the seller's gain will be taxed at only slightly different
rates whether or not it is allocated to depreciable assets.
Therefore, the IRS has agoal of lowering tangible asset
value used by the buyer, to reduce depreciation deductions following closing.
Under these circumstances, it becomes very important to the buyer to get acredible contemporaneous asset
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appraisal. It is extremely helpful if this appraisal is used
by the parties as abasis for their negotiations, as opposed
to an after-the-fact appraisal conducted for the buyer.
Recognizing, however, that business exigencies sometimes make it impractical to get apre-purchase appraisal,
the buyer should at the least get an appraisal as quickly
as possible after the sale takes place. It is also essential
that the appraiser be truly independent and have sufficient expertise in the broadcast field that his or her
opinion as to relative values will have credibility. Finally,
it is important that the appraisal be reasonable and not
overly aggressive. Such an appraisal will be well worth
its cost if the allocations are challenged by the IRS
during an audit several years later.

9. Depreciable and Amortizable Assets
The specific types of broadcast assets upon which
depreciation or amortization are available are discussed
below.
a. Broadcast employee contracts
One type of amortizable asset that is sometimes overlooked by taxpayers is an employment contract with a
key broadcast employee—for example, apopular disc
jockey. Cases have recognized that a portion of the
purchase price can be allocated to such contracts and
that the price so allocated is amortizable on astraightline basis over the life of the contract.
b. Covenants not to compete
A covenant not to compete is separate from good will
and the price allocated to it can be deducted over the
life of the agreement, just as with an employment
contract. It should be recognized that there must be
some economic reality to the covenant, however. For
example, a covenant not to compete with an active
owner who has great experience in the broadcast field
would have real value. A covenant not to compete by
an uninvolved child who had just inherited the business
and had no experience would be very likely to be challenged by the IRS.
c. Television and motion picture films
Television and motion picture films can be depreciated on asliding scale income forecast basis. This means
that the bulk of the cost of the film rights can be deducted
the first time it is broadcast—on the theory that most
of its value is associated with the fact that it has not
been seen before, or at least is relatively recent. However,
given the current crackdown on tax shelters, which
utilize similar methods, it is likely the IRS would challenge such an attempt. As afallback, the straight-line
method over the life of the contract is available, and
is appropriate in any event for older films.
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d. FCC licenses and network affiliation contracts

the activity becoming an active trade or business (i.e.,

These nominally have alimited term. Taxpayers have
tried to take amortization on these assets over their

pre-opening costs). Furthermore, the costs must be of
the type that would be currently deductible if paid or
incurred in connection with the expansion of an existing

nominal term. Overwhelming authority has long held,
however, that such assets are not amortizable because
the reality of the situation is that they are rarely or never
cancelled. Thus, accounting professionals typically advise that purchasers should attempt to allocate as little
cost as reasonable to such contracts or licenses. In the
rare event that they are cancelled or not renewed, aloss
can then be taken.
In recent years, some observers have suggested that
the cost allocated to anetwork affiliation contract, and

business in the same field as the one entered into by the
taxpayer.
Generally, any expenses incurred or paid prior to a
broadcast station's receiving its license to operate, either
through a transfer of stock or an assignment, or as a
newly issued license by the FCC, may not be deducted
currently, but rather must be amortized over the
60-month period.

perhaps even to the FCC license, could be amortized

11. Debt Versus Equity

under Section 1253 of the Internal Revenue Code, on
the ground that these items constitute " franchises" in
which the franchisor retains an interest. The IRS
disagrees with this position, and there have been proposals for legislation which would put the matter to rest.

acorporation; dividends paid out to shareholders are
not. The use of debt, therefore, can reduce corporate

A recent Tax Court decision, however, upheld the applicability of Section 1253 to acable television franchise,
allowing amortization of the cost of obtaining the franchise. Thus, this area of the law is fluid and taxpayers
desiring to claim such benefits should explore the matter carefully with their tax advisors.
e. Tangible assets
Tangible assets are eligible for accelerated depreciation. They are categorized by adeemed useful life. For
example, most broadcast equipment is deemed to have
a5-year life, and transmitting towers and office equipment have a7-year life. Depreciation of these assets can
be taken over these periods on a200% declining balance
method. This is one area where the 1986 Act actually
helps broadcasters, because the depreciation periods in
general remained the same as prior law, while under the
old law only the slower 150% declining balance method
was available.
10. Amortization of Business Start-Up Costs
In cases where investors are starting a new station,
as opposed to purchasing agoing concern, the tax treatment of " start-up" costs can be important. Although
such costs are not generally deductible currently (other
than those deductible as interest, taxes, or research and
development costs), such costs may be deducted ratably
over aperiod of at least 60 months, beginning with the
month in which the business begins. Otherwise, such
costs must be capitalized over what may be a longer
period. Costs to which this provision applies are those
paid or incurred in connection with: (i) investigating the
creation or acquisition of an active trade or business,
(ii) creating an active trade or business, or (iii) engaging in any activity for profit before the day on which
the active trade or business begins, in anticipation of
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Interest payments on debt are generally deductible by

taxes. However, if the ratio of debt to equity is too high,
this can result in the loss of the corporate characteristics
of limited liability ( for shareholders). Courts may look
through the corporation to the individual shareholders
for payment of the corporation's debts in circumstances
in which the corporation is too thinly capitalized. Moreover, in cases where the debt-equity ratio exceeds 3:1,
the IRS might attempt to recharacterize aportion of the
debt as equity. The courts look to awide variety of factors to determine if the purported debt is in economic
substance more akin to an equity interest; the most important factor is whether the " lender" reasonably expects repayment, or if he or she has in reality put the
proceeds " at the risk of the business." If the investor
wishes to make a loan to the corporation, he or she
should seek advice of tax counsel to avoid such
inquiries.
12. Use of Different Classes of Ownership Interests
Use of more than one class of corporate or partnership ownership interest (e.g., common and preferred)
may be particularly advantageous to satisfy certain
management or estate planning objectives of the business owners. Corporations and limited partnerships
generally provide the most flexibility for this purpose.
Note that this tool is not available to an Scorporation,
which by definition can only have one class of stock.
The control and management of abusiness also can
be organized through devices affecting voting rights,
such as shareholders' agreements, voting trusts and
proxies, or through creating binding restrictions upon
the transfer of ownership interests.
13. Ownership of Business Assets
In the initial structuring of a business, it may be
desirable for tax and other business reasons (e.g.,
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improvement of credit status for the business where the
assets are leveraged) to keep real estate and equipment
out of the business, and to have such assets held in individual or partnership ownership by the owners of the
business or by their family members. If this is not done
at the outset, it may be possible to do so later by way
of asale-leaseback arrangement, as, for example, where
the business sells the property to the owners (or to an
entity controlled by them), who in turn lease it back to
the business. Due to the crackdown on tax shelters the
IRS will often question such sale-leaseback transactions,
but so long as the arrangment is not a sham, has the
elements of an arms-length transaction, and makes
economic sense, it should withstand IRS scrutiny.
14. FCC Tax Certificates
As discussed earlier in this chapter, tax certificates
are issued by the FCC to sellers who dispose of astation to aminority-owned or controlled purchaser. The ,
are also available to sellers who break up combinations
(AM/FM-TV, TV-cable, TV-newspaper) which are
"grandfathered" under the FCC's multiple ownership
rules by disposing of the properties to separate purchasers. They are not available to sellers who acquired
a prohibited combination pursuant to a waiver of the
multiple ownership rules, except where the sale is to
facilitate the FCC's minority ownership policy.
A tax certificate is really more geared to an owner
who wants to dispose of his or her interest in astation,
but should be kept in mind for the future. A provision
in the Internal Revenue Code provides for the tax-free
disposition of broadcast stations, including disposition
of stock in a corporation owning such a business, in
cases where the FCC certifies that the disposition is
necessary in order to effectuate achange in its policy,
or the adoption of a new policy, with respect to the
ownership and control of broadcasting stations. Under
such circumstances, any gain realized by the seller will
not be recognized to the extent that it is reinvested in
property similar or related in service or use to the property sold. Alternatively, the seller can elect to reduce
the basis of other depreciable assets still held by the
amount of the gain realized. Either election must be filed
with the tax return of the seller for the year in which
the sale took place, and normally may not be made on
an amended return.
F. FINANCING THE PURCHASE
There are anumber of ways in which apurchase can
be financed. Some of them are as follows:

2. The seller takes some cash and the buyer
assumes the balance of the seller's debts.
3. The seller receives cash for the entire
purchase price, which the buyer must raise
from personal resources and/or through
other sources such as abank, insurance company, partners or other outside investors.
4. The seller and the buyer agree to exchange
stock.
Whether to seek financing from aseller, bank, insurance company, pension fund, Small Business Investment
Company or commercial credit company, etc., depends
upon many factors.

1. Seller Financing
The best opportunity for a buyer frequently occurs
when aseller will take anote (aprocess known as " seller
paper") because aseller usually will give more favorable
terms than other lenders to facilitate a purchase or as
ameans of mitigating income tax effects. In many cases,
sellers will provide longer repayment periods than financial institutions. Moreover, most seller financing is at
a fixed rate of interest rather than arate which floats
with the prime rate. ( Bank loans typically " float" or
are adjusted to two or three percentage points over the
current prime interest rate.) Because the seller may have
no direct expenses in supplying the deferred portion of
the payment price, the seller often can make the loan
at less than bank rates. This is asignificant advantage
in times of high interest rates or limited liquidity in the
debt financing market. The lower-than-market interest
rates are interest rates associated with seller financing
and are sometimes coupled with aballoon payment after
three to five years. Banks tend to regard subordinated
seller financing as a form of equity. Thus, an acquisition with asignificant seller financing component may
help the loan quality under the regulations limiting bank
participation in " highly leveraged transactions."
It is very difficult to obtain an institutional loan unless
the property has aprofitable history, good management
and relatively good facilities. Also, many institutional
lenders will not consider loans for less than several
million dollars. The larger the lending institution, the
higher the " floor" on the amount of the loan. For
example, alarge New York bank will consider only loans
to acquire a " group" of stations (two or more) and for
more than $ 5million. A smaller, more aggressive bank
in the same city will make loans of $2million or more.
Some banks have venture capital subsidiaries that may

1. The seller takes a down payment and
accepts a promissory note on the balance
over a period of time.

be in aposition to make smaller loans. But, as will be
discussed elsewhere, venture capital typically carries
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both a higher rate of interest and a right to take an

equity position in the borrower. Thus, in smaller markets, seller financing will be the principal, if not the
only, means of facilitating the sale. Where astation is
aloss or turnaround operation, it makes good sense for
the seller to take back paper and provide comfortable
terms, such as amoratorium on payments of principal
for the first year or two.
Seller financing also may involve abuyer's assumption of the seller's existing indebtedness. Assumption
of indebtedness as part of the purchase price can be
good or bad. If the debt has afavorable interest rate,
has along term to run or substantially reduces the cash
needed for a down payment, an assumption can be
good. But if an existing note has ahigh or floating interest rate, an early " balloon" (or lump sum payment)
or an accelerated payout, an assumption is probably
bad. Or if anote carries the seller's personal guarantee,
the seller may want to be rid of it as acontingent liability. When astation's cash flow is insufficient to pay off
both an existing liability and anote to the seller, provisions must be made at the time of purchase which provide that payments to the seller wait until the previous
note is paid off.
The terms of seller financing are important if the
transaction also includes bank financing. Obtaining
bank financing is easier if most or all of the principal
payments to the seller are deferred or limited until the
bank loan has been paid off. Seller debt must be subordinated to bank debt in almost all cases.
The seller usually will agree not to compete in the
same market, but there frequently is disagreement about
whether there should be aspecific payment earmarked
to the seller. Such acovenant is adeductible expense
to the buyer (assuming, of course, that the Internal
Revenue Service finds that the amount paid is reasonable) and carries no interest. Thus, anon-compete agreement or aconsulting agreement sometimes is agood way
to bridge the gap on price between buyer and seller.
Similarly, when the parties have agreed in principle on
seller financing and the amount of future periodic
payments, the interest rate can be increased and the principal amount reduced as a device to make a greater
portion of the future payments tax deductible for the
buyer.

2. Raising External Capital: An Overview
The first and most important step in raising external
capital is to get a working knowledge of the capital
markets—the various types of financial institutions, the
type of funds each will lend or provide for investment
and the conditions under which such funds are available.
As noted here, buyers who lack personal knowledge or
familiarity with banks and other financial institutions
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should seek out an acquisition consultant who can
provide introductions, independently critique the business plan and help prepare the necessary cash flow
statements for presentation to prospective sources of
financing. Table 2 identifies the primary sources of
capital and the terms generally associated with each.
This is only ageneral guide. For example, acommercial bank sometimes—but only in rare cases—will extend
credit on aterm basis for longer than seven years. The
table, therefore, summarizes the most likely terms to
be offered in connection with broadcast loans.
Axiomatic in the world of credit is the concept that
risk varies directly with return; the more risk involved,
the greater the return that must be offered to attract
investment capital. With this information and these
sources of capital in mind, aprospective borrower must
then determine the method pursuant to which the financing is likely to be structured.
3. Preparing a Business Plan
In preparing abusiness plan, the transaction should
be viewed from the perspective of the lender. A lender's
primary criterion for granting a loan or making an
investment is the degree of risk involved. In determining the degree of risk, a lender assesses three major
factors: the borrower's ability to generate cash flow for
repaying the loan, its own ability to recover principal
in the event of default, and the character of the borrower.
Lenders are primarily interested in operational results,
both historical and projected, and, especially, cash flow
after taking into account debt service (principal and
interest payments) and equipment replacement costs.
Satisfying aprospective lender or investor on these
points is the main purpose of abusiness plan, otherwise known as afinancing proposal or offering memorandum. The preparation of this document serves other
useful purposes. In compiling the necessary information, the borrower must rethink the basic soundness of
the acquisition decision, improve his or her knowledge
of the overall financial condition of existing operations,
and create the proper structure for the financing. A
complete example of a financial proposal for the
purchase of abroadcast station is set out in Appendix
C of this book.
A thoughtfully prepared business plan can make
the difference between obtaining capital or being
denied financing. A financial institution should not be
approached until the buyer has selected aspecific station
for which financing is required and abusiness plan has
been prepared that includes information on the following aspects of the property to be financed:
• History and description of the station's operations
and assets to be purchased, including facilities, cover-
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TABLE 2
SOURCES OF CAPITAL

BANKS

INSURANCE
COMPANIES

PENSION
FUNDS

NON-BANK
FINANCING
COMPANIES

SMALL BUSINESS
INVESTMENT COMPANIES/
VENTURE CAPITAL FIRMS
Subordinated Debt
Equity

Usually

Up to 12

5-7 years
(Max. 10)

years

5-15

5-10

Up to 5

(Max. 15)

years

years

10 years

Usually
floating

Fixed or

Fixed or

Interest

Fixed

Fixed

Floating

Floating

(b)

Secured
Security

Secured

Secured
or Un-

Secured

Secured
or Un-

Unsecured

Term

Rate of

or Unsecured

secured

N/A (a)

secured

Personal
Guarantee
Required

Sometimes

No

No

Sometimes

Sometimes

No

Minimum

None

$5 million

$500,000

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

Sweetener
Required

No

Sometimes

Sometimes

Sometimes

Usually

N/A

Somewhat
Flexible

Usually

Usually

Some

Usually

N/A

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Usually

No

No

Usually

Usually

Sometimes

Equity
Prepayment
Penalty
Balloon
Repay ment
Moratorium
On Principal
Payments
Commit ment
Fee

(a) Most SBICs and Venture Capital firms use apractical guideline of liquidating equity investments within 5-7 years.
(b) Most target aminimum 30 to 40% compounded return on their investment.

age, programming, staffing and reputation.
• Market information, including audience surveys,
descriptions of competing stations, demographic data
on potential and target audiences, advertising dollars
in the market and dollars directed at target audiences.
Some of this information may be unavailable in
smaller markets, or difficult to obtain.
• Financial statements for the past five years (if
available).
• Five-year pro forma projections of operations, including assumptions about revenues and expenses and
sources and uses of funds for five years (or, if alonger
term is sought, for the full term of the loan), all to
include the effects of the requested financing.
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• Description of the proposed financing, including
investor equity and debt participation and use of
proceeds from the financing.
• Operating strategy, including programming, promotional activities, sales policies, expenses, management
and any other borrowing plans.
• Description of the buyer, including biographical
material on key officers (which demonstrates their experience, character and financial, organizational and
management skills), financial structure, and any outside consultants.
• Discussion of applicable FCC regulations.
• Purchase price rationale, based on analysis of cash
flow, similar station sales, discounted cash flow
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analysis and so forth.
The need for pro forma operating statements deserves
amplification. These projections should be prepared
first, since they serve as aguide in structuring the financing. Accurate projections are essential; the buyer has
nothing to gain by being overly conservative, but surely
will lose by being too optimistic. Thus, the projections
must be realistic. Lenders often prefer projections with
a range of possible outcomes, i.e., optimistic, pessimistic, and most probable. Any assumptions must be
realistic, well-documented, clearly stated, and correlated
with existing as well as future market conditions.
Prospective lenders also want assurance that the
borrowing group has management expertise—preferably
in broadcasting. In some cases it also may be desirable
to add someone with financial expertise to the management team. A key point which must be kept in mind
in dealing with lenders is that many financial institutions (especially those outside of major and regional
centers) are unfamiliar with the business of broadcasting. Thus, aborrower must be prepared to educate the
lender about the broadcasting business.

the bank's prime rate, and sometimes include acap or
deferral. While interest rates have been favorable for
the past several years, borrowers should keep in mind
that floating bank prime rates have ranged all the way
to 15 percent and beyond. Choosing between a fixed
rate and a floating rate involves a crap shoot on the
future course of interest rates. A good investment at a
low fixed interest rate will remain sound whether interest
rates generally rise or fall. A sound investment under
acurrent floating interest rate may turn sour, however,
if there is an unexpected climb of two or three points
in the prime rate.
There are some important distinctions among banks.
"Money center" banks—that is, large institutions in
major cities—and regional banks are most likely to be
familiar with financing broadcast stations. Local banks
tend to have less experience with broadcast properties;
also, their lending limits often require them to bring in
participating banks in order to commit to the full amount
of the loan—often atime-consuming process. A buyer
may approach several different types of banks to locate
financing. Lending policies may differ substantially
from one bank to another, as discussed below.

It would be difficult to overemphasize the importance
of providing background information about members
of the acquisition group and persuading lending officials
of the group's management skills and financial strength.
Lenders commonly regard demonstrated management
expertise as worth a reduction of up to a full percentage point of interest. Deferral of principal and interest
during the early years of a loan, moreover, requires
lender confidence that there are " deep pockets" standing behind the company willing and able to infuse additional capital or provide additional, subordinated debt
should further working capital be required.

They prefer to lend on the basis of hard assets, rather
than potential cash flows. Because only asmall portion
of most stations' value consists of tangible assets, local
banks are exceedingly cautious about lending large sums
to finance station purchases. Also, local banks tend to
rely heavily on the management capabilities of the principals. A prospective buyer should therefore anticipate
spending alot of time and energy explaining the broad-

4. Selecting Potential Lenders

casting business to alocal banks and probably should
not expect to finance most of the purchase price through
such an institution.

The projections discussed above should be interpreted
in conjunction with the information in Table 2and the
following guidelines in determining which type of lender
to approach.
a. Banks
Commercial Banks. For loans of less than $ 5million,
banks are the primary sources of capital. Commercial
banks will make loans in excess of $ 5million but seldom
lend money for more than seven years. Banks usually
will require a first priority security interest or lien on
all of the assets and apledge of the stock of the operating company.
Borrowers need to determine whether to seek afixed
rate (which is generally long term) or a floating rate.
Floating rates normally are fixed at 1to 2percent above
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Local Banks. Local banks serve avery limited geographic area—often a single town or county. These
banks typically know very little about broadcasting.

On the other hand, a financial relationship with a
local bank can be extremely productive for the buyer.
First, a local bank may provide seed money to begin
the process of station acquisition. (This type of loan
usually requires collateral and/or apersonal guarantee).
Second, local banks can provide short-term financing
or lines of credit to cover seasonal fluctuations in station
income. Third, astrong relationship with alocal bank
can provide anew station owner an entree to potential
local advertisers.
Regional Banks. Regional banks serve one or more
states, but are significantly smaller than money center
banks. A station buyer is much more likely to find
experience with and understanding of the broadcasting
business at aregional bank than at alocal bank. Indeed,
regional banks are the most likely source of financing
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for individual station acquisitions. Moreover, regional
banks may be able to lend enough money to cover most
of astation's purchase price. But virtually none lend
more than 60% of the purchase price.
Because regional banks frequently are distant from
astation and base loans on past and anticipated cash
flows, their lending officers want very complete financing proposals. These may include exhaustive descriptions
of the station and its market, as well as adetailed operating and financial plan for the life of the loan.
Money Center Banks. Money center banks are located
in very large cities and have a national—and often
international—clientele. Some money center banks have
developed significant expertise in broadcast station
financing. Because of their experience, these banks may
be likely sources of financing. Large banks tend to make
only large loans ($5 million and up), however, and
prefer to deal with established corporations. The purchase of asingle small property may not interest these
banks, unless the borrower has astrong financial history
and other sources of financing. Like regional banks,
money center banks require very detailed financing
proposals.
Two characteristics apply to banks of any size. First,
they prefer to make relatively short term loans—
frequently no more than five and almost never longer
than eight years. Given many stations' limited cash
flows to cover interest and principal, this is ashorter
repayment period than most new station owners are
comfortable with. Second, most banks base their lending decisions largely upon the applicant's character,
management and broadcasting experience. A loan applicant thus needs to impress lending officials on avery
personal level. The financing proposal is an excellent
vehicle for demonstrating these qualities. According to
the 1990 Directory of Lenders and Investors to the
Broadcasting Industry published by Frazier, Gross &
Kadlec, Inc., the average 1989 loan terms that banks
reported ranged from five to ten years. Currently, the
typical amount banks are willing to lend is based on a
multiple of four to five times cash flow. Appendix D
contains alisting of banks which have loaned money
for one or more broadcast aquisitions.

b. Insurance Companies
The investments of insurance companies are regulated
closely by state law. Their investment practices, therefore, are very conservative. Insurance regulations in
most states prohibit loans to partnerships and sole
proprietorships, and require companies to obtain five
years of audited financial statements. Insurance companies prefer large deals (usually including more than one
station), and operating companies with an established
Buying or Building aBroadcast Station In the 1990s

track record. Insurance companies are the financial
institutions most likely to be able to make alarge loan
involving many millions of dollars. Interest rates on
insurance company loans tend to be fixed at several
points above the prime rate or the rate of United States
government securities of equal terms.
One potential advantage of insurance company financing is that loans run between 8and 12 years and terms
as long as 15 years may be available. Generally, if the
amount of the loan is more than $5 million and the
average annual cash flow available for debt service from
existing operations for the previous three years combined
with the projected cash flow for the current and succeeding two years is sufficient to provide equal amortization of 150% of the loan value over aten-year period,
the proposal will be received favorably from many insurance companies. It must be re-emphasized, however,
that, with few exceptions, insurance companies lend
only to relatively strong, wen-established corporations.
Many insurance companies now invest on adebt and
equity basis with the same owner.
c. Pension Funds
Like insurance companies, the investments of pension funds are closely regulated. Because most pension
funds have smaller asset bases than insurance companies, they are less likely to be in aposition to finance
large transactions.

d. Venture Capital Companies
A prime source of loans or equity is private venture
capital companies. Wealthy individuals and institutional
investors often pool their investment capital through a
venture capital firm. Their loans do not meet normal
lending requirements, but have at least astrong possibility of generating extraordinary profits. Because venture
capital companies raise funds in the private market, their
interest rates tend to be several percentage points more
than charged by institutional investors. Appendix D
contains alist of venture capital companies with arecord
of investing in communication properties.
Moreover, most venture capitalists are willing to make
substantial loans only with the promise of hefty profits. They usually demand asubstantial portion—i.e.,
between 25 and 75 percent—of a company's equity.
Their participation may take several forms, including
stock warrants exerciseable at the end of the loan;
substantial amounts of preferred stock; and alimited
amount of voting stock.
Many venture capital firms also impose conditions
which allow them to take control of acompany if it does
not meet specified gross or net revenue goals. Venture
capital firms usually want to participate in the manage35

ment of acompany, and often insist on some measure
of control—such as one or more seats on the Board of
Directors. Some venture capitalists thus take the place
of banks in financing, by having a first position for
repayment.
e. Public Offerings
The most cost effective means of raising substantial
amounts of capital is through an initial public offering
(IPO)—that is, a sale of a company's stock to the
general public. A public offering can maximize available
capital, while leaving the principals of the company in
control of their firms.
There are two reasons for this result. First, an IPO
almost inevitably results in a large number of shareholders, none of whom has enough stock to exert any
real control over the company. Second, if an offering
is attractive enough, the company's principals may be
able to raise enough capital by offering only aminority
interest in their venture.
Despite these attractions, an IPO usually is not apractical means of financing the acquisition of a single
station—except for existing media corporations with
good financial track records. The basic problem is the
speculative nature of investing in a new entrepreneur,
no matter how experienced he or she may be as an
operation in the industry.
The risk factor of new owners has several consequences. First, it may make it difficult or impossible
to find an underwriter—which is essential for apublic
offering—because the underwriter's commission on the
offering depends upon the success of the offering.
Underwriting basically means aguarantee to the offering company that acertain minimum number of shares
will be sold. Underwriters' fees range as high as ten percent. Occasionally, stocks in a new company are sold
on a " best efforts" basis, with no underwriting commitment. But that is hardly good assurance of adequate
financing of a station acquisition. " Best efforts" offerings are more typical of private placements of stock
or securities rather than public offerings.
Second, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) must approve all public offerings, and it closely
scrutinizes companies with limited track records. At the
very least, the SEC will insist that anew venture load
its prospectus with warnings that its offering is " high
risk"—a requirement which does not exactly inspire
great trust in potential investors. A speculative element
in apublic offering naturally depresses the stock's selling price.
Third, and this is true of private placements as well
as public offerings, agreat deal of time is required. In
addition to what is referred to as the " due diligence"
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investigation of the company and its prospects necessary
to obtain the underwriting commitment, the SEC approval process can take several additional months.
This does not rule out an IPO for all acquisitions.
For a well established company, a public offering is
feasible and cost efficient. For totally new entrants to
the media marketplace, however, public offerings generally are not productive.
f. Investment Banking Companies
The traditional role of investment bankers is to underwrite securities as well as bond issues, and to arrange
mergers between large corporations. Some investment
bankers will arrange financing for broadcast station
acquisitions priced in excess of $5to 10 million. In most
instances, an investment banking firm requires awellregarded management team to operate its properties,
in order to assure a successful investment.
Factors to remember about investment bank financing are ( 1) it is usually suitable only for very large transactions (although there are smaller investment banking
houses, including some specializing in the broadcasting
business); (2) it is very expensive, both in fees and in
terms of the rate of return required by investors; and
(3) it requires a considerable period of time to put
together ( four to six months) and is therefore not suited
to moving quickly. Appendix D contains a list of investment banking firms which have participated in
broadcast acquisitions.
g. Private Placement and Syndication
Another form of equity funding is the limited partnership. In alimited partnership, one or more " general
partners" take on all managerial roles and financial
obligations. The " limited partners" usually invest most
of the capital, but are immune from any of the partnership's liabilities beyond their capital investment.
A tax-oriented limited partnership creates long-term
net operating losses as well as future appreciation and
income as the station matures. These losses generally
can be anticipated during the first three to five years
of the investment. They stem from initial net losses,
which usually result from the following typical expenses:
depreciation, interest, amortization of intangible assets,
and recapitalization of plant and equipment to current
values. In effect, the partnership " takes down" avery
large debt in avery short time, thus creating initial tax
deductions and later income.
For the entrepeneur, the principal attraction of the
limited partnership is the risk undertaken by the limited
partner. Limited partnership investments are paid back
only out of profits from station operations. If the station
is not profitable, the limited partners have assumed the
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risk that they will never see areturn on their investment.
Even in circumstances where limited partner contributions are composed partly of equity and partly of debt,
the debt portion is subordinated to senior bank financing and is unsecured. One drawback to this type of
financing is that the organization of alimited partnership is often complicated, and can create financing
uncertainties until the last minute before closing—
particularly if the partnership involves alarge group of
investors. There are other limitations of limited partner
financing that have to be taken into account. In view
of the high degree of risk assumed by investors, and to
maximize the chances of " selling out" the offering for
the full amount, the deal must be structured in away
that will be very attractive to investors. This means
anticipated returns at least on the order demanded by
venture capitalists. Moreover, the 1986 Tax Reform Act
limits the ability of investors to realize tax advantages
from losses generated by passive investments. This has
the effect of making only amore limited class of broadcast properties—those where return can be realized in
the relatively short term—attractive candidates for
limited partner financing. A further and very real
drawback to limited partnership financing is the relative
difficulty of raising additional capital if the initial
offering proves inadequate to meet working capital
requirements. Even more so than with other financing
arrangements, therefore, the limited partership form
places apremium on realistic projections of station performance and adequate budgeting for contingencies.
h. Government-backed Loans

Government-backed loans are available from avariety
of sources. These sources can provide guarantees or
repayment and/or funds at below prevailing market
interest rates.
1. Small Business Investment Companies.
Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs) were
created by the Small Business Investment Act of 1958
as avehicle for providing equity capital and long-term
loan funds for small businesses. SBICs organized under
section 301(d) of the Act specialize in providing equity
funds, long-term loans, and management assistance to
small business concerns owned by socially or economically disadvantaged persons. These SBICs were at one
time called Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Companies (MESBICs). However, the 1972 amendments to the Small Business Investment Act broadened
the term from " minorities" to " disadvantaged Americans" and the official title of a MESBIC is now a
Section 301(d) SBIC.
SBICs generally may receive three dollars of
government-backed funds for each dollar of private
capital; Section 301(d) SBICs generally receive four
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dollars of long-term subordinated government funds for
every dollar of private capital. Because SBICs borrow
funds through the government at the rate paid by the
government, SBIC loans may be apercentage point or
more below the rate charged on commercial bank loans.
More typically, however, SBICs function like other venture capital providers and provide funds only at higher
rates coupled with features referred to as " equity
kickers."
SBIC investments may take any of several forms: for
example, loans with warrants (permitting the SBIC to
purchase common stock at aspecified price at aspecified date); convertible debentures and, more infrequently,
direct investment in either preferred or common stock,
direct loans with no equity features, guarantees, and
management and technical assistance. Most Section
301(d) SBICs specialize in investments in aparticular
line of business.
The investment policy of Section 301(d) SBICs allows
for the extension of financial assistance to small business
concerns which will contribute to awell-balanced national
economy by facilitating ownership in such concerns by
persons whose participation in the free enterprise system
is hampered because of social or economic disadvantages. Generally, asmall business concern which is at
least 50 percent owned and managed by individuals from
groups that are underrepresented in the free enterprise
system will qualify. Such groups include, for example,
Blacks, Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts, and Americans of
Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Filipino, or Oriental
extraction. Some SBICs with experience in lending for
communications properties are listed in Appendix F.
For further information for SBA financing, contact
the Office of Business Loans, Finance and Investment,
Small Business Administration, 1441 L Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006, (202) 653-6574.
2. Farmers Home Administration.
The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), arural
credit agency of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
may also assist potential minority broadcast owners to
obtain the necessary financing. Any legal entity is eligible for funds. However, the FmHA is primarily concerned with developing rural America and its lending
priority is to applications for projects in small towns.
The FmHA assistance ordinarily is provided as aloan
guarantee whereby the agency contracts to reimburse
the lender up to 90 percent of the principal and interest of the guaranteed note. Applicants apply for the
guarantee through their private lenders. In some rare
instances, however, FmHA may directly make and
service the entire loan.
The FmHA Business and Industrial Loan Program
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provides for applicants unable to obtain credit through
other sources. However, investor equity (ordinarily a

useful. A buyer wants to buy aradio station in asmall
market for $ 1,350,000. In addition to the purchase

minimum of 10 percent) is required to provide reason-

price, $ 150,000 of working capital will be required to
meet the station's expenses until advertising sales produce
collections, and to promote the station's new " image"—perhaps a format change.

able assurance of a successful project. At the present
time, the FmHA program has no ceiling, since it is
handled by private lenders. However, FmHA is currently
considering adopting regulations to put acap on the size
of loans guaranteed by FmHA.
FmHA loans are available to cover a broadcaster's
daily operating costs as well as building, equipment,
supplies, research and other nonoperating costs. For
guaranteed loans the interest rate will be determined by
the lender, consistent with the market rate. For further
information, contact the Farmers Home Administration,
1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C.
20205, (202) 447-4324.
5. Combining Sources of Financing
Loans from banks, insurance companies and pension
funds generally are deemed " conventional" financing.
In some cases, astation's historical cash flow is sufficient to cover aloan for the full amount of the acquisition. These cases are more the exception than the rule,
however, in times of escalating acquisition prices. As
an overly simplistic rule, banks usually will not finance
an acquisition in an amount greater than about 51
2
/
times a station's trailing cash flow. As noted before,
cash flow multiples for FM or VHF television stations
today are running from 7to 10 times cash flow. Because
of legal limits on insurance company investments, ceilings on government-backed and other limitations, it is
difficult for new companies to obtain single-source
financing, except for properties in small markets. Where
historical cash flow is insufficient to repay the loan, additional financing will be necessary.
Combination financing packages have few structural
limitations, but share acommon objective: providing
acushion for the senior lender in terms of aguaranteed
cash flow for interest. A combination of two funding
sources can range from all subordinated debt and no
equity to the opposite. These financing plans entail
considerable risk for the prospective lender or investor,
and thus are expensive for the borrower. A borrower
thus should attempt to get as much senior debt as possible. A general rule of thumb is two dollars of senior
debt for every dollar of equity and/or subordinated
debt. The cost of subordinated debt may be reduced,
however, by including an equity interest—which gives
the lender astock interest at the loan's maturity—or by
using lenders with lower interest rates (e.g., insurance
companies). These arrangements improve the viability
of different ratios of senior to junior debt.
An example of acombination arrangement may be
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The buyer creates a corporation with $ 300,000 of
capital invested by the common stock owners. A bank
makes a $900,000 loan, $ 500,000 of which is guaranteed by the SBA. The remainder—that is, $ 300,000—of
the capital is provided by an equity investor through
redeemable preferred stocks with stock warrants and
subordinated loans. (See Table 3)
A few definitions are necessary in order to understand
how this plan will work. Preferred stock pays a fixed
dividend and has afixed dollar value upon liquidation
of the corporation. Because preferred stockholders
cannot vote on routine corporate business, preferred
stock does not dilute the buyer's control of the corporation. On the other hand, the preferred shareholders
receive dividends before the common shareholders.
With asmall property, the dividends to preferred shareholders virtually are de minimis, since most net income
is re-invested in the station.
Warrants are options to buy a certain number of
shares of stock at aspecified price, and generally have
a fixed expiration date. These " calls" thus are the
mirror image of " puts." Occasionally they also have
afixed option date, on which the option or " call" must
be either exercised or relinquished. In the above example, the warrants might give the equity investor an
option to acquire 49 percent of the corporation's
common stock. If the company prospers, the equity
investor can participate if the company goes public or
the station is sold at a profit. On the other hand, the
corporation can redeem the preferred stock and the
attached warrants at an agreed-upon time by paying an
agreed-upon price for a " put."
Debentures are long-term debt instruments which are
not secured by alien on any specific property. Debenture holders, however, are next in line after the primary
lienholders have been paid. In the above example, the
bank is the secured or " senior" lender. If the corporation is liquidated, the equity investor will participate in
the proceeds only after the senior lender has been paid
back in full. In this example, however, the equity
investor is not only a preferred shareholder, but also
ajunior lender. Its loan is protected at least partially
by provisions in the company's articles of incorporation, allowing the preferred shareholder to elect amajority of the board if the corporation is unable to pay
dividends on the preferred shares.
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TABLE 3
SAMPLE COMBINATION FINANCING
DEBT SERVICE

eh of Total
Financing

PURCHASE FINANCING
Equity— Common Stock

Bank Loan— Direct

$

300,000

20%

400,000

27 07o

TYPICAL TERMS

YEARLY
PMTS
O

Prime + 2% (=

12 07o interest) $ 106,800

10 year amortization,
due 5 years
—Guaranteed by SBA

500,000

33%

Prime (= 10% interest)

79,300

10 year amortized loan
Redeemable Preferred Stock
TOTAL PURCHASE + W/C FINANCING

300,000

20%

$1,500,000

100%

10% dividend
ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE

30,000
$216,100

The most important element in combination financing is not being able to " do the deal," but rather the ability to handle the debt service.
In this case the station must generate $ 216,100 in annual cash flow to cover its debt service. If the station can generate the requisite cash flow,
the 80 07o leverage should yield an outstanding capital gain on resale. If it can't, the ability of the entrepreneur to continue owning the station
is thrown into doubt.

Considerations involved in the selection of aparticular lending institution involve not just matters such as
the interest rate, repayment terms, collateral or the
amount of equity required, but also the lender's capacity
to provide financial or management expertise.

be successfully countered by anticipating them and
including information in the presentation. The objection most frequently voiced by lenders relates to the lack
of sufficient collateral for the loan. Typically, this
results from the lender's shock that astation worth $ 10
million may have tangible assets of only $750,000.

6. Negotiating a Loan
a. Convincing the Lender
Before approaching lenders, a borrower should be
able to justify and document the merits of his or her
financial package.
Once the preliminary structure of the financing has
been determined, the appropriate sources of capital
must be identified and contacted for indications of
interest. In all probability, this will be the most timeconsuming activity encountered in arranging financing.
The borrower should be prepared for numerous negative
or unenthusiastic responses.
For many years the financial community placed
broadcasting low on the priority list for favorable loan
consideration because of the high degree of leverage,
preponderance of intangible assets, volatile earning
records and regulatory restrictions associated with such
operations. This attitude changed dramatically during
the mid-to-late 1980s. However, since 1989, all banks
have retrenched due to problems in the banking industry
and a general economic slowdown. Therefore, many
banks still need to be convinced to lend to broadcast
stations.
Many objections to broadcast financing proposals can
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The concept to be stressed in this situation is that a
reasonable market exists for broadcasting licenses—a
market in which a virtually fixed number of licenses
represents the only means of entry into the industry.
Statistical data documenting the increases in station
trading activity and average sale prices are readily
available and make worthy, hile additions to the financing proposal.
If the lender can be convinced that the property in
question has areasonable value and will, therefore, at
least retain that value for areasonable period of time,
e.g., five years, market value can be substituted for
"hard asset" value. A secured loan reflecting asubstantial portion of the purchase price becomes more justifiable to the lender. But alender still looks primarily at
the ability of the station to generate sufficient dollars
from operations, not the station's market value, to pay
back the loan.
Securing (or collateralizing) aloan is another area of
concern. The fixed assets ( e.g., studios and transmitters) present no obstacle. But asecurity interest in the
most valuable asset—the license—is not permitted under
FCC regulations. As apartial alternative, banks often
insist on pledges of stock as collateral. There is no legal
bar to such apledge, so long as the bank understands
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and is willing to observe the FCC's limitations on foreclosure. Before the bank may foreclose on the loan by
causing the stock to be registered in its name, or the
name of its nominee, the FCC must approve the
transfer. Without the FCC's approval, the bank may
not sell or control astation.
Concerns about volatile revenue and earnings also can
be assuaged to a substantial degree. In what heavy
manufacturing industry (favorites of institutional lenders) can overhead be controlled as directly and as quickly
as in broadcasting? Massive plant and equipment, which
serve as excellent collateral, become a tremendous
burden in terms of fixed operating cost in an economic
downturn.
With these points in mind, the borrower should
review the financing proposal to be certain that as many
objections as possible have been anticipated and resolved
before they can be raised.
b. Rules of the Road
In approaching prospective lenders and in structuring financing, several caveats are in order. Some of the
most important are:
• Borrowers should be prepared to spend agreat deal
of time and effort. The preparation of an effective
financing proposal is crucial and can mean the difference between success and failure. The cost of preparing abusiness plan can run as high as $50,000 from
a " Big Six" accounting firm; an independent consultant, however, can provide acomparable service for
far less. An in-person presentation to prospective
lenders or investors is much more impressive than
dealing exclusively through the mail and over the
telephone. A personal presentation helps the lender
identify the serious inquiries, and also allows management the opportunity to display its capabilities. After
all, broadcasting is amanagement-intensive industry,
and lenders rely heavily on their evaluation of management in making aloan.
• In proposing and negotiating the terms of a loan,
avoidance of overly restrictive covenants is essential.
A loan agreement is virtually irrevocable, and five to
15 years is along time to be bound by restrictions.
Some of the terms that require particular attention
involve prepayment penalties, acts constituting default,
balance sheet maintenance ratios and amounts, disposition of assets, restrictions on future acquisitions,
restricted payments, and limitations on additional
indebtedness. Onerous or difficult terms may be
portents of astrained working relationship or alack
of shared confidence in the acquisition. In some cases,
restrictive terms may reflect the lending institution's
lack of familiarity with the broadcasting business. It
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may, therefore, be possible to avoid insertion of such
terms with aparticularly effective presentation. It is
also possible that better terms can be secured by
approaching alending institution with more familiarity with the business. At the least, the borrower
should seek to have such restrictions automatically
lapse or " self-extinguish" after one or two years.
(Some restrictions sought by lending institutions—
e.g., requiring lender approval on certain expenditures—also may violate FCC regulations or policies
on broadcaster's responsibilities. Again, review of
the loan documents by communications counsel is
essential.)
• A borrower should take care to ascertain all costs
associated with obtaining financing. All financial
institutions will charge the borrower for legal fees
incurred for preparing loan documents and security
agreements. Some financial institutions also require
that the borrower pay certain other fees in connection with financing. Some even charge an " origination" fee to review a financing application before
making any commitment to provide funds. Examples
of other fees charged by lenders include commitment
fees, appraisal fees, accounting fees, legal fees and
additional life insurance on key officers. A wellinformed borrower should be able to keep such
expenses to a minimum.
• The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 delineates afine
distinction between public and private offerings of
securities. While most financial institutions would be
deemed " sophisticated investors" under the Act—
and thus capable of making informed decisions—
distribution of offering memoranda must be guarded
judiciously. Offerings which might be exempt from
federal securities regulations nonetheless may be
governed by state " Blue Sky" laws. Mass mailings
are definitely dangerous.
Even offerings that are exempt from federal or state
registration requirements have serious and substantial pitfalls. First but not necessarily the least among
them is the procedural requirements necessary to
secure and preserve the exemption. Second is the duty
to make full disclosure of all material terms and
matters affecting the proposed investment. Brokerdealer firms that agree to market such offerings to
their customers require adue diligence investigation
of the transaction before they will share the risk or
liability to investors for potentially false or misleading
statements. The various state and federal laws regulating securities transactions provide fertile ground for
disgruntled investors who have seen their investments
evaporate in a puff of unfulfilled anticipations.
• Dealings with so-called " money brokers" also should
be undertaken with caution because they often require
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up- front finder's fees which will not be refunded in
the event the financing does not materialize. The state
of capital markets within any limited time period actually is quite predictable. Thus, individuals or firms
promising unrealistically favorable rates and/or terms

mination may be dependent on tax considerations (e.g.,
tax loss carried forward, recapture of depreciation and
investment credits, and value of current assets above all

for an advance fee with little or no informational
requirements on the part of the borrower should be
approached with skepticism. Sources of international
capital should be especially suspect, because the
Communications Act places limits on foreign ownership of broadcast stations. Even debt instruments by
aliens or foreign corporations may be subject to FCC
limitations.

code changes have made the choice less clear and certain stock sales or complex mergers/liquidations may
accomplish the same tax results. The vast majority of
broadcast station sales are pursuant to an asset purchase
agreement.

LAST THOUGHTS ON
BROADCAST FINANCING
• The time to talk to abanker is when you don't need
the money.
• Everybody wants to be in broadcasting— but not
everybody should be.
• If a deal isn't hard to do, it isn't good.
• There is no such thing as an overfinanced purchaser.
• Happiness is positive cash flow.
• Just when you thought the deal was done, you spoke
to the venture capitalists.
• Don't expect a lending institution to venture its
capital.
• The best form of financing is seller paper.
• The Golden Rule of Broadcast Financing: Whoever
has the gold makes the rules.

G. THE CONTRACT
1. Asset Or Stock Transaction
The sale of any business is rarely trouble- free. But
the sale of abroadcast station is particularly complex,
because it involves many intangibles, such as the license,
an audience, advertiser accounts, network affiliation
agreements, and the like. A decision should be made
early on whether to acquire the assets or stock. The
distinction between the two is essentially this: under an
asset purchase agreement, the buyer assumes only those
assets (and liabilities), including the license, specifically
negotiated to be sold. In a stock acquisition, the new
stockholders acquire all of the assets and all of the
liabilities (whether or not disclosed) of the corporation,
except those which are specifically excluded. The deter-
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liabilities). Typically, asset purchases have more favorable tax implications for the buyer, though recent tax

2. The Written Agreement
At the time the buyer and the seller agree upon the
general terms of the purchase, these terms should be put
in written form. In some cases, aformal option contract
is used. But more commonly, asimple letter of intent
will suffice. Such aletter states the price and terms for
the station and provides that the agreement is subject
to the preparation and execution of aformal contract.
At this early stage, any written agreement should be
fairly general. The fine points can be resolved later on.
The next and possibly most important step is the contract of sale. As apractical matter, there is no such thing
as astandard station sales contract. Agreements range
from simple eight- or ten-page contracts for the all-cash
purchase of asmall radio station to detailed 100-page
agreements with numerous appendices covering complex
purchases of groups of broadcast stations.
The contract not only sets out each party's rights, but
also the procedures for the final closing. The contract
should be as precise as possible to avoid any misunderstanding. Appendix E contains an outline of typical
provisions contained in an asset purchase agreement for
the acquisition of a broadcast station.
An absolutely essential provision of the agreement is
that the buyer will not participate in the management
of the station until after the FCC has approved the sale.
(As apractical matter, sellers—who are anxious to see
the sale take place—advise the buyer of major business
steps that occur during the period prior to FCC approval
and the closing. For example, the seller of atelevision
station would normally advise the buyer if there was an
opportunity to purchase an expensive, highly- rated,
syndicated program series. Taking the buyer's reaction
into account in deciding whether to buy or not to buy
would be an important consideration, because the program syndicator would require that responsibility for
future program license fees be assumed by the purchaser
of the station.) Where the seller is providing financing
by taking back a note or a mortgage, the agreement
must be specific on the subject of the seller's rights in
the event of default on the debt.
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Not only is FCC approval required for station
transfers, but outside parties may seek reconsideration
or appeal the FCC's decision to the courts. Therefore,
many contracts provide that the closing may take place
only after the FCC's approval has become final and is
no longer subject to agency or judicial review.
Very important provisions generally made part of
sales agreements include various representations and
warranties of the seller and buyer. Both typically warrant that they are corporations (or partnerships, etc.)
duly organized and in good standing and that all actions necessary to enter into and consummate the agreement have been properly taken. The seller typically warrants that it can convey good and marketable title to
the property and assets being transferred, that no actions are pending that would impair the ability to
transfer the assets and licenses, and that entering into
the agreement does not conflict with or result in abreach
of any other agreement to which the seller is a party.
Typical warranties of the buyer include that he or she
has the financial ability to consummate the agreement
and that there is no reason to believe that he or she will
not be found qualified by the FCC to acquire the
licenses. The representations and warranties made by
buyer and seller are required to be true and correct as
of the closing date, and the obligations of the parties
to close are usually conditioned on receiving acertificate
(and, as to some of the warranties, aletter of opinion
from counsel) to that effect.
Until relatively recently, most contracts did not contain a " financing contingency." That is, there was no
way for the buyer to avoid the contract if its financing
plans fell through. This was because, in amarket with
many qualified buyers, few, if any sellers wanted to risk
wasting time on asale that was not virtually certain to
be completed. The realities of the currently limited
market for external debt and venture capital financing,
however, have forced some sellers to accept financing
contingencies in the sales agreement.
These provisions of the sales agreement serve many
important purposes. Through the seller's warranties and
representations, the buyer is seeking maximum possible disclosure. The more knowledge the buyer has of
the seller's operation, the more tightly the agreement
can be worded to assure that the seller will perform as
bargained for at closing. By holding its own disclosures
to the minimum, the seller is seeking to limit the possibility of technical defaults that might justify the buyer's
refusal to follow through with the purchase. Both parties
are seeking to minimize the risk of unanticipated future
expense or liability to each other and to third parties.
Accordingly, both parties typically seek broad indemnification provisions.
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Examples of other contract terms which are important (and, therefore, often the subject of disagreement)
include:
• If the accounts receivable are to be assigned, a
mechanism is needed to adjust the purchase price to
reflect receivables outstanding on the closing date. If
the receivables are not to be assigned, the obligation
of the buyer to collect outstanding receivables for the
benefit of the seller must be defined.
• Obligation of the seller to preserve the business and
to continue to operate the station in the normal course
of business. (Parties generally agree that the buyer
shall not be obliged to assume any contracts, leases
or other agreements not specifically listed in an exhibit
to the purchase agreement. Preparing acomplete list
of such agreements, including network affiliation
agreements and leases for such items as copiers,
the postage meter and office furniture, is a timeconsuming but critically important task.)
• Allocation of the purchase price to meet the tax objectives of the buyer and seller. (The seller may benefit
by the allocation of a larger share of the purchase
price to the station's good will, which minimizes
recapture liability on previously depreciated assets.
On the other hand, the purchaser cannot deduct,
recover or depreciate good will, broadcast license
rights, or network affiliation agreements, so he or she
would prefer to allocate the purchase price to items
such as transmitting equipment, buildings, and office furniture, which may be depreciated.)
• The kind of warranty the equipment should carry at
closing. (Frequently, the parties agree on language
that calls for the equipment to meet FCC standards
and be in satisfactory working order.)
• The rights of the buyer and seller in the event of fire
or other damage to the facilities prior to closing.
(Buyers generally seek the right to choose between
terminating the agreement when damage cannot be
repaired prior to closing and accepting the facility " as
is" together with an assignment of the proceeds of
insurance.)
Within the past few years, contracts have been increasingly likely to include warranties and representations by the seller that the property being sold is free
of environmental hazards. This usually means that the
property has not been used for storage of hazardous
materials, that any hazardous materials have been
properly stored and removed and that there are no
existing environmental hazards, e.g., asbestos or PCBs,
requiring removal or abatement. This is not only
important from the standpoint of the purchaser's potential liability under state and federal laws, it is generally
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critical for lender who otherwise would foresee potential liability if they were to foreclose on the property
to secure repayment of the loan.
3. Between Signing the Agreement and Closing
A point which must be kept in mind is that astation
sale can take place only with the consent of the FCC.
Thus the period of time involved in the acquisition of
a broadcast station is typically much longer than that
required for the sale of any other small business. An
application for FCC approval must be prepared. Then
the parties must wait while the FCC processes the application. Until the FCC grants its approval, the buyer is
precluded by law from intervening in the management
of the station. Usually, the FCC acts on routine applications within six to eight weeks after they are received.
Occasionally the FCC action is delayed. And, between
the time the sale is agreed to and the actual closing, the
station's performance often suffers. Key employees may
leave for more secure positions; and advertisers unfamiliar with the new management will defer decisions about
long-term advertising commitments. As a result, the
purchase of a station may look less advantageous on
paper at the time of closing than at the time the initial
agreement was reached.
This fact of life may have no direct impact on the
valuation of astation. However, it is a focal point in
negotiating afinal sale agreement as buyers seek provisions that will enable them to walk away from the deal
if the station's performance declines precipitously and
sellers seek to negotiate terms which will prevent buyers
from avoiding their obligations to close. The changes
that are likely to take place while the parties await FCC
approval are also the cause of much uneasiness among
committed lenders, who may see station performance
declining below apoint where it can be quickly turned
around.

H. THE APPLICATION
In the sale of most businesses, adeal is struck, aclosing held and the transfer takes place. In broadcasting, the
deal is struck and then the parties wait until the FCC
processes the applications for approval of the sale. Under
the Communications Act, all broadcast station sales are
subject to prior FCC approval. For FCC purposes, a
purchase of assets including the license is referred to as
an assignment of the license. An acquisition by exchange
of stock or purchase of the stock of a licensee corporation is referred to as a transfer of control.
1. Timing of FCC Approval
It is impossible to predict how long it will take for an
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assignment of license or transfer of control application
to be prepared, filed, processed and granted as there are
many variables and any one may delay the process. One
important variable is that any interested person may file
apetition to deny the application within 30 days from issuance by the FCC of public notice that the application has
been accepted for filing. Another variable is that much
of the processing of an application depends on the workload of the Commission and the extent to which the FCC's
staff requires that supplemental materials be filed by
parties to the sale. Based upon current experience at the
FCC, aclean application with no problems and no petitions to deny filed against it can be expected to be granted
in about 40-60 days from filing. A non-substantial petition to deny or miscellaneous questions about the application may delay the grant an additional month or two. A
substantial petition to deny, raising numerous allegations
of fact, could result in delays of up to ayear from filing.
Because of the many variables which can result in the delay
of the grant of an application, many sales agreements
provide for acontract expiration date of nine months to
one year from the date of the filing of the application and
the provision that either party may withdraw if the FCC
designates the application for ahearing regardless of the
time allowed.
Prior to Commission approval of the application and
the consummation of the transaction, buyers and sellers
should refrain from actions which could be construed as
constituting apremature transfer of control over the operation of the station. Generally, the Commission does not
allow a potential buyer, a principal of the buyer or the
buyer's proposed manager to assume amanagerial position at the station during the pendency of the application.
Any such assumption of amanagerial position can result
in the application being seriously jeopardized. If apotential buyer believes that some unusual circumstances should
justify permitting him to assume some position at the
station prior to consummation of the transaction, the
advice of communications counsel should first be obtained
in order to ensure that the application will not be jeopardized by a premature transfer of control.

2. Preparing the Application
Two types of application forms are used—an application for consent to assignment (FCC Form 314), for asset
acquisitions, and an application for consent to transfer
of control (FCC Form 315) for apurchase of stock. The
application consists of two basic parts—the seller's (assignor or transferor) portion and the buyer's (assignee or
transferee) portion. If the parties have not already filed
the application for FCC approval, the purchase agreement
must be filed with the FCC within 30 days after it is
signed.
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The seller's showing in the application is essentially
limited to demonstrating that it has operated the station
in a manner satisfactory to the Commission.
The buyer's portion of the application is divided into
four sections: legal, financial, programming and equal
employment opportunity.
a. Legal Requirements
In the legal section, the buyer must provide detailed
information about its legal qualifications, including citizenship, corporate or other business structure and stock
interests held and other media interests owned. With
respect to the buyer's principals, complete information
must be submitted on the other media business activities
and interests of each principal. This information enables
the FCC to ascertain whether the acquisition will comply
with its regulations on ownership of multiple broadcast
facilities and cross-ownership of competing media.
Media interests that must be disclosed include direct or
fiduciary interests and indirect interests which aprincipal may have in abroadcast or cable facility or in a
newspaper by virtue of the principal being an officer,
director or stockholder in abank, insurance or investment company or other financial institution. For example, if aprincipal of the buyer is also director of abank,
and the bank, through its trust department or otherwise,
votes stock in acompany with abroadcast station, that
station may be attributed to the principal for purposes
of applying the Commission's multiple ownership rules.
(See the discussion of the multiple ownership rules in
Section II D. 2.)
In all events the multiple ownership rules must be
complied with by apotential buyer before the application will be granted.
The application must also provide information concerning lending agreements creating asecurity interest
in or potentially affecting the future ownership of the
license, the assets or the stock of the licensee corporation if—as will be true in most cases— aportion of the
purchase price will be funded either by the seller or
through external financing. Although in most instances
the filing of these instruments is not required, buyers
who are relying on external financing should be alerted
to some general FCC policies in this area and be prepared
with an appropriate response if questions are raised by
the FCC's staff. For example, sellers taking back notes
for deferred payments of the purchase price and institutional lenders usually require security to cover the debt.
This can be in the form of asecurity agreement covering the physical assets of the station or apledge of the
licensee's or buyer's stock. Such security agreements
should be filed with the application. Where physical
assets are pledged it should be clear in the pledge agreement that upon default the lender or pledgee receives
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the rights only to the physical assets and no rights to
operate the station. (Thus, by foreclosure, the pledgee
can seize the assets and force the station to discontinue
operations.)
Where the stock is pledged as security, the agreement
should provide for the sale of the stock upon default
either by public auction or by privately negotiated sale.
In the case of the latter, the agreement should specify
that the sale must be an arms-length transaction. Pledge
agreements should stipulate that the licensee maintains
full control over the operation of the station. Thus,
borrowers must be wary of negative covenants in pledge
agreements whereby the licensee must receive the permission of the lender before changing certain facets of
the station's operations, or before hiring or firing certain
key employees. The pledge agreement must not contain
language which restricts the licensee's right to sell the
station at any time either by asset sale or by a stock
transaction. Such a right of alienability is one of the
cardinal elements of control. Of course, the agreement
can require that the pledgee be given advance notice of
the proposed sale of the station and that such a sale
would be an event of default at the option of the pledgee.
Contracts, loans and security agreements must not
contain provisions giving the seller of the station any
rights to the station upon default or any rights to the
use of the station in the future. Such provisions would
violate Section 73.1150 of the FCC's Rules prohibiting
reversionary interests and reservation of time upon sale
of a station.
b. Financial Qualifications
The buyer must certify the availability of sufficient
financial resources to purchase and operate the station.
To be financially qualified, an applicant must be able
to meet the following expenditures:
• cash at closing;
• all principal and interest payments due to seller during
the first three months;
• repayment of principal and interest on other loans
during the first three months; and,
• projected cash operating losses of the station being
acquired over the three-month period following the
closing.
Up until several years ago, the FCC required the
buyer to document the availability of funds in the application by submitting loan commitment letters, stock
subscription agreements, balance sheets, financial
statements, etc. Such information is no longer required
to be filed with the application; the buyer is only required to certify that funds will be available. However,
the FCC has retained the power to ask the buyer to sub-
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mit such information about its financial ability. To the
extent that responses to other questions on the form
reveal details of the buyer's financing plan, or information comes to the FCC from other sources, the Commission's staff has not hesitated to require full details
of afinancial package and to apply strict standards for
establishing financial qualifications.
c. Programming
The FCC requires relatively little information about
the buyer's proposed programming. Buyers must submit
with the application filing abrief description of how
the station's informational programming will be responsive to important issues facing the station's community.
The buyer may determine which problems are sufficiently important to merit treatment in the station's
programming by any reasonable means. Applicants
should be aware, however, that although abrief description is required, the FCC still requires licensees to
provide programming responsive to issues of concern
to the licensed community.

I. A WORD OR TWO ABOUT CLOSINGS
As previously noted, many closings are postponed
following FCC approval for 40 days, to permit the
FCC's order to become final and nonappealable. On
the other hand, some closings occur as soon as the FCC
issues apublic notice approving the sale. FCC approval
does not guarantee that there will, in fact, be aclosing.
The closing is amajor objective of contract negotiations,
as both parties strive for aposition in which they can
compel the other to close while maintaining some flexibility to avoid what may have become a disadvantageous bargain. (One means by which sellers seek to
assure that buyers will fulfill their closing obligations
is by insisting on payment of asignificant portion of
the purchase price—usually five to ten percent—into an
escrow account, to be paid to the seller as liquidated
damages in the event of the buyer's default.) At many
closings, an outside lender will also be aparticipant. In
such cases, the buyer will need to be certain that the
necessary steps called for in the loan agreement have
been taken to assure that the lender will fund the loan
at closing. This means being certain that all of the loan
and related agreements with the lender have been agreed
to and are ready for execution prior to or simultaneously
with the station closing.

J. AFTER THE SALE: SPECIAL
RESOURCES FOR MINORITIES
Specific sources of managerial and technical assistance in the communications field available to minorities
include:
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a. NAB Human Resource
Development Department
Becoming a successful and productive broadcast
station owner requires agreat deal of business savvy and
knowledge of the industry. Minorities contemplating
ownership should become aware of the many nuances
and challenges they may face. The Department of
Human Resource Development of the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) functions as a resource
center to assist minority broadcast entrepreneurs.
Data ranging from research on minority ownership
and employment to marketing trends and minority
organizational activities are available from the Human
Resource Development Department. The Department
is in touch with other resource persons and groups
throughout the country and conducts seminars,
meetings and other forums to keep prospective and
existing minority broadcast entrepreneurs apprised of
issues, solutions and progress related to minorities in
broadcasting. A committee of the NAB, the Resource
Development Committee, comprised of minority broadcasters, meets periodically to advise the Department of
Human Resource Development in its mission to assist
minorities in the industry.
For further information and assistance, contact the
Department of Human Resource Development, National Association of Broadcasters, 1771 N Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 429-5497.

b. Minority Business Development Agency
(MBDA)
The Minority Business Development Agency is part
of the Department of Commerce. It operates approximately 100 Business Development Centers (BDCs) in
various cities across the country. These centers, typically
private consulting firms, receive grants from the government to provide technical and management assistance
to minority businesses in such matters as loan packaging, procurement, expansion and start-up situations,
sales and general management techniques. If a BDC
does not have in-house expertise in aparticular area (for
example, radio broadcasting), it nevertheless can subcontract for consulting services from an individual or
firm with expertise in the field. Minority broadcasters
who want more information about the program and the
location of the BDC in their area should contact the
nearest MBDA regional office (Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,
New York, San Francisco, or Washington, D.C.).

c. Native American Economic Stimulus
Program (NAESP)
The Native American Economic Stimulus Program
of the Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue,
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N.W., Washington, D.C. 20210, (202) 376-7146, is
designated to assist in the economic development of
Indian reservations and to provide training programs
and additional employment for Native Americans. The
Native Americans Telecommunications Training Program, one of the 15 NAESP projects, will offer training
and funding assistance to American Indians for existing
and new telecommunications facilities.
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d. Federal Communications Commission
Consumer Assistance Office
The FCC has established a Consumer Assistance
Office, FCC, Room 258, 1919 M Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20554, (202) 632-7000, to provide
assistance to members of the public in dealing with the
Commission. The Office will help individuals in obtaining information and documents from the FCC.
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III. APPLYING TO BUILD A
BROADCAST STATION

A

pplying for an FCC permit to build and
operate anew broadcast station is adifferent
way of getting into the business of broadcasting. It may sometimes be less expensive
because the buyer of abroadcast property generally pays
substantially more than the value of the tangible assets
(the studios, offices, equipment, tower and so forth) for
the good will of the station—that is, its history of earnings, or, in some cases, the scarcity value of licenses in
that particular market.

A. FINDING A FREQUENCY
1. Assigned Channels for FM and TV Stations
Frequencies for FM and TV stations are listed by
community, in Tables of Assignments contained in
the FCC's rules. (Section 73.202(b) for FM, Section
73.606(b) for TV). Applications for new stations can
be filed only for frequencies listed in these Tables.
For example, the TV Table of Assignments shows that
in Des Moines, Iowa, Channels 8, 11, 13, 17, 43, 63 and
69 are assigned. (TV channels 2-13 are referred to as
VHF or very high frequency channels; 14 and above are
referred to as UHF or Ultra High Frequency channels.)*
*The FCC has placed afreeze on new UHF TV applications in the 50 largest markets. This is to assure
the availability of sufficient spectrum in those markets
for High Definition Television (HDTV) when an HDTV
System is implemented.
The FM Table of Assignments is slightly more complex than the TV Table because the FCC has provided
for seven different classes of commercial FM stations—
Class A, B, B1 , C, Cl, C2, and C3. Class A stations
may operate with power from 100 to 6,000 watts. Class
Buying or Building aBroadcast Station In the 1990s
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Bstations may operate with power of up to 50 kilowatts.
Class C stations may operate with power of as much
as 100 kilowatts.
Class BI, Cl, C2, and C3 stations are subclasses
based on lower antenna heights and, in some cases,
lower power.
If the entrepreneur determines that there is no unoccupied channel allocated to the community where he or
she would prefer to build an FM or TV station, it may
be possible to add achannel through an FCC rulemaking proceeding. A rulemaking proceeding begins with
apetition which would include ademonstration of need
for achannel, and ashowing that the proposed assignment is consistent with the Commission's technical
requirements. If the petition is in order, the FCC will
issue a Notice of Proposed Rule Making and solicit
public comments. If no obstacles—especially inconsistencies with the technical rules —arise, the FCC will
assign the channel and accept applications.

2. AM Radio Frequencies
Frequencies for AM stations are not assigned to
communities in aTable of Assignments the way FM and
TV channels are assigned. Rather, applicants for new
AM stations must show that there would be no prohibited interference to existing stations. More to the point,
however, the FCC has stopped accepting applications
for new AM stations until it completes amajor rulemaking proceeding on how to reduce interference between existing AM stations and how to expand the AM
band to permit anew class of full-time AM stations on
the frequencies between 1605 and 1705 kHz (above the
current AM band). The complexities of AM assignments
and the various classes of AM stations are impossible
to summarize in afew paragraphs. If aperson is contemplating building anew AM station, the only way to
determine whether the FCC would entertain such aproposal, following the lifting of the freeze, is to retain the
services of a professional consulting engineer or
technical consultant.

3. Low Power Television Stations
In the early 1980s, the FCC created the Low Power
Television (
LPTV) Service. As the name of the service
implies, low power television stations operate with much
less power than regular, full power television facilities.
This service also provides for simplified application procedures and relaxed technical and operating rules. The
intention of the FCC in providing for low power television has been to bring television service to communities
that previously have been underserved or denied service
because local television audiences are too small to sus48

tain a full service station. Low power stations can
operate at lower cost and with less extensive facilities
than full power television stations. As aresult, they are
more readily available to individuals who are interested
in broadcasting but who lack the initial capital necessary
to buy a full power television station. LPTV stations
are assigned in much the same manner as AM stations,
but operate with the understanding that interference to
full-power stations could necessitate that an LPTV station change its channel or go off the air. The FCC
estimates that there are currently about 750 operating
LPTV stations.

B. SELECTING THE TRANSMITTER SITE
Hand in hand with finding afrequency, the applicant
for anew station will need to find asite from which to
operate the station's transmitting facilities. The transmitters of FM and television stations must be located so
as to meet minimum spacing requirements between stations operating on the same and adjacent channels. (For
FM stations, this includes stations on the second and
third adjacent channels. UHF television stations must
meet not only the minimum separation requirements
between stations operating on the same and adjacent
channels but also additional separation requirements
known as the UHF taboos. By way of example, UHF
stations on Channels 14 and 29 must be located at least
75 miles apart under the FCC's rules because of the
likelihood that, at alesser distance, atelevision receiver
turned to the lowest numbered channel would receive
the image of the picture transmitted by the high channeled station.) The elimination of most, if not all, of
the UHF taboos is an objective of the FCC's HDTV
rulemaking proceeding. The elimination of the taboos
as aconsequence of that proceeding will not permit applications for new UHF television stations in most
markets. It will only provide spectrum so that existing
TV stations in both the VHF and UHF bands will be
able to provide High Definition Television service.
The transmitter location chosen for an AM station
will in many cases be crucial to the required showings
of non-interference with other AM stations. Another
regulatory requirement which will affect the selection
of atransmitter site for an AM, FM, or television station is the necessity of providing a signal of the
minimum specified strength to the community of
license. (As apractical matter, the applicant will usually want to provide a signal much stronger than the
minimum required.) The transmitter site must also be
chosen so that the transmission tower does not pose a
hazard to air navigation as defined by regulations of
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Potential
adverse environmental impacts must also be avoided.
National Association of Broadcasters

It is not necessary at this point, when only an application is being prepared, to secure the transmitter site by
obtaining an option to buy or lease. On the other hand,
an applicant must be in aposition to certify to the FCC
that he or she has areasonable assurance that the site
will be available in the event the application is granted.
Reasonable assurance takes into account the willingness
of the party who controls the site to sell or lease it to
the applicant, and the ability to obtain necessary local
approvals, such as zoning variances, to construct a
broadcast transmission tower.

C. OBTAINING FINANCING
Sound financing for anew station is just as important as sound financing for an acquisition. On the
surface, construction financing seems simple—alarge
enough loan to build the station and working capital
to operate—but this apparent simplicity is deceptive.
First among the deceptions is the ability to obtain
financing for the equipment needed to put astation on
the air, which is likely to be the largest single item of
expense. For adown payment of from 10 to 25 percent,
some broadcast equipment manufacturing companies
will offer under adeferred payment plan over three to
five years. Interest rates on such sales are typically fixed
at 2 1/2 to 3points over the prime rate at the time of
purchase. Usually, no security is required other than the
equipment itself. Similarly, most equipment manufacturers will make available open-end lease packages, i.e.,
leases with an option to buy at the end of three to five
years. Current finance charges are built into the monthly lease payments. (Finance charges on an equipment
lease are usually expressed as an " add-on" rate, rather
than an " annual percentage rate" [APRJ. Although an
add-on rate of 11 or 12 percent would seem to be less
than an APR three points over prime, add-on charges
are computed very differently. An 11 or 12 percent addon amounts to an APR of about 20 or 21 percent.) There
are also broadcast equipment sales companies which act
as retail outlets for the manufacturers. They, too, commonly offer deferred payment purchase agreements.
Bank-controlled leasing companies will purchase equipment packages to order and lease them to their
customers. The balance due under the lease will be fully secured by hard assets, i.e., the equipment.
A second deception is the FCC's minimal requirements for new applicants to demonstrate their financial qualifications. Applications formerly were required
to include ademonstration of the availability of funds
to put the new station on the air and operate for three
months without relying on revenues from the sale of
station time. This standard was, itself, likely to reflect
asmall portion of the applicant's real financing requireBuying or Building aBroadcast Station In the 1990s

ments. Now, new broadcast applicants are permitted to
simply certify that funds are available, and provide
minimal supporting documentation. As aconsequence,
many applicants for new broadcast stations do not seem
to give serious thought to their financing needs until
after they receive an FCC construction permit.
Rather than succumbing to these deceptions, awell
thought-out application to build anew station, like a
proposal to purchase an existing station, starts with
hard, realistic projections of station revenues and
expenses.
A common error among construction permit-holders
is to overbuild the new station for the size of the market
and the revenues that the market will generate. This is
not aconcern of the equipment manufacturing company.
Accordingly, whether the permittee is considering bank
financing or a combination of bank financing and
equipment credit arrangements, it is important to begin
with abudget that realistically estimates the total amount
of debt the station will be able to service, based on
anticipated revenues.
Given abudget, abroadcast equipment company can
prepare an affordable equipment package proposal
which meets the FCC's technical requirements (for
example, for accuracy and reliability) and the programming objectives for the new station. (Again, for example, an independent UHF television station doing only
afew hours aweek of local programming will have far
different equipment requirements than astation which
will be doing local news and sending remote equipment
out on aregular basis for taped or live broadcasts of
local events. An FM station might require sophisticated
studios for locally-originated recorded music programs
or, alternatively, an automated programming system.)
This type of equipment proposal can be used for purposes of comparison to proposals from other equipment
sellers and manufacturers, or as part of a financing
proposal to outside investors or lenders.
Just as there is aneed to make realistic estimates of
the cost of the equipment required for the station, there
is aneed to make accurate estimates of other costs of
applying for the construction permit, building the facility and operating the station. The National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB) publishes an annual compilation
of financial data for radio and television stations. As
noted earlier, James R. Duncan, Jr., Paul Kagan Associates, Inc., and Broadcast Investment Analysts, Inc.,
publish booklets containing information which will
assist the applicant in making rough estimates of typical
revenues and expenses of stations in comparable markets. More refined estimates may require assistance
from an acquisition consultant with broadcasting experience. Making sound projections of revenues and ex49

penses without the benefit of historical revenue and expense data is adifficult proposition. But, unless the construction permit holder has attempted realistically to
arrive at such projections, aproposal will not be seriously entertained by aprospective lending institution.
When cash flow projections have been made, the
applicant's financing proposal will be in much the same
form as the proposal to purchase astation discussed
above and shown in Appendix C. Sources of financing
also will be much the same, with the exception of those
institutions, such as insurance companies and pension
funds, with aclear preference for operating companies.
Negotiation of the financing arrangements will probably follow acourse similar to the negotiation of financing to acquire astation, except that the lender will probably withhold final acceptance of afinancing proposal
until all necessary FCC authorizations have been received
and there has been an opportunity to review any changes
in the applicant's financial condition or any other aspect
of the proposal.
D. PREPARING THE APPLICATION
Notwithstanding the substantial differences between
buying an existing station and building anew one, there
are great similarities between the FCC application for
consent to the sale of astation and the application for
permission to construct anew station. The required legal
and programming showings, for example, are essentially
the same. As previously discussed, the financial section
of the construction permit application form (FCC Form
301) permits the applicant to certify that sufficient funds
are available to construct the proposed station and meet
anticipated operating expenses, including loan payments
and/or equipment lease payments, for the first three
months of broadcasting. Also, the programming sections of the applications forms are the same.
The application for a new station does contain an
engineering section, requiring afull description of the
technical details of the proposed station—its location,
the channel on which the station will operate, the signal
contours of the station, the type of equipment, the
transmitter power output, the effective radiated power
and the antenna height. This information is used by the
FCC to determine that the proposed facility will not
cause interference to existing stations. The surest and
safest way of completing the engineering portion of the
application is to have the work performed by acommunications consulting engineer. If the engineering portion of the form is prepared by an individual who is not
familiar with both the FCC's technical rules and the
nuances of FCC engineering practice, there is asubstantial risk that the application will be rejected without consideration of its merits.
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1. Other Forms and Documents
The applicant may be required to show that construction of the proposed station will not have an adverse
impact on the environment. Moreover, agencies other
than the FCC may be concerned with activation of a
new station. Permits may be required to locate on
government land. Applicants frequently must also deal
with local zoning authorities, and approval of the
Federal Aviation Administration will also be necessary
if the station will require construction of anew tower
or increase the height of an existing tower.
2. Competing Applications
The biggest distinction between applications for new
stations and applications to buy existing stations is that
the FCC will accept more than one application to build
anew station on the same frequency. (By contrast, when
an application is filed to buy astation, the Communications Act prohibits the FCC from considering whether
the public interest would be better served by the sale
of the station to a different buyer.) If there are no
petitions to deny and no competing applications, the
FCC— depending on whether additional information
is requested by the staff—can usually be expected to
grant aconstruction permit application within approximately six months to ayear from the initial filing date.
Petitions to deny raising questions which can be resolved
without ahearing could add from two to six additional
months. However, where there are competing applications—that is, more than one application for the same
frequency—the FCC's rules require an evidentiary hearing before an administrative law judge to determine,
on a comparative basis, which application should be
granted. Generally, even for new stations in the smallest
communities, there are at least two applicants, and
usually more.
3. The Comparative Hearing Process
When there is more than one applicant for anew frequency, the FCC uses a "comparative hearing" to
choose which competing applicant will receive alicense.
The process is very much like acivil trial. The hearing
is conducted by an administrative law judge who
receives evidence on the applicants' characteristics and
proposals. The judge issues a written decision which
compares all of the applicants and presents the legal and
factual reasons for choosing aparticular applicant.
The judge's decision can be appealed to the FCC's
internal "appellate court," the Review Board. From the
Review Board, adecision can be appealed to the five
FCC Commissioners, and ultimately to afederal appeals
court or even the Supreme Court. But few decisions are
appealed beyond the Commission.
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Most applicants hire lawyers to " prosecute" their
FCC applications. The lawyers for these cases usually
are specialists in the area of communications law. Practice before the FCC is considerably different than it is
in local and state courts. Not all of the lawyers in acase
represent competing applicants. For example, alawyer
from the FCC's Mass Media Bureau may argue public
interest matters. Other lawyers may appear on behalf
of administrative agencies such as the Federal Aviation
Adminstration, which often is aparty to FCC proceedings on issues relating to aproposed tower's effects on
the safety of air navigation.
The following is achronology of the major steps in
acomparative hearing.
a. Petitions to Deny
Once an application has passed the processing stage—
the " acceptability" phase, meaning that it complies with
the FCC's technical rules, or includes appropriate requests for waiver of the rules—the FCC publishes a
notice that it has been " accepted for filing." At this
point, individuals or groups have 30 days to file a " petition to deny" the application. In order to prevail at this
stage, apetitioner must show that the FCC's staff was
incorrect in accepting the application. This requires a
showing that the application is flawed and unacceptable
for filing.
b. Amendments
An application may be amended at any time to remove
aconflict. In other words, an amendment which eliminates the need for acomparative hearing may be filed
at any time. Applicants have 30 days after the notice
that their application has been accepted for tender to
make so-called " minor" changes in their applications
to improve their comparative positions. (" Acceptance
for tender" is an earlier and different stage of processing
than " acceptance for filing;" " acceptance for tender"
represents only adetermination that the application is
"complete.") These changes are " amendments as of
right," since they do not require the FCC's approval.
However, if the Commission inadvertently accepts a
flawed application for tender, that flaw may not be corrected by an amendment and the application may subsequently be dismissed as unacceptable for tender. After
this 30-day period, applicants may amend their applications only if they can show that there is " good cause"
for the proposed amendment. These later amendments
may not be used to improve an applicant's comparative
position.
c. Hearing Designation
At the next stage, the FCC issues a " hearing designation order" which outlines the matters that will be
considered by the administrative law judge in choosing
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an applicant. Under arecent Congressional enactment,
each applicant must pay the FCC asignificant fee to
participate in the hearing. The FCC has changed its procedures to require payment of the comparative hearing
fee not at the time of designation for hearing but after
the deadline for the filing of petitions to deny. The new
deadline will likely fall several months prior to designation for hearing. The purpose of the new earlier deadline
is to encourage settlements between competing applicants at an earlier stage of the proceeding. (As of our
publication date, the FCC had " stayed" the effective
date of this change and anumber of other changes in
its hearing procedures, while it considered several petitions asking for reconsideration of various aspects of
the new rules. It is not possible to predict exactly when
the FCC will rule on these petitions.) Shortly after the
FCC issues the hearing designation order, it assigns a
judge to hear the case. The judge then sets the important dates in the case—including the hearing date, which
is usually several months later.
d. Discovery
After the judge has been assigned, the lawyers begin
the " discovery process," in which they examine other
applicants' cases by requiring them to disclose information regarding their qualifications and proposals. During
this process, the lawyers attempt to uncover weaknesses
in the proposals of competing applicants. They require
competing applicants to answer written questions
("interrogatories") about their applications; require
applicants to appear before acourt reporter to answer
questions (" depositions"); and require applicants to
furnish documents not included in the application
("document production requests").
Throughout the hearing process, lawyers can file
motions or other pleadings against other applicants or
in support of their own cases. Other applicants can
oppose all pleadings. Ultimately, the judge grants or
denies the motions.
e. The Hearing
Just before the hearing, each lawyer assembles adocument describing his or her client's qualifications and
characteristics—the written " direct case." After the
lawyers have examined the other parties' direct cases,
they can require other applicants to testify at the hearing about the material contained in the direct case and
subject them to cross examination. A hearing consists
primarily of cross examination. The process resembles
atrial without ajury in acivil case. The judge presides
over the hearing, which may last for several days. The
exact number of days depends on the number of parties and the complexity of the issues. For example, when
the technical characteristics of particular applications
are at issue, consulting engineers may be called to testify.
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The recent changes in the FCC's hearing procedures

able to obtain aconstruction permit simply by paying

encourage (but do not require) the decision of cases on
the basis of written submissions without the oral part
of the hearing. (As noted above, these changes have
been stayed while the FCC considers various petitions
for reconsideration.) There is no experience with the new
rule and little reason to believe that parties will forego
the right to an oral cross-examination of their adversaries in any except the most unusual circumstances.

all of their opponents to withdraw from the comparative
proceeding. Some such buyouts involved very substantial sums of money, often hundreds of thousands of
dollars, which offers some idea of what construction

f. The Initial Decision
At the conclusion of the hearing, the lawyers prepare
"proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law."
In these documents, each lawyer presents his or her
proposal for the outcome of the case. The lawyers then
submit " reply findings" to dispute their opponents'
proposed findings.
The complete record of the case thus consists of a
transcript of the hearing, the written direct cases, and
the proposed findings and reply findings. The judge then
prepares an opinion choosing one of the applicants and
explaining his or her reasons in an " Initial Decision."
g. Appeals
The Initial Decision becomes final in 30 days, unless
appealed to the next level at the FCC—the Review
Board. Such appeals are frequent. The Review Board
can agree with the judge (" affirming the decision");
disagree with the judge and award the construction
permit to another applicant (" overruling the decision");
or send the case back to the judge for additional findings, possibly including another hearing on particular
issues (" remanding the case to the judge").
The comparative hearing process thus is complicated,
time-consuming and expensive. It becomes all the more
complex and costly when cases are appealed to the full
Commission and to a federal appellate court.

4. Settlement of a Comparative Case
The comparative hearing process can be expensive.
Few applicants escape the comparative hearing process
with legal fees of less than $ 30,000. In ahighly complex
case with avery large number of applicants, the costs
can well exceed $ 100,000. But there are ways of minimizing delay and expense.
A hearing can be avoided or terminated if the parties
settle the case.
The FCC's recent revisions of its rules (which, as
noted, have been stayed, temporarily, pending adecision on petitions for reconsideration) include new rules
governing settlements between competing applicants for
aconstruction permit. Heretofore, some applicants were
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permits are worth. The FCC, however, concluded that
allowing settlements without any limits encouraged
speculative filings and " sham" applications. For the
time being, settlement payments are not restricted.
However, if and when the new rules go into effect, they
will sharply limit both the amount and timing of settlement payments.
Under the new scheme, cash settlement payments will
be permitted only if agreed to prior to the start of the
hearing (to encourage early settlement), and will be
limited to the amount of the dismissing applicant's
reasonable and prudent out-of-pocket expenditures incurred in the preparation and prosecution of its application. Principals will not be allowed to receive payment
for services rendered on behalf of an applicant. To further encourage early settlement, the FCC will provide
for pre-hearing " settlement conferences" to permit applicants to make an early, realistic assessment of their
chances of success. Once the hearing commences, an applicant will be allowed to withdraw only if all parties
to the proceeding certify that no payment has been made
or promised for the dismissal.
The FCC also allows two or more applicants to merge
into asingle applicant. If all of the applicants in acase
merge, there is a " global settlement" and the case ends
with the award of the construction permit to the merged
entity. If fewer than all of the applicants merge, the case
continues, but with fewer parties. It should be noted,
however, that the comparative positions of individual
applicants are fixed well before the hearing process
begins. Merger, therefore, does not permit applicants
to improve their standing by combining their comparative merits. For purposes of calculating comparative
credit, the administrative law judge evaluates the " surviving application" as if the merger had never taken
place. A merger, therefore, may hurt the merged parties'
comparative standing unless carefully structured.
The FCC's pending new rules on settlements have no
direct applicability to mergers. Reasoning from FCC
policies in other contexts, it is likely that the FCC will
be skeptical about, and scrutinize carefully, mergers that
are coupled with " option" or " put" provisions ( i.e.,
the right to buy or sell an interest at an agreed upon
price) as possibly intended to circumvent the general rule
limiting settlement payments to reimbursement of expenses. The FCC also can be expected to look upon
management agreements and consulting agreements
with ajaundiced eye.
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Settlements reduce the FCC's hearing costs and expedite provision of new broadcast service to the public.
For those reasons, the FCC encourages settlements. The
new rules, however, will eliminate profit as an incentive to settlement. The prognosis is that, in general, there
will be fewer applicants for new stations, and more settlements at an earlier stage of the proceeding. Close
cases, however, are likely to be more vigorously contested and more protracted, notwithstanding the FCC's
intention.
5. The FCC's Comparative Criteria
Several factors can influence an applicant's chances
of winning. Virtually all of those factors are established
by the content of the initial application. Because an
applicant's comparative strengths are based almost
entirely on its ownership structure, strategy for acomparative case must be planned before the application is
filed. This early stage of the process often determines
the outcome of acase.
The FCC weighs several major factors in acomparative evaluation, particularly how each proposal will
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contribute to (a) diversification of control of the media
of mass communications and (b) the best practicable
service to the public. The factors the Commission takes
into account in comparing competing applications and
their consequences include:
1. Ownership of other media, especially broadcast
properties, results in acomparative demerit.
2. Day-to-day involvement of the owners in the
management and operation of the station—known as
integration of ownership and management—is aplus.
3. Local ownership and arecord of involvement in
civic activities is aplus.
4. Minority group and/or female ownership, if
involved in management, is a plus.
5. A good prior broadcast record is a plus. It is,
however, much less important afactor than integration
of ownership and management, local residence or
minority group or gender preferences.
6. Clear superiority of atechnical proposal for station coverage is aplus.
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IV. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

T

he continuing development of electronic communications to provide a broader range of
information, education and entertainment services to the general public offers attractive opportunities in the broadcast industry. Potential station
owners must undertake adetailed examination as to the
basic tenets of "Why," " What" and " How to buy stations". They must also consider their own individual
creativity, and commitment to accept certain risks.
It is the commercial success of the existing media, the
existing communications forms, that has permitted new
competition to appear, such as cable, VCRs, multichannel multi-point distribution service (MMDS) and direct
broadcast satellite to home service (DBS); these are
nothing more than new distribution forms of
audio/visual signals. Because there are not enough VHF
outlets in many cities to service the volume of advertising that is placed, UHF stations in many markets have
finally become profitable. It is the demand for additional video services that over-the-air television has not
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provided, or cannot provide, that is allowing cable to
become economically viable. These new communications forms should serve to reinforce and enhance existing broadcast properties. There will undoubtedly be
changes in the nature of the services being provided,
however, as each segment of the industry seeks its most
viable, and most profitable, function. It is worth noting
that the emergence of new communications forms does
not make existing services obsolete, but it does force
them to seek their most economic operating format in
order to remain viable as an investment.
The foregoing scarcely scratches the surface of the
process of entering the broadcast business. At the end
of that process is an opportunity to be part of achallenging, people-oriented business which is at the heart of
community life. With asound analytical foundation and
guidance from experienced professionals, the decision
to buy or build abroadcast station is likely to lead to
an exciting, enjoyable investment with both personal
and financial rewards. We wish you well.
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APPENDIX A: Glossary of
Financing Terms

[Note: To understand the financing market, it is important to understand the jargon of financial transactions.
The following list of definitions is not intended to be
complete, but to define the terms used in this book.]
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION. Any method of
calculating the depreciation of afixed asset where more
depreciation is charged in the first years of service of
the equipment than in later years.
AMORTIZATION. The process of retiring the principal
of aloan or of accounting for areduction in the book
value of non-deductible assets.
CASH FLOW. The actual cash generated from the
operation of abusiness. Generally, this term represents
net income plus all expenses not requiring an outlay of
cash, such as depreciation. In the broadcasting industry,
however, broadcast cash flow is defined as pre-tax earn-

DEBT SERVICE. The annual payments of both interest
and principal required to retire aloan according to the
provisions of the loan agreement.
DEFAULT. The inability of aborrower to make interest
or principal payments as required by the loan agreement. Default can also occur if the borrower violates
any of the covenants or restrictions included in the loan
agreement.
EQUITY. Capital contributed by the owners of a
business— both principals and outside investors. The
value of the equity interest of the initial investor will
fluctuate directly with the profitability of the business,
assuming no infusions or withdrawals of capital.
FIXED ASSETS. Generally, those assets which are
depreciated for tax purposes such as operating equipment [e.g., tower, transmitter, etc.], but also including
land which cannot be depreciated for tax purposes.

ings plus depreciation and amortization plus interest
expense.

FIXED OPERATING COSTS. Those ordinary business

CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW. The addition of each
year's cash flow to a running total. Generally, this

expenses which do not vary with sales. An example of
a fixed operating expense would be lease payments.

means projecting cash flow yearly for aperiod of years.
Starting with the first year, each year's cash flow then
is added to the running total.
COVENANTS. Specific provisions included in aloan
agreement. These provisions usually are the borrower's
agreements relating to profitability. Positive covenants
state conditions which borrowers must meet to maintain the loan in good standing. Negative covenants
specify what the borrower cannot do as long as the loan
is outstanding or unpaid.
DEBT FINANCING. Financing an acquisition by using the acquired company's assets as collateral to borrow money for the purchase, while at the same time using the assets' cash flow to service debt.
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"HARD ASSET" VALUE. The value of a business,
taking into consideration only the money that could be
realized from the liquidation of its readily salable assets.
INTANGIBLE ASSETS. Those assets which are not
fixed and are difficult to value in terms of dollars. Some
intangible assets have a determinable life and can be
depreciated [ film contracts, employment contracts,
certain leases, etc.] Other intangible assets do not have
a determinable life, notably FCC licenses.
JUNK BONDS. Subordinated loans evidenced by bonds
secured only by the performance of the issuer and of
a quality considered less than investment grade.
LEVERAGE. The process by which an owner's ability
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to acquire assets is increased through borrowing additional money.
MAINTENANCE RATIOS. Provisions in aloan agreement requiring the borrower to achieve certain measures
of performance, such as: ( 1) broadcast cash flow must
be twice the amount of annual interest expense; or (2)
total debt cannot exceed 1.5 times the amount of equity in the business; or, (3) level of working capital must
be maintained at a certain level (e.g., current assets
should exceed current liabilities by 1.5 to 1.).
MEZZANINE FINANCING. Various types of debt—
often convertible into common or preferred stock—to
bridge agap between debt and equity financing. Mezzanine financing is appealing to bankers because it may
be considered as aform of equity when the lender determines debt-to-equity ratios, if the mezzanine debt is
deeply subordinated to the senior debt.
PREPAYMENT PENALTIES. Provisions included in
aloan agreement to discourage aborrower from retiring his debt before maturity. Such penalties are usually
afactor only in loans of greater than five years' duration, and are ordinarily equal to some portion or even
all of one year's interest expense in the early years of
the loan (sometimes expressed as a percentage of the
original or outstanding principal balance).
PRIME RATE. The rate of interest charged by commercial banks on loans to their most financially sound
corporate borrowers. The prime rate is not necessarily
the bank's lowest rate but refers to a rate publicly
announced by the bank as its "prime rate" from time
to time. It is abase rate upon which the bank adds a
markup and is usually one or two percentage points
higher than the bank's overall cost of funds.
PRIVATE PLACEMENT. Generally, placement of a
debt or equity instrument with one or more knowledgeable investors. Private placements avoid registration and
underwriting costs. They are sometimes referred to as
"private offerings" or " private syndications."
PRO FORMA. A description provided in advance,
often used in connection with financial statments. An
estimate of future financial condition or operating
performance based on certain specific assumptions.
RECAPITALIZATION. The revaluation of assets at the
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time of purchase to reflect the fair market value of the
assets at closing. The term also refers to restructuring
acompany's financing.
RESTRICTED PAYMENTS. Certain disbursements of
cash which aborrower is prohibited from making without prior approval from the lender. The most common
example is dividends to common shareholders in excess
of an amount specified in the loan agreement.
SECURED LENDER. A lender who actually holds title
or amortgage to specified assets. This is in contrast to
an unsecured lender, who is ageneral creditor. In liquidation, the proceeds from the sale of assets are used to
repay secured lenders in full before unsecured lenders
receive any payment.
SENIOR DEBT. Borrowings evidenced by apriority or
secured position in liquidation. If liquidation is required,
proceeds from the sale of assets are used to repay the
senior debt in full before payments can be made to any
other creditors.
SUBORDINATED DEBT. Sometimes referred to as
junior debt. Lenders of subordinated debt are usually
secured creditors, but with asecondary position or interest in the assets in the event of liquidation. That is,
senior lenders are repaid first, then subordinate lenders
and then unsecured lenders.
VENTURE CAPITAL COMPANY. A company organized to raise risk capital and invest it in other business
companies.
WARRANT. A long-term option to buy a stated
number of shares of common stock at aspecified price.
WORKING CAPITAL. The amount of current assets—
cash, marketable securities or other assets such as
accounts receivable, inventory, etc.—that are expected
to be converted into cash within the following year. In
astartup period, the term working capital is often used
to connote funds required to bridge the gap between
revenue and cash outflows (expenses, debt service) until
the business becomes self-sustaining.
ZERO-COUPON BOND. A debt instrument given to
aseller that does not have any cash payments due during the term of the note. Principal and interest are paid
in one lump sum at the maturity of the note.
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APPENDIX B: Station and Market
Review Check Lists

I. STATION REVIEW CHECKLIST
STATION CHARACTERISTICS— Identify station
power, frequency, location of studios and offices, transmitter tower and city of license. Check the station's
gross revenues, broadcast cash flow, equipment inventory, depreciable items, real estate and non-recurring
expenses. Analyze the immediately previous three years'
[five years if possible] financial reports including station operating statements and balance sheets. Determine
if the bookkeeping has been consistently accurate,
because a history of accurate bookkeeping is essential
if future projections, comparisons and recommendations are to be useful. If possible, work with review or
audit reports and the station's accountant.

Where possible adjust these figures to establish net sales
revenues.
OPERATING EXPENSES—Look for any non-recurring
or inflated department expenses, particularly in the technical, program and administrative departments. These
may reveal operating expenses such as payments to a
home office or consulting fees which offer an opportunity for savings. Where possible adjust these expenses
so as to get an accurate cash flow figure.
DEPRECIATION— Review current schedule of depreciation. Determine if all depreciation allowed by IRS
has been used. Set up anew depreciation schedule for

ship or corporation), names of the principals, amount

depreciable items. Consult an accountant or tax attorney
for the latest Treasury Department rulings and case
histories. Your new depreciation schedule may depend
to some extent on the needs of your investors and the
advice of your accountant.

of ownership each has and whether the ownership is
public or private. Determine how long the present
owners have owned the station and how long each
previous owner owned the station.

analysis is completed, obtain copies of all the station's
contractual commitments and check these against your

OWNERSHIP AND HISTORY—Establish the date the
station originally went on the air, its current ownership,
business form of ownership (sole proprietor, partner-

GROSS REVENUES—Find out what the cash revenues
and collections are. Check trade and promotion deals
for anything that might mistake or inflate income figures
or understate expenses. Find out what the sources of income and sales are and the percentage from each source
such as network, national and local, as well as other
sources of income. Where necessary, adjust figures to
determine cash revenues. Set up aseparate column entry on the financial analysis report for adjusted income.
DIRECT SALES EXPENSES— Determine if sales and
agency commissions are common, then relate this to the
percentage of network, national and local revenues.
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CONTRACT COMMITMENTS—When the financial

financial review. Determine the beginning and end dates
and details of the contracts, leases and licenses. Principal contracts to look for are land and building leases,
trade deals, syndicated programming, transcription,
news, advertising, trade memberships, equipment, sales
representation and union contracts. Contracts can sometimes be rewritten before acquisition of the station to
provide savings and possibly new depreciation opportunities for the new owners.
INCOME CONTRACTS— Examine time sales or other
income-producing contracts. Determine the type of spot
advertisers purchasing time, both national and local.
Review the number of long-term advertisers, their longe-
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vity and their dollar totals and relate this to total sales.
Repeat this for the ten largest-spending clients. Obtain
the total number of national and local contracts annually to determine their average length and revenue.
Compute network and other income and relate this to

audience characteristics, number of households and
their composition. Compare with other stations for relative market share and percent of total audience. Watch
carefully for the audience trends of each station. Compare these results with the percent of market broadcast

total sales. Look for other sources of income either
undeveloped or not being charged, such as remotes, use

revenues. Check to see if there are any applications filed
or construction permits granted for additional facilities

of studio facilities and tower space, talent fees. Observe
any unusual seasonal sales trends for future attention.

serving the market.

LEGAL AND FCC— Ascertain whether there are legal
actions pending against the station. Check whether the
station license is in effect and that there are no FCC
actions pending or anticipated which directly or indirectly involve the facility. Review also the station's past
FCC license history.
With this part of your evaluation completed, you have
accurate knowledge of the station's financial track
record of sales, expenses, depreciation, broadcast cash
flow and contract commitments. These are the financial facts you will later compare to the total market
advertising expenditures, the market radio revenues and
other media income. At the same time, you have made
an adjusted financial assessment of the station corrected
to reflect true broadcast cash flow and non-recurring
expenses applicable to the new ownership. You have
been able to pinpoint possible areas for further examination to reduce expenses, increase depreciation, increase
sources of income and determine from whom, where
and when sales may be increased. These findings will
be the basis for future financial planning.
RATE STRUCTURES—Evaluate past, current and
projected rate card pricing for network, national and
local, also day-part share point averages and cost per
thousand compared with other stations. Review station
logs for unsold or oversold areas and for unrealistically
priced day-parts. At all times compare to similar competitors to estimate past losses of sales income and projections of future sales revenues. Current sales and projections should be compared to available data on market
broadcast sales to arrive at the station's market share.
PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS—Analyze the station's program format, affiliation, news service, local
production and public service in addition to client, press
and public attitudes. Listen to the station and all
competitors before initial program evaluation. Look for
program preferences of the audience in the market
which are not being met commercially, as well as news,
public service or technical weaknesses.
COVERAGE AND AUDIENCE— Research the station's greater coverage and marketing area for total
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Station Inspection
PERSONAL INSPECTION—Conduct a personal
inspection of the offices, studios and engineering facilities. Determine whether there is adequate space for your
operations, with an atmosphere conducive to the comfort
and effectiveness of the station employees. Physical
inspection of facilities is almost always permitted before
contract signing.
ENGINEERING INSPECTION—All engineering equipment should be inspected by a broadcast consulting
engineer. This includes transmitter, tower, remote units,
consoles, recorders, turntables, wiring and control
rooms. He should report on the age and condition, type,
location, FCC specifications, needed replacements and
possible engineering improvements. This engineering
inspection could reveal conditions that would affect the
amount of operating capital you would need and the
amount of depreciation you could deduct. If the transmitter site, studio or property is being leased from someone else, check the terms of the lease.
PERSONNEL POLICIES— Review with the station
owner the number of employees, their length of employment, responsiblities, compensation arrangements,
profit-sharing plans, vacation policies and any other
employee benefits. This will provide you with a look
at the physical property and a feeling of stationemployee relations.

II. MARKET REVIEW CHECKLIST
STATISTICAL DATA, SIZE AND
NATURE OF THE MARKET
Research the market and coverage area to determine
the following:
a. Population
b. Households
c. Consumer spendable dollars per capita,
per household and total
d. Retail sales per capita, per household and
total
e. National rankings of population, households, income and retail sales
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f.

Growth trends, past and future, of pop-

ulation, households, income and retail
sales
g. Principal employers and other industries
From these basic factors for measuring market
strength, look for upward or downward trends that indicate future market shifts of population, income and
retail sales.
ADVERTISING DATA—TOTAL MARKET
Research the station's market and coverage area to
determine the following:
a. Market's total annual advertising volume.
Break down total to determine amount
of national and local (if available)
b. List all major media in market
c. Break down all major media to include
annual dollar volume and then determine
the amount each received of national and
local expenditures (if available)
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d. Break down all major media to include
circulation, rates and cost per thousand
From the above information, determine each medium's percentage of the market. Look for market trends
in total advertising dollars and any medium which
dominates. Observe carefully the broadcast and radio
shares and trends.
BROADCASTING DATA—SPECIFIC STATIONS
Determine or estimate the following data for each
broadcast station:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Revenues (network, national, local)
Audience size and composition
Time spent listening
New stations—available, applications
pending, granted applications
e. Coverage, power, frequency
f. Programming
g. Rate card
h. Affiliation and representative
i.

Local public and client opinion of station
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Il.

POINT- BY- POINT COMMENTARY ON THE
MODEL PROPOSAL

III. AN ILLUSTRATIVE PROPOSAL
The prospective broadcasting station owner faces a
series of demanding and important tasks associated with
locating, purchasing and operating aradio or television
station. How well those tasks are accomplished will
determine, in large part, whether astation is successfully
acquired and whether the newly purchased station can
be profitably operated.
An increasing number of resources is available to aid
the broadcast newcomer in successfully completing the
necessary tasks. The National Association of Broadcasters ( NAB) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) both provide variety of publications and individual counseling services to prospective station
owners. In addition, acquisition consultants, brokers,
and some investment bankers serve first-time broadcast
buyers.

A. THE FINANCING PROPOSAL: ITS
NATURE AND USES
What is a financing proposal? In essence, it is a
complete description of abusiness— in business terms—
compiled by the owner or prospective owner and supplied to prospective lenders and investors. The lender
uses the data in the proposal to help make the financing
decision. As aworking document, the proposal supplies
evidence to the lender that the borrower has fully analyzed the business he or she wants to purchase.
What does a financing proposal do for those who
want to buy abroadcast station? First, it shows what
kind of business broadcasting is. Second, it suggests the
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skills astation owner should possess to be successful.
A careful analysis of the proposal will help the entrepreneur answer two very important questions: " Do I
really want to be in the broadcasting business?" and
"Do I have the skills and experience necessary for
success?" After understanding what the proposal is, it
is important to recognize some of the things it is not.
PROPOSALS IN THEMSELVES DO NOT
CREATE FINANCING OPPORTUNITIES
Even when highly organized and thorough, aproposal
provides only avehicle for discussion about identified
opportunities. An activity separate from the proposal,
but important to its success, is for the future station
owner to learn as much as possible about the prospective investor or lender. It is particularly valuable to
know, for example, whether the people to be contacted
have had previous experience in such financing and what
they expect. Preliminary contacts with these individuals
can help aprospective borrower determine which aspects
of aproposal will be most important and who will play
akey role in making the loan. The proposal itself will
not create these relationships or ensure success.
THE PROCESS IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN THE PRODUCT
Since both the buyer and some lenders may well have
limited experience in broadcast financing, preparing and
analyzing adetailed proposal are likely to be educational
experiences for all parties. The preparation of athorough
proposal improves the ability of the financial institution to ask meaningful questions and enhances the
prospective buyer's ability to answer those questions.

funds must, in most cases, be generated by the station
itself. And because broadcasting is arelatively complex
business, broadcast managers must be very good business people. Using the model proposal presented here
as aguide, the entrepreneur will be able to produce a
sound financing proposal—acritical first step in demonstrating business skills.
b. Looking for a Station to Purchase.
Prospective station buyers look for stations in many
different ways. Some respond to " Station for Sale"
advertisements in trade magazines. Others deal with
station brokers. Those who are already active in the
broadcasting business or who have acquaintances in the
business may follow up leads they get from other broadcasters, advertising agencies, communications lawyers
and others. Many simply select stations that interest
them and contact the owners directly with an offer to
purchase.
Regardless of the method used to locate astation, it
is necessary to get the specific information required to
make informed decisions about: ( 1) whether to purchase
the station at all and (2) how much to pay for it. Again,
the model financing proposal describes in detail the
types of elements that must be considered, including the
size of the market, the condition of the station equipment, the station's ratings history and so on. These are
the qualities of a station that determine its business
value, both as it stands and as it will develop under new
ownership. The decision to purchase should be made
only after the purchaser has balanced the station's cost
against its value, in the context of the market, and the
audience and sales potential.

Anything that facilitates this educational task and
improves the quality of discussions is viewed as more
important than just awell-written proposal. Organizing it in a useful and meaningful way will produce a
valuable document, a knowledgeable buyer and will

c. Developing a Financing Plan.
When the prospective buyer has located astation to
purchase and is seeking sources of outside financing,
the model financing proposal can be used as ablueprint
for creating afinancing proposal for the specific station

facilitate informed reviews of the proposal.

under consideration and for determining the individual
financing sources that appear most appropriate. Because
this is the way most people will use the model, the next
section deals in greater depth with the development and

1. Uses of the Model Financing Proposal
The model financing proposal will be useful to the
prospective station owner in anumber of different ways

use of a formal financing proposal.

as he or she moves through the process of deciding to
purchase a station, locating a station, developing a

d. Planning Station Operations.
The model can be effectively used as aframework for
planning the management and operation of the station
the entrepreneur wants to purchase. As noted earlier,

financing plan and finally taking over operation of the
station. The next several paragraphs illustrate some of
the ways the proposal can be used.
a. Deciding to Purchase A Station.
Regardless of the motives and personal goals of the
prospective station owner, it must be remembered that
abroadcasting station is abusiness—an economic entity.
Operating the station will consume funds and those
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a commercial broadcasting station is a business and
must be operated in abusinesslike manner. The broadcaster must have aclear understanding of the relationships among the audience in the market, programming
availability and cost, sales revenues and expenses, operating and financing costs and other variables involved
in running a broadcast station.
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While each of these variables will be different for
specific markets, stations and management plans, the
general relationships will remain the same. In this way
the sample proposal can be extremely useful in providing
guidelines and checkpoints for the entrepreneur's planning process.
2. The Resource Team
During the process of locating astation, negotiating
with the station owner, arranging for license transfer
and finding sources of financing to purchase the station,
the entrepreneur will come in contact with anumber of
individuals, organizations and agencies that can provide
information and assistance about either the financing
process or financing itself. For the entrepreneur to take
advantage of these opportunities, he or she should
understand the role each individual, organization or
agency plays and the contributions each can make to
the development of aworkable financing package. Appendix E of this book is a Financial Resource Index,
listing many leading lenders and investors to the broadcast industry.
a. Acquisition Consultants
Acquisition consultants and investment bankers work
on behalf of the buyer to assist in the analysis, legal and
financial structuring and financing of an acquisition.
An acquisition consultant assists buyers with all levels
of educational and preparatory needs. The business of
buying a station demands different skills than those
required in the business of operating astation. Both the
investment banker and acquisition consultant help
bridge the gap between the operator/buyer and the
funding sources in terms of understanding each other.
Acquisition consultants are usually paid an hourly
fee, sometimes with asmall percentage fee based on the
station's purchase price or the funding obtained. Since
equity financing is the most difficult to raise, it commands the highest fee, while senior debt is the least difficult to secure and, therefore, commands the lowest fee.
Acquisition consultants assist buyers in finding stations
through brokers, writing financing presentations and
structuring and securing financing.
Investment bankers generally are paid afee based on
a percentage of the funds raised. Investment bankers
usually will want to see a buyer's financing proposal
before they accept the assignment. A buyer must be well
prepared before the first meeting with an investment
banker. Investment bankers generally will not work on
smaller transactions unless their fees are guaranteed or
they are confident of a successful financing.
b. Station Brokers
Station brokers earn their income, in most cases, by
Buying or Building aBroadcast Station In the 1990s

representing the station seller in much the same manner
that areal estate broker represents the seller of ahouse.
They are paid acommission on the station's selling price
after the sale is completed. It is therefore in the broker's
interest to complete asuccessful sale negotiation as fast
as possible.
Because the sale is not assured until financing is
arranged, many brokers will help the prospective buyer
arrange a financing package. Often they can assist a
buyer in developing a financing proposal. Sometimes
they can provide leads to lenders they know are interested in financing broadcasting stations. In some cases
they can actually arrange the necessary financing themselves for which they may charge the buyer a fee.
Regardless of any sources of financing available through
a broker, the buyer should always investigate other
potential lenders to make sure of getting the best
available terms.
In situations where a sale is taking place directly
between buyer and seller, with no broker involved, some
buyers choose to retain a broker to represent their
interests.
c. Communications Lawyers
To oversee the process of license transfer, the station
buyer will, in all likelihood, retain acommunications
law firm that specializes in working with the FCC. Such
law firms, because they represent anumber of different
stations, are frequently aware of lenders with an interest
in financing communications properties. In many cases
communications lawyers will represent buyers in their
dealings with lenders.

3. Sources of Financing
a. Station Sellers
The individual or organization selling the station is
in a position to provide not only information about
financing, but also financing itself. First, the seller can
supply much of the information for afinancing proposal,
including historical ratings and financial reports. Second,
the seller, because of his or her position in the broadcasting community, may know of organizations and
institutions with experience and interest in station financing. In some cases the purchaser may be able to assume
the financing arrangements made by the previous owners
when the station was purchased.
Finally, the seller may be in a position to finance a
part of the sales transaction. There are three reasons
why the previous owner might be willing to take anote,
non-competition agreement or consulting agreement for
part of the purchase price.
1. If the seller takes less than the full purchase price
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in cash, the Internal Revenue Code in some cases

Regional Banks

allows delayed payment of aportion of the taxes on
the income from the sale until the year the funds are
actually received. Depending on the taxes owed and
the seller's financial position, this may be highly
desirable.

Regional banks serve one or more states but are not
national in scope. The station buyer is much more likely
to find experience with, and understanding of, the

2. By personally providing aportion of the financing
the seller may be able to arrange asale to the purchaser who is willing to pay apremium price but is
unable to locate financing to support that price.
3. The seller may be able to command a higher yield
interest rate on the funds he or she lends to the buyer
that is greater than the rate available if invested
elsewhere.
The willingness of the seller to finance aportion of
the purchase price frequently depends on the experience
the buyer has in operating abroadcast station. Because
the seller understands the broadcasting business and the
particular station and market involved in the transaction, frequently he or she will require amuch less detailed financing proposal from the buyer.

b. Banks
The buyer may deal with several different types of
banks in locating financing. Lending policies can differ
substantially from one bank to another. The following
paragraphs describe generally the needs and interests of
three principal categories of banks.
Local Banks
Local banks serve avery limited market area— often
a single town or county. These banks generally know
very little about the broadcasting business. Their preference will be for lending on the basis of hard assets rather
than potential cash flows. Because only asmall portion
of the value of most stations is represented by such
assets, local banks will be exceedingly cautious about
lending large sums to finance station purchases. The
prospective buyer should therefore anticipate spending
substantial amounts of time and energy explaining the
broadcasting business to local banks, and should probably not expect to finance most of the purchase price
through such institutions.
On the other hand, afinancial partnership with alocal
bank can be extremely productive for the buyer. First,
such arelationship can provide seed money to begin the
process of station acquisition. Second, local banks can
provide the short-term financing to cover seasonal fluctuations in station income. Third, astrong relationship
with alocal bank can provide anew station owner with
an entree to the local business community.
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broadcasting business among regional banks. At the
same time such banks may be more amenable to lending amounts large enough to cover asubstantial portion
of the station's purchase price.
Because regional bank offices are frequently located
at some distance from the station, and because regional
bank loans may be made on the basis of cash flows from
operations, lending officers in these banks will wish to
see very complete financing proposals, with exhaustive
descriptions of the station and its market and adetailed
operating and financial plan for the life of the loan.
Money Center Banks
Money center banks are located in very large cities
and have anational clientele. Some money center banks
have made anumber of broadcast property loans and
have developed asignificant level of expertise in broadcast financing. Because of this, it would seem that such
banks would represent likely sources of financing for
the broadcast entrepreneur. However, money center
banks tend to make loans of relatively large size to established entities and the entrepreneur purchasing asingle
station may fall outside the boundaries within which
these banks conduct most lending activities. Money
center banks, like regional banks, require avery detailed
financing proposal.
Two characteristics apply to banks of any size. First,
they prefer to lend money for relatively short periods,
frequently for no longer than five to seven years. Given
the limited cash flows generated by a broadcasting
station for payment of interest and principal, this is a
short period for most new station owners. Second, most
banks will base their decision to lend upon the applicant's character, management experience and knowledge of broadcasting. The financing proposal is an
excellent vehicle for demonstrating these qualities.
At some large local banks, and at many regional and
money center banks, entrepreneurs from a minority
group will be directed to a minority loan officer or
department. While these officers may be helpful in
explaining bank procedures and lending policies, they
frequently do not have the authority to lend an amount
large enough to meet the station buyer's needs. In such
cases it will be necessary to work with the bank's regular
financial officers.

c. Insurance Companies
A number of insurance companies have financed
broadcasting station purchases. In general, these compa-
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nies' lending policies are similar to those of money
center banks, with two exceptions. First, insurance
companies generally are willing to lend for periods of
ten to fifteen years. Second, the minimum amounts lent
are normally far larger than the amount necessary to
purchase a single station. Therefore, most insurance
company-financed purchases have been of station
groups.
d. Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs)
SBICs are investment companies set up to finance
small businesses. As such, they are potential sources of
station financing. Unfortunately, only afew SBICs have
experience in communications financing, so the entrepreneur should anticipate spending some time educating
the SBIC about broadcasting. In addition, SBICs will
require either adirect equity in the station or the guaranteed option to convert the loan to station ownership.

B. DEVELOPING THE PROPOSAL

be believable not only in terms of the facts presented,
but also in terms of the means described for running
the business in aprudent, profitable fashion.
Organization and Flexibility
The format reflects professional judgment about an
order of presentation that would be useful to most
people. A particular format may not be the right way
to present every proposal. Proposals must convince
other individuals about the worth of the business opportunity. Therefore, while honesty, accuracy and completeness are required, aproposal may be better presented
by reorganizing various elements to accent those opportunities and problems (with solutions) that describe the
venture in the most relevant (and therefore favorable)
light. This may be especially true if different types of
institutions will be contacted. For example, abank or
insurance company may be particularly interested in the
property and financing plan, while afoundation or seller
may be interested in how the proposal fits with its efforts
in the community.

The Important Questions
The model proposal outlined here is atool for preparing aflexible reference work to help obtain financing.
Underlying the actual data and organization is aseries
of general questions reminiscent of adialogue between
two entrepreneurs: " Is this agood business to be in and
agood way to enter such abusiness?" " What are the
opportunities and the potential problems?" " Who will
provide the financial integrity and the management
ability necessary for ahealthy business of this type?"
"What's in it for me and what do you expect me to do?"

C. THE MODEL AND ITS ELEMENTS
An outline of the model financing proposal is presented in its entirety below. Each of its elements will
again be presented in the commentary on the model.
I.

A. Identify buyer and seller
B. Identify property
C. Statement of current station format and proposed changes, if any
D. Outline performance improvement opportunities
E. State purchase price
F. Identify financing required
G. State financing terms being sought

"What happens if something goes wrong?" The model
is a formal way of providing information to answer
these questions. The prospective buyer should ask these
questions and be prepared to answer them in meetings
with others, both with and without reference to the
formal proposal.

Style
The way in which the proposal is written—that is, the
word choices—should reflect a number of important
characteristics. According to many sources, the proposal
must have astrong financial tone. It is not amechanism
for presenting a treatise on advertising or sales, the
broadcast industry, technical nuances or social responsibility. Its job is to present adescription of abusiness
in terms familiar to most business professionals. For the
same reason, the document needs to be concise. Lengthy
descriptions or detailed data should be referenced and
provided in appendices or separately. Above all, the
presentation needs to have arealistic quality. It must
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Overview

II.

The Property Today
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

III.

Station description
Station audience
Current programming
Current staffing
Present owners
Community reputation of station
Assets and contracts

Market Profile and Analysis
A. Audience analysis
1. Size and composition of overall market
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2. Define potential audience in overall market that is within reach
3. Specify proposed target audience
4. Apparent broadcasting competition
5. Total advertising dollars in geographic
area
6. Percentage of advertising dollars devoted
to target audience
7. Seasonal or yearly fluctuations in advertising dollars
B. Market Opportunity
IV.

Description of Buyer
A.
B.
C.
D.

V.

Principals (owners)
Legal structure
Financial structure
Organization and management
1. Key positions and individuals to be
employed
2. Outside consultants or other management
resources
3. Plans for employee and management
development

Operating Strategy
A. Revenue strategies
1. Audience development
2. Pricing approach
3. Sales development
B. Expense strategies
1. Salaries and other compensation
2. Other expenses
C. Capital strategy
D. Management strategy
1. Staffing plans
2. Controls on business activities
3. Community involvement
E. Financial policies
1. Collections
2. Promotion
3. Trade/barter
4. Controls
5. Incentives, deferred income, etc.

VI.

Financial Information
A. Current
1. Seller's balance sheet
2. Market value balance sheet
3. Statements of income and cash flow of
seller
4. Management analysis of operating results
5. Short-term, seasonal financing requirements
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6. Banking relationships
B. Historical Review of Performance (3years)
1. Revenues by source
2. Operating costs
3. Profitability and cash flow
C. Projected Performance Under New Ownership (5years)
1. Assumptions
2. Profit and loss statement
3. Balance sheet
4. Sources and uses of funds
5. Debt service coverage
VII.

Purchase Price Rationale
A.
B.
C.
D.

Independent appraisals
Comparison to other station selling prices
Relationship of price to key financial data
Special analyses

VIII. Financing Plan
A.
B.
C.
D.

Description of total package
Equity financing plan
Debt financing plan
Dividend Plan

Appendix
A. Brief description of the broadcast industry
B. Other tables or supplementary information

D. POINT-BY-POINT COMMENTARY
ON THE MODEL PROPOSAL
I. Overview.
All of the items in the overview are intended to give
only aquick presentation of the salient points of the
proposal. Since each is described in greater depth in the
proposal, the entire overview should amount to only a
few paragraphs of facts with no defense of these facts.
Its purpose is to capture interest and to demonstrate that
the prospective buyer knows what is important.
A. Identify Buyer and Seller.
Who are the legal participants, individuals or corporations? For the buyer, asentence can be included demonstrating why he or she is uniquely qualified to own or
manage abroadcast property.
B. Identify Property.
In asentence or two state the call letters, frequency,
wattage, tower height, and station location. (BROADCASTING YEARBOOK may help.)
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C. State the Station's Current Format and
Proposed Changes.

reports purchased by ad agencies or the stations. Alternatively a special study could be commissioned.)

If the intention is to convert the format to better serve
the community, state that here.

C. Current Programming.

D. Outline Performance Improvement Opportunities.

Describe the current programming of the station
under review, its target audience and share data.

In two or three sentences, discuss the major opportunities for increasing market share of audience, advertising revenues and any other enhancements to improve
cash flow, including expense reductions.
E. State Purchase Price.
Simply cite the dollar amount of what will be paid
to the seller and any special payment mechanisms to be
used. Do not defend either the price or mechanisms at
this point in the proposal.
F. Identify the Financing Required.
Here one would briefly state the amount sought from
the potential lender and, if the sum is less than the

D. Current Staffing.
What are the primary jobs in the current station's
organization? Cite any key individuals currently
employed, their skills and experience and the importance
they will have in the station's success, if appropriate.
Will they be retained or replaced? Also cite any turnover
problems.
E. Present Owners.
A legal description of the current owners, their roles
and a brief history of ownership is appropriate here.
F. Community Reputation.

purchase price, the sources and amounts to be used from
other participants.

Does the station currently serve a key role in the
community? How is it perceived by business and civic

G. State Financing Terms Sought.

groups in the community? Cite interviews with appropriate representatives of the community. Also,

What interest rate,duration of loan, and repayment
schedule does the buyer desire? Also state any special
provisions sought or offered such as a principal
moratorium or freedom from prepayment penalties.
(Discussions with brokers, lending institutions and acquisition consultants will help on this.)

II. The Property Today.
Basically this is an expansion of Section LB., above.
However, it is still mainly a narrative in which brief
descriptions and data tables are appropriate. Lengthy
supporting documents or information should be referenced or appended.

newspaper accounts may be useful. The FCC may have
complaints on file. Station representatives are another
source of opinions.
G. Assets and Contracts.
A description of the major assets of the station should
be provided here. Vehicles, furniture, equipment and
other major tangibles can be cited. Attach afull list in
an appendix. Describe important contracts or leases to
be assumed.

III. Market Profile and Analysis.
In this section the prospective buyer fully defines the
station's current market position and how any changes

A. Station Description.
In what kind of building is the station housed and
where is it located? Where is the tower located and how
tall is it? Is there more than one tower, studio or office?
What is the signal strength and does it change at night
under its current license? Is it subject to interference?
Are improvements to the facility necessary or beneficial,

A. Audience Analysis.

and possible? Is FCC approval needed for such changes?
Include acoverage map with local communities clearly
marked.

In this section (the following seven items), complete
data should be presented on the existing market. Shares
of listenership and advertising revenues should be

B. Station Audience.
What audiences currently typify the community?
What formats are offered by competing stations? What
are their ratings? (Obtain rating service data from the
services or, with the permission of the services, use the
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will affect both the market position and related advertising revenues. It builds on the information in Part II.B.
Advertising agencies, station representatives and some
associations may be able to help. Regular rating data
or special study data should be used.

compared to illustrate potential improvement in sales
performance.
1. SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF OVERALL
MARKET. Provide all instructive demographic data,
such as age, sex, race, income and purchasing power
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for the communities in the station's market. Also indicate important trends and projections in the statistics.

why will these be effective in terms of listenership and

(The Census Bureau, state, county and city agencies and
the Chamber of Commerce are good sources and much
of their information may be found in a large local
library. Trade reference publications may help as well.)

the data in the previous section. Furthermore, what are
the favorable economic trends in the community and
how will these be tapped? Other items for possible inclusion here are: underutilized technical capabilities; advertising voids in the market; and weak marketing capabili-

2. DEFINE POTENTIAL AUDIENCE IN OVERALL
MARKET THAT IS WITHIN REACH. The objective

ties of the station or its competitors. (Be careful not to
duplicate unnecessary information which may be more

is to indicate who in the communities described above
can effectively be reached by the station. If only half
of a large, growing and prosperous younger commu-

suitable to other sections of the proposal, such as the
operating strategy in Section V, below.)

advertising revenues? Contrast the proposed data with

nity lives inside the signal area, this clearly needs to be
stated for a music- format station.

IV. Description of the Buyer.

3. SPECIFY

PROPOSED TARGET AUDIENCE.

addition of how the proposed venture will be organized.

Compared to the statistics of the reachable audience,
what groups of listeners is the station proposing to
target? Describe them in terms of their demographic
characteristics, programming preferences and purchas-

A. Principals (Owners)
Again, identify the individuals and/or legal entities

Basically this is an expansion of Part I.A., with the

involved. Full descriptions of the legal entities and

ing power.

detailed resumes of the individuals can be provided in
an appendix, so the objective here is to describe how

4. APPARENT BROADCASTING COMPETITION.
What other stations currently compete for the groups
within reach and the target audience groups of the

the experience and credentials of the people involved,
especially the owner and operating partners, will assure
a successful station.

station? What are the trends in this competition?
5. TOTAL ADVERTISING DOLLARS IN GEOGRAPHIC AREA. In terms of radio station advertising dollars, how much is spent in the market containing
the station? National and local data should be reported,
separately if possible. What is the station's current share
of this advertising? (This may be hard to find. Advertising agencies and commerce statistics may be helpful.
For anew station venture, stations in comparable mar-

B. Legal Structure.
Where is it incorporated? Or, is it some other form
of business such as apartnership or non-profit organization?
C. Financial Structure.
What is the debt and equity position of the firm and
the disposition of partnership interests or stock? How
is the ownership distributed?

kets may have to be used.)
6. PERCENT OF THESE ADVERTISING DOLLARS
DEVOTED TO THE TARGET AUDIENCE. This
could be little more than a guessing game, but good
data, if available, really completes the advertising reve-

D. Organization and Management.
As discussed in the three following elements:
1. KEY POSITIONS AND INDIVIDUALS TO BE

nue analysis.

EMPLOYED. These include the general manager, sales
manager, business manager and program director. What

7. SEASONAL OR YEARLY FLUCTUATION IN
ADVERTISING DOLLARS. If, for example, the sta-

experience and qualifications are required in the key
jobs? Who is to be retained and who is to be hired?
(Resumes and job descriptions in an appendix may be

tion depends heavily on Christmas advertising or advertising during the baseball season, these factors need to

appropriate. Salaries will be listed later.)

be presented.

2. OUTSIDE CONSULTANTS AND/OR MANAGEMENT RESOURCES. If special assistance is antici-

B. Market Opportunity.
In this part of the market profile and analysis, the

pated for either near-term or long-run operations, what
will be the functions, responsibilities and authorities for
these people? (Fees would be listed later.)

entrepreneur should provide aconvincing discussion of
how the future strategy of the station relates to the
market described above. Will there be a continuation
of the previous market strategy? If there are changes,
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3. PLANS FOR EMPLOYEE AND MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT. If there are gaps in expertise, can
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these be filled through certain development efforts?
Also, is there amanagement succession plan to insure
operating continuity?
V. Operating Strategy.
In this section the entrepreneur would describe basic
elements of how the business will be run. Differences
between the proposed venture and the station's current
activities should be cited.
A. Revenue Strategies.
How will income be generated?
1. AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT. Will new demographic targets be sought or will existing audiences be
further developed? Based on Section III and proposed
changes, what are the projected revenues? Also, will new
audiences be reached under planned changes in the
signal? With what revenue effects?
2. PRICING APPROACH. Is there a potential for
increasing the advertising rates? Will a discounting
policy be used?
3. SALES DEVELOPMENT. What selling efforts will
be used and who will implement them? Are there specific, untapped sales opportunities?
B. Expense Strategies.
How will revenues and income be spent?
1. SALARIES AND OTHER COMPENSATION.
Provide a breakdown of salaries for the operation as
well as other forms of compensation and benefits.
2. OTHER EXPENSES. What will be budgeted for
promotion efforts by the station? What are other major
fixed and variable expenses?
C. Capital Investment Strategy.
Will an investment program be necessary to upgrade
the equipment or facilities? Will equipment be leased
or purchased?
D. Management Strategy.
Explain how the less tangible aspects of the business
will be handled in terms of the following three items:

tions? What safeguards will be used to protect the
station's reputation and its financial integrity? What
management reports will be utilized? Who has the
authority to spend money for various purposes?
3. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT. Here one would
describe concerns or planned activities which could
affect or improve the roles of the station in the eyes of
the community.
E. Financial Policies.
This would be adescription of the factors affecting
the financial and management accounting aspects of the
business. Cite any planned improvements over the existing operation and policies for working capital requirements current ratios, discounting of payables and
receivables, etc.
1. COLLECTIONS. What will the collection policies
of the station be?
2. PROMOTIONS. How will the promotion monies
and selling expense described earlier be controlled?
3. TRADE/BARTER. Will mechanisms for payment
of station time sold include the receipt of goods or services from the advertisers? How will these be valued,
accounted for and controlled?
4. CONTROLS. When will audits be performed and by
whom? What financial reports will be prepared? How
often and for whom?
5. INCENTIVES, DEFERRED INCOME, ETC.
Describe any special programs for rewarding management or staff which will have financial implications for
the firm, such as deferred income and stock options.

VI. Financial Information
A. Current.
What is the current position of the station as described
by the most recent fiscal year financial statements of the
station? If astart-up situation, apro- forma approach
for the first year of operation should be utilized.
(Accounting assistance and the cooperation of the seller
would be advisable for this section.)
1. SELLER'S BALANCE SHEET. Self-explanatory.

1. STAFFING PLANS. Plans for eventual changes in
the number or character of the operating staff should
be discussed here.
2. CONTROLS ON BUSINESS ACTIVITIES. Who
has control over day-to-day decisions affecting opera-
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2. MARKET VALUE BALANCE SHEET. This can be
difficult to prepare. Typically, it requires objective
valuations of the tangible and intangible assets of the
station. It also involves negotiation between the buyer
and seller on what items have appreciated and depreci-
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ated because of the tax effects on the two parties. (Use

4. SOURCES

appraiser's report, if available.)

explanatory.

AND

USES

OF

FUNDS.

Self-

3. STATEMENTS OF INCOME AND BROADCAST
CASH FLOW. Make sure your and the seller's definitions and calculation of broadcast cash flow are consistent and also are identical to the lender's concept of

5. DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE. How will debt be
repaid, especially for the funds currently sought? How
will other infusions of debt money during the next five
years, if any, be repaid?

broadcast cash flow.
4. MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS OF OPERATING
RESULTS. Here adescription should be provided that
explains key items in the financial reports and what
causes, good and bad, produced those financial results.
Indicated how unfavorable causes will be eliminated by
new management.
5. SHORT-TERM, SEASONAL FINANCING
REQUIREMENTS. Regardless of the year-end financial position, how much financing was utilized during
the year and was paid back? Is this unusual?
6. BANKING RELATIONSHIPS. With whom does
the station currently bank and what comments have
these institutions with regard to the station?

VII. Purchase Price Rationale.
In this section the entrepreneur defends the total price
to be paid for the station in the acquisition deal. The
exact information to be used and its organization will
depend on the negotiations between buyer and seller.
The objective is to describe to the lending institution
how you arrived at the valuation and why it is reasonable.
A. Independent Appraisals.
Acquisition consultants or brokers can make arrangements for such appraisals.
B. Comparison to Other Station Selling Prices.
Industry publications on station transfers and the
FCC files are sources for comparative data.

B. Historic.
A three-year retrospective set of financial statements
that can be compared with the current financial data
should be provided here. The following three items will
be of particular interest and any changes or trends
should be noted. Statements should be prepared by an
outside accounting firm.
1. REVENUES BY SOURCE. Self-explanatory.

BROADCAST

D. Special Analyses.
Are there special elements that affect the price? Also,
one could include illustrative calculations, such as the
price compared to the net present value of future income
or cash flows.

2. OPERATING COSTS. Self-explanatory.
3. PROFITABILITY AND
FLOW. Self-explanatory.

C. Relationship of Price to Key Financial Data.
All of the applicable multiples can be presented at this
point, such as price to sales or price to broadcast cash
flow.

CASH

C. Projected.
A five-year pro- forma analysis of the proposed venture should be provided in this section.

VIII. Financing Plan.
This is a detailed expansion of Section I, items E
and F.
A. Description of the Total Package.
Use a few sentences to recap the financing sought.

1. ASSUMPTIONS. A brief restatement of key factors
described earlier about the financial and social environment of this station can be provided here. The objective is to note those assumptions which can most affect
financial performance.

B. Equity Financing Plan.
How much money will beinvested by the primary
owner and others? In what form is the equity—e.g., cash
or stock from another corporation, personal savings or

2. PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS. Pro- forma
income statements.

C. Debt Financing Plan.
How much financing is to come from the lender, in
what form and over what period? Who else will hold

3. BALANCE SHEET. Self-explanatory.

debt instruments in the venture and for how much?
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assets? Will the current owner retain an interest?
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What security is available to the lender?
D. Additional Funding Sources.
Sources of funding not described in the previous two
elements should be addressed here. Additional investors,
for example, might be a factor. Also, plans could be
described for obtaining funds from another institution
(such as an insurance company) based on the agreement of the institution now being sought (abank, for
instance).
Appendix
Brief Description of the Broadcast Industry. Information designed to educate those financiers unfamiliar
with the current status of the industry, its trends and
prospects should be presented in this section. For those
familiar with the industry, this section will confirm their
confidence in the fact that you understand the industry

radio, Center City, Texarkana. Dr. McCrae, who will
serve as treasurer of the corporation, is aphysician in
private practice in Bellville. Mrs. Wellman, who is the
sister of Mr. Johnson Sr., is aretired Bellville school
teacher. The secretary of the corporation is Mr. Alan
King, Esq., of the Bellville law firm of Simpson, King
& Saunders, Attorneys at Law.
THE SELLER—WTXA is currently owned by Texarkana Communications Corporation which, in turn, is
part of the estates of Lawrence and Elizabeth Newell,
recently of Center City. The Center City Trust Company is the executor of the Newell estates.
B. The Property
The subject of the proposed purchase is WTXA, an
FM radio station, located in and licensed to Bellville,
Texarkana. WTXA, one of the six radio stations in the
market (3AM, 3FM), broadcasts on a frequency of
100.9 megaHertz with apower of 6 kilowatts.

well.

E. AN ILLUSTRATIVE PROPOSAL
The following document is ahypothetical proposal
for the acquisition of a radio station by a first-time
buyer. It closely follows the model financing proposal
presented earlier, and therefore illustrates the type of
information appropriate to aproposal and aworkable
style of presentation. However, the reader must be
cautioned that this is not areal proposal. All the information and data are completely fabricated, and while
it may resemble the kind of information agood proposal
would contain, the relationships within the data are not
necessarily those one would find in an actual financing
proposal. The reader will also note that the appendices
referenced in the document have not been provided.

A Proposal For Participation by the
Southern National Bank in the Financing
of WTXA Radio, Bellville, Texarkana
I. Overview
A. The Buyer and Seller
THE BUYER—The proposed buyer of WTXA is Bellville Radio, Incorporated, a Texarkana corporation
owned principally by Mr. William C. Johnson Sr.
(42%), Mr. William C. Johnson Jr. (21%), and Mrs.
Janet Wellman ( 16%). Mr. Johnson Sr., who will serve
as president of Bellville Radio, Inc., is the owner and
proprietor of Johnson Funeral Service, 215 Southern
Avenue, Bellville. Mr. Johnson Jr., who will serve as
vice president of the corporation and general manager
of WTXA, is currently general sales manager of WXYL
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C. Current and Proposed Station Format
The current programming of the station, amixture
of music and " personality" disc jockeys, is designed for
adult listenership. The station has, during the past 3
years, averaged fourth or fifth in overall Bellville listening. It is the intention of Beilville Radio, Inc., to reprogram WTXA with the specific aim of serving the black
population of Bellville and the surrounding communities, and to meet the needs of advertisers wishing to address that population.
D. The Purchase Price
The agreed-on purchase price for WTXA radio, and
associated assets, is $450,000, cash. This amount is
approximately equal to seven times the station's cash
flow from last year.
E. Financing Required
Bellville Radio, Inc. seeks from Southern National
Bank asenior loan in the amount of $380,000, secured
by the assets of the corporation, to finance aportion
of the purchase of the station and to meet working
capital needs of $44,000. The Texarkana Bank has
agreed to provide regular short-term financing and is
willing to provide $ 15,000 initially (to aid start-up operations) on aline of credit not to exceed $20,000.
F. Financing Terms Sought
Bellville Radio, Inc., seeks the following terms: an
eight-year note with interest of 9.5% on the unpaid principal, payable quarterly; repayment of principal to begin
1year from the date of purchase and to be at the rate
of $52,000 per year, also payable quarterly, with afinal
payment of $68,000 due seven years from the date payments commence.
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II. The Property Today
A. Station Description
Radio station WTXA is licensed by the Federal Communications Commission to broadcast non-directionally
on FM frequency 100.9 megahertz with power of 6kilowatts. The station is licensed to the city of Bellville,
Texarkana, and its studios and transmitter are located
4miles east of the city center, approximately 1/2 mi le
outside the city limits, on Texarkana Route 21. The
station's broadcast license was last renewed for aperiod
of seven years. A copy of that renewal is included as
Section X of Appendix X. WTXA began broadcasting
on October 10, 1968.
The WTXA signal provides excellent reception in all
of Coleman County and portions of Jefferson and Elk
Counties. Section X of Appendix X includes coverage
maps of the WTXA signals as determined by the consulting engineering firm of Doehrn and Greene. The WTXA
antenna is located on a204- foot guyed tower (328 feet
above average terrain, 760 feet above sea level) immediately adjacent to the station offices and studios. Primary
and standby transmitters are located in the main studio
building.
B. Station Audience
WTXA currently is programmed to appeal to abroad
and diversified audience. The station's ratings during
the past several years have tended to cut across several
demographic categories, with greatest relative and
absolute listenerphip among women 35 to 49, men 35
to 49, and women 50+, in descending order of
magnitude. Within these demographic groups, the station
has generally ranked third or fourth in the market in
terms of popularity.
Listenership to WTXA has typically peaked during
morning drivetime, thanks in part to the presence from
6:00 to 10:00 a.m. of awell-known area personality,
and in the early afternoon hours. Music selection and
announcer presentation in the early and middle evening
hours have, during the past two years, been skewed
toward more current music in an as-yet unsuccessful
attempt to draw the attention of teenage audiences. The
5-minute hourly news breaks are based on news feeds
from UPI Audio, the UPI National and Regional wires
and stories drawn from local print and broadcast media.
The ratings of WTXA for the past 5years, along with
ratings of all competing stations, are included as Section
X of Appendix X.
C. Current Programming
The majority of WTXA programming is currently in
an adult contemporary format, utilizing live announcers
and original versions of relatively recent popular music.
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In addition to musical material, the station presents 5
minutes of local and national news every hour on the
hour and 3hours of public affairs and farm programs
each week. Section X of Appendix X is aschedule of
current WTXA programming.
D. Current Staffing Pattern
The WTXA full-time staff numbers 12. This includes
ageneral manager and asales manager, both of whom
perform some sales duties; 4 announcers, who also
perform limited news duties, and one of whom functions as the program director; 3sales persons; atraffic
manager; a business manager; and one clerical and
secretarial person. Total station payroll, including
commissions on sales, is $212,000 per annum. While
these individuals have been important to WTXA's
performance, several key managers will be replaced to
accommodate the new programming and operating strategies (see Section IV.D.). Engineering duties are performed by an outside engineer under contract.
E. Present Owners
WTXA is currently owned and operated by Texarkana Communications Corporation, which, in turn, is
part of the estates of Lawrence and Elizabeth Newell.
Mr. Newell was the original licensee of WTXA when
it first went on the air on October 10, 1968. On July
22, 1976, he sold 100% of his interest in the station to
Texarkana Communications Corporation, of which he
was president and majority stockholder. Other properties owned by Texarkana Communications Corporation
include WGLP AM-FM in Gulfport, WCPT AM-FMTV in Center City, and three cable TV systems in
Arklane, Ridge and Gulfport. The Center City Trust
Company, as executor of the Newell estates, is in the
process of disposing of all Texarkana Communications
Corporation properties.
F. Community Reputation of the Station
WTXA has been arelatively minor influence in its
service area. Although the station's signal is competitive with most other signals in the market, promotion
and programming have not been carried on in an aggressive manner, due, in part, to Mr. Newell's failing health
over the past several years.
Thus, several other radio stations in the community
have achieved dominance in listenership through programming, community affairs and news leadership.
Although WTXA has not been active in programming
for minorities, station management did, prior to the
station's last license renewal, agree to work with a
committee of local black spokespersons in an effort to
better serve the minority community of Bellville. To
date, however, no specific changes have been instituted.
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G. Assets and Contracts
The property to be purchased by Bellville Radio, Inc.,
from Texarkana Communications Corporation is composed of the following elements:

TABLE 4
The Bellville Radio Market

• The operating entity of WTXA radio, including its
Federal Communications Commission license to
broadcast.
• Electronic equipment incidental to radio broadcasting, including studio equipment, amplifiers, transmitters and antenna, valued at $ 105,000. Included as
Section X of Appendix X is acomplete inventory of
station equipment, with valuation as appraised by
William L. Greene, P.E., of the engineering firm of
Doehrn & Greene.
• Land (6.6 acres), zoned C (commercial), located on
Texarkana Route 21, approximately 4 miles east of
the center of Bellville. All WTXA facilities, including
studios, transmitter and tower are located on this
parcel, and the combined assessed value of the land
and buildings is $48,000. Registered survey drawings
of the parcel, copied from the Coleman County Plotbook, page 314, are included as Section X of Appendix X. Drawings to scale of the WTXA studios and
offices are included as Section X of Appendix X.
• Two automobiles, aFord LTD and aBuick Skylark,
and one van, aDodge Tradesman, used incidentally
to station operations and having a total value of
$17,220.

III. Market Profile and Analysis
A. Audience Analysis
1. THE BELL VILLE MARKET-The Bellville market
consists of the city of Bellville, amajor retail and trade
center for the southeast corner of Texarkana and the
county seat of Coleman County, with apopulation of
185,000; Louisburg, the county seat of adjoining Jefferson County, located 26 miles to the west of Bellville and
having apopulation of 32,000; Nestor, asmall manufacturing and mining center located 18 miles north of
Bellville and having apopulation of 26,000; 18 smaller
incorporated and unincorporated towns and communities located within 45 miles of Bellville with a total
population of 38,000; and rural areas consisting of all
of Coleman and Jefferson counties, the northern half
of Elk County and the southern third of Adams county,
with a total population of 26,000.
2. WTXA POTENTIAL AUDIENCES-The total
population of WTXA's service area is 307,000. Of this
number approximately 225,000 individuals reside in
areas definable as the Bellville market. This includes all
residents of Coleman County, the portion of those living
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Total Population
Male
Female
White
Black
Other
Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-50
Over 50
Total Families

Primary
Area

Secondary
Area

185,000
91,200
93,800
153,200
31,000
800
51,800
27,800
31,400
29,600
44,400
65,800

40,000
19,800
20,200
33,800
6,000
200
10,000
6,000
6,800
6,800
10,400
13,500

Total
225,000
111,000
114,000
187,000
37,000
1,000
61,800
33,800
38,200
36,400
54,800
79,300

TABLE 5
Estimated Populations
of the
Bellville Black Community

Male
Female
Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-50
Over 50

Primary
Area

Secondary
Area

Total

15,300
15,800
8,700
4,700
5,300
5,000
7,400

3,000
3,000
1,500
900
1,000
1,000
1,600

18,300
18,800
10,200
5,600
6,300
6,000
9,000

in Jefferson County whose orientation is toward the
Bellville market, and all residents of the northern half
of Elk County. Of this 225,000, residents of Bellville
or its suburbs number 185,000 and are seen as the
station's primary market; the remainder is essentially
arural population, served by largely rural media, and
it constitutes a secondary market.
Table 4 presents the significant demographic characteristics of the primary and secondary markets. Population trends in the Bellville market have mirrored U.S.
trends, but at aslightly accelerated rate. Total Bellville
population is increasing at 2.2% per year, versus 1.9%
per year for the entire United States. Consequently, the
average age of Bellville residents is younger than the
average age of all U.S. residents.
Although income levels are slightly below U.S. averages, they are higher than regional averages and are
increasing at afaster rate than either. At the same time,
due to the relatively low cost of living in the Bellville
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area, disposable personal income per household is
extremely close to the U.S. average.
3. THE PROPOSED TARGET AUDIENCE—WTXA
will be programmed to meet the entertainment, public
affairs and educational needs of two easily identified
and relatively profitable audience groups—blacks and
young people regardless of race. Black people will be
the primary target audience, and their needs will be
served through a diverse mixture of black-oriented
music, news, and public affairs programs. Because,
however, the musical tastes of all contemporary teenage
and young adult audiences skew heavily toward music
written and performed by black artists, substantial
listenership can be anticipated among this overall group.

TABLE 6
Estimated Disposable Income
of WTXA Audience in Dollars
and as aPercentage of All Bellville
Disposable Income
% of all Bellville

Black
Non-Black
(under 25)
Total

Dollars

Disposable Income

$117 Million
$ 42 Million

13%
5%

$159 Million

18%

Because no other radio station primarily identified
as black-oriented currently services the Bellville market,
WTXA may be expected to develop extremely high
listenership among the black community. (Blackformatted stations in Center City and Northern Falls
both report substantial listenership among blacks in
Bellville, despite relatively poor reception and lack of
any orientation to the Bellville community.) The population of non-black teenagers and young adults from
which WTXA might reasonably expect to draw listeners

5. ADVERTISING REVENUES—For many communities larger than Bellville, independent radio database
companies estimate radio revenues expended in the
market. Some markets have information gathered
directly from participating stations by accounting firms
hired to perform this function, and for other markets,
the estimates are based on historical financial ratios supplemented by data from people knowledgeable about
the market.

is 66,200.

For Bellville, no independent firm collects radio revenue data. Therefore, estimates must be made from other
data. In surrounding markets for which information is
available, radio revenues expressed as apercentage of
local retail sales are consistently in the 0.35% range. It
is possible then to approximate Bellville's total radio
dollars by multiplying the retail sales estimates for the
Bellville market (available from many different government and not-for-profit sources) times 0.35%.

While it is impossible to estimate precisely potential
listenership among this group, in some larger markets
black-oriented stations have been able to reach in excess
of 30% of all listeners in the under-25 category. If a
target figure of 15% of all teenagers and young adults
in the station's primary service area were achieved, the
additional non-black audience would amount to 9,900.
Based on the assumption that per capita income of
blacks in the Bellville area approximates 80% of that
of the general population, and that per capita disposable income of teenagers and young adults is similar to
national averages, the estimates presented in Table 6
were developed.
4. BROADCASTING COMPETITION—The population groups proposed as WTXA target audiences
currently listen to radio stations falling into three general
categories: (1) black-oriented stations in neighboring
cities; (2) teen-oriented stations; and (3) contemporary
stations. With regard to black audiences, about 20%
of listenership is to black-oriented stations, about 25%
is to teen-oriented stations, and about 45% is to stations
programmed for contemporary audiences. Competing
stations are shown in Table 7. Section X of Appendix
X shows the approximate listenership for each of the
competing stations by each of the targeted groups during
the last 3years.
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Because the Bellville newspapers, The Chronicle and
The Bulletin, are both privately owned, no data on
advertising revenues are available. Members of the
Bellville advertising community suggest, however, that
newspaper revenues have grown at about the same rate
as those of radio.
6. ADVERTISING DOLLARS DEVOTED TO TARGET AUDIENCE—Because there are no significant
black media in the Bellville market, it is impossible to
estimate the amount of funds directly employed in
reaching black consumers. Bellville advertising executives point out that they currently use general appeal
advertising media to reàch minority consumers. However, given the development of a medium directed
toward the black community, experience in other markets suggests that only aportion of the market's advertising funds, generally up to 80% of the minority-group
buying power, will be channeled into the black media.
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TABLE 7
Stations Listened to By the Target Audiences
Station

Service

Location

Format

Frequency

Power

WAAA

AM

Bellville

790

500 W

WBBB
WCCC

FM
AM

Bellville
Bellville

Middle of the
road—talk
Beautiful Music
Adult Contemporary

99.1 MHz
890
kHz

100 kW
1kW

WDDD
WEEE
WFFF
WGGG

FM
AM
AM
AM

Bellville
Bellville
Northern Falls
Center City

Rock
Rock
Black
Black

106.3MHz
1490 kHz
1000 kHz
600
kHz

100 kW
1kW
1kW/250W
1kW

Three factors will impact the proportion of all radio
advertising funds that are devoted to WTXA target
audience's: ( 1) the proportion of those audiences buying power to total market buying power; (2) any underor over-attention paid to those audiences by the advertising community; and (3) the total radio spending in
the market. It should be noted that the revenues discussed
above only reflect radio spending in the Bellville market.
While it is reasonable to assume that the programming
of WTXA to attract teenage and young adults will not
greatly enlarge total advertising, it is also reasonable to
assume that the creation of the area's first significant
black medium will attract black-targeted funds currently
being spent in other general appeal media.
7. FLUCTUATIONS IN ADVERTISING DOLLARS
—General growth in the Bellville economy, and in local
advertising revenues, has been relatively consistent
during the past decade, even during periods of national
recession; this immunity to national economic downturns has generally characterized diversified Sunbelt
markets and there is no obvious reason to assume that
it will not continue.
Seasonal fluctuations in radio advertising in Bellville,
as in all major markets, are relatively significant. On
average, during the past five years, first- and thirdquarter revenues have run slightly over 30% below
second- and fourth-quarter revenues. Although these
fluctuations could lead to some difficulty in covering
fixed expenses, their occurrence is shown and understood by the local lending community, and short-term
financing has been available.

kHz

than national averages. The results of this economic
activity are particularly favorable for local media:
• New industry and new work forces are being attracted,
which in turn fuel additional growth.
• The attention and funds of regional advertisers are
increasingly attracted to the market.
• The local retail market and local retail advertising are
expanding rapidly.
The WTXA target audience groups comprise significant subgroups of the Bellville community, each developing in terms of population and disposable income at
rates greater than those of the market as awhole. Each
group is self-defined, with relatively clear-cut cultures
and needs which can be appealed to through easily
defined programming. One group, the black community,
currently has no major medium dedicated to its service,
and experience has shown that when one media channel is so dedicated, its circulation among blacks grows
extremely quickly.
The WTXA facility is awell-maintained and modern
one, capable of competing with any of the Bellville
stations. Its dial position, signal strength, antenna height
and location and studio facilities are all highly desirable.
Because stations are valued more on the basis of cash
flow than assets, and because the station has not been
operated in aparticularly profitable manner, the facilities are available at aprice that effectively discounts their
value.

V. Description of the Buyer: Bellville Radio, Inc.
B. Market Opportunity
The opportunity presented by WTXA radio is afunction of several factors: the Bellville market, the target
audiences for the station and the broadcast facility itself.
Bellville is aclassic Sunbelt market. It is growing at
greater-than-national rates; incomes are rising faster
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A. Principals
1. MR. WILLIAM C. JOHNSON, SR., PRESIDENT
—Mr. Johnson is the owner and operator of Johnson
Funeral Services, asole proprietorship which has served
the South Bellville community from its Southern Avenue
location for nearly 30 years. Mr. Johnson is 68 years
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old, was born and raised in Bellville, is agraduate of
Southern Agricultural and Technical Institute ( 1946) and
the Melrose School of Mortuary Sciences ( 1951). Mr.
Johnson also owns aminority interest (25%) of Bellville
Take-Out Corporation, which owns and operates three
Kentucky Fried Chicken franchises in the Bellville area.
For anumber of years Mr. Johnson was apartner, with
his wife, in Bridal Designs, aSouth Bellville bridal salon.
Mr. Johnson's resume is included in Section X of
Appendix X.
2.

MR.

WILLIAM

C.

JOHNSON,

JR.,

VICE-

PRESIDENT— Mr. Johnson is the general sales manager of WXYL, the black-oriented radio station located
in Center City. Prior to joining WXYL in 1981, Mr.
Johnson served on the sales staffs of WTXN, Natchez,
Mississippi, WSOA, Louisville, Kentucky, and completed
an 18- month management internship with WLML,
World Broadcasting Corporation's Houston station.
Mr. Johnson is 41 years old and is a 1974 graduate
(B.S.) of Texarkana State University where he majored
in Business Administration and minored in Broadcasting. He has been active in anumber of civic and professional organizations in the Center City area, including
the Red Cross, the Advertising Club and the Business
and Professional Association. In 1986 he served as
Media Coordinator for the United Fund Appeal. Mr.
Johnson's resume is included in Section X of Appendix X.

William C. Johnson, Sr.,
Chairman
William C. Johnson, Jr.,
Chairman
George McCrae, M.D.

Mortician

Alan King, Esq.
Janet Wellman
Ronald A. Clark
Edward O. Meare

Attorney
Retired Teacher

L.W. Edmonds

Radio Broadcaster
Physician

Banker
College Professor
CPA

The current mailing address and location of operations of the corporation is 1990 Southern Avenue,
Bellville, Texarkana. The fiscal year of the corporation
is January 1to December 31. The next annual meeting
is scheduled for March 20, 1992.
C. Financial Structure
Bellville Radio, Inc., is capitalized in the amount of
$125,000. The corporation is authorized to issue 200,000
shares of common stock with a par value of $. 01 per
share. Of this amount, 125,000 shares have been issued
on aone- for-one basis for each dollar of equity capital
contributed by the principals. The remaining 75,000
shares of unissued stock will be reserved for further
equity contributors, should such contributors prove
necessary, and for use in future employee stock option
motivation plans. Other than occasional short-term
borrowing to cover seasonal fluctuations in revenue, no
obligations besides that currently sought from Southern
National Bank are anticipated.

3. DR. GEORGE McCRAE, M.D., TREASURER—
Dr. McCrae is aphysician in private practice in South
Bellville. He is active in avariety of Bellville area associations and holds equity positions in several Bellville

Assuming that the corporation receives the appliedfor funding, the debt-to-equity ratio at the date of
station purchase will be 3.0 to 1.

institutions and businesses. Dr. McCrae's resume is
included in Section X of Appendix X.

D. Organization and Management
1. KEY MANAGEMENT POSITIONS—Four key
management positions at WTXA will be filled with new
personnel immediately upon station purchase. These

4. MRS. JANET WELLMAN, PRINCIPAL— Mrs.
Wellman is aretired Bellville school teacher. She continues to be active in Bellville civic and political organizations. She holds no other business interests. Mrs. Wellman's resume is included in Section X of Appendix X.

positions and the personnel who will fill them are:
General Manager: William C. Johnson, Jr.
General Sales Manager: Lawrence Mayfield
Business Manager: Jordan Brooks
Program Director: James Cower

B. Legal Structure
Bellville Radio, Inc., is aduly chartered corporation

Mr. Johnson, whose background and achievements are

under the Texarkana general code, and was incorporated on March 2, 1991. The bylaws of the corporation
and the identity of its officers and board members are
registered with the Texarkana Department of Corporations and are included as Section X of Appendix X. The

nity and broad and deep skills in broadcast marketing
and management.

officers of the corporation are William C. Johnson, Sr.,
President; William C. Johnson, Jr. Vice President;
George McCrae, M.D., Treasurer; and Alan King, Esq.,
Secretary. The members of the Board of Directors are:
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described above, brings to his position long-time understanding of the needs and goals of the black commu-

Mr. Mayfield, whose resume is attached as Section X
of Appendix X, has served as an account representative
and/or sales manager at three southern radio stations,
two of which have been black-oriented. His principal
efforts and achievements have been in the development
National Association of Broadcasters

of new retail accounts. At his current station, Mr.
Mayfield was responsible for the development, in two
consecutive years, of over $ 120,000 in new business.
Mr. Brooks has broad experience in general accounting, broadcast accounting and administration. As a
native of the Bellville area, he is also knowledgeable of
and involved in community activities. His resume is
included as Section X of Appendix X.
Mr. Cower, who will serve as both program director and
on-air personality, has compiled an outstanding record
of ratings successes in both roles. At his current station,
during his first 6 months of employment, he affected
a 40% across-the-board improvement in ratings and
audience share. His resume is included as Section X of
Appendix X.
2. OUTSIDE CONSULTANTS—Other than accounting services, the services of a local contract engineer,
and assistance and guidance from the members of the
Board of Directors, no use is anticipated of outside
consultants.
3. EMPLOYEE AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT—A rigorous and extensive program of internal
employee development is planned by the principals of
Bellville Radio, Inc. All department heads bring to their
positions broad understanding of their areas of responsibility and a commitment to communication of that
understanding to their employees. Management compensation will be partially tied to the effectiveness of inhouse training programs.
In addition, selective use will be made of the texts,
programs, seminars and workshops of industry professional organizations, including the National Association
of Broadcasters, the Radio Advertising Bureau, the
Broadcast Financial Management Association, etc.

V. Operating Strategy
A. Revenue Strategies
1. AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT—The thrust of the
WTXA audience development program will be in two
areas: programming and promotion. In each of these
areas, because of its primary commitment to serving the
black community, the station will enjoy a significant
advantage.
Because the station faces no local competition in
providing black-oriented programming, WTXA will be
able to take abroad approach in programming for black
listeners. Specifically, this will involve programming
each day-part to meet the needs of the most attractive
available demographic group within the black commu-
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nity, and reliance on the overall black image of the
station to hold the attention of other black listeners. In
practice, this will mean programming morning drivetime for young and middle-aged adults of either sex,
programming weekdays 10 to 3for young and middleaged females, and programming later afternoon, evening,
and night for progressively heavier proportions of teenage and young adult audiences.
Personalities and musical material in each day- part
will be tailored to the needs of that day-part's target
audience. Thus, morning drive-time will see apersonalitytype announcer, somewhat less music, and more news,
commentary and general " talk"; nighttime programming will involve a younger, up-beat announcer and
extremely current music.
Less emphasis will be placed on hard news, with more
emphasis on announcements of particular interest to the
black community, programmed to correspond to the
interests of the day- part target audience. A single UPI
news wire will be used to provide brief 1- to 2- minute
hourly updates on world and national news.
Promotion of the station will also be simplified by
the lack of local competition. Essentially, the station
will be positioned as the black medium, with the black
sound. It will not be necessary to differentiate it from
other media with similar content. Because other media,
principally television and press, are also interested in
increasing circulation among black consumers, and
because these media are not seen as significantly diminishing radio listening, heavy use of traded promotional
ads on TV and in the newspapers is anticipated. Exploratory discussions with these media indicated that they
are interested in such trades.
A secondary promotional thrust will be through
generation of, and involvement in, community-oriented
activities. The station will sponsor and promote cleanup campaigns, block parties, concerts and similar social,
entertainment and civic programs with immediate relevance to the black community. The effect of this effort
will be to further strengthen the station's image as a
black media channel.
The experience of the Bellville Radio management
team is that the transition of the station from its current
format to ablack format should be accomplished quite
quickly, rather than being phased in over a period of
months, and should be supported by asizable cash promotional expenditure budget ($20,000) concentrated in
print and billboards. Section X of Appendix X outlines
the planned timetable and expenditures for reformatting the station.
2. PRICING APPROACH— Pricing of the newly formatted WTXA will be structured in three tiers, respond-
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ing directly to the needs of the three principal buying
groups.
National and regional sales will be priced on the basis
of future projections of the cost per-thousand for the
station's key demographics.
Local spot sales to experienced advertisers and agencies will be based on the current spot prices level of
competitive Bellville radio stations, which regularly run
approximately 30% below national spot rates.
Local spot sales to newly developed local accounts,
consisting principally of advertisers who can, because
of the existence of a medium focused on the black
community, economically promote their business on a
"mass medium," will be priced on an investment basis.
Under this method, the new advertiser will receive
substantial aid in marketing strategy, campaign development and merchandising as part of the WTXA advertising package. Although such sales will require a
substantial investment in sales staff time, the incremental revenues received, when seen as part of acontinuing stream, as well as future potential from these advertisers, will more than underwrite the incremental sales
costs.
3. SALES DEVELOPMENT—Sales development, like
pricing, will be carried on at three levels—national and
regional spot levels; local spot level with experienced
advertisers; and local spot level with inexperienced
advertisers.
At the national and regional spot level, a national
representative firm, the Thompson-Ritchie Company,
will be retained. This firm is the most experienced of
all representative firms in handling the sales of blackformatted stations and has been extremely successful
in bringing national business to smaller-market stations.
Based on their experience with stations similar to
WTXA and upon audience projections developed by
Bellville Radio, Thompson-Ritchie suggests that a
doubling of current station national spot revenues is
achievable within one year. Section X of Appendix X
lists Thompson-Ritchie's experience with anumber of
black-formatted stations in markets similar to Bellville.
At the local spot level, when dealing with experienced
advertisers and agencies, station sales personnel will
work to affect a smooth transition to selling WTXA
time on the basis of its unique access to black and teenage and young adult audiences. Research to support the
viability of advertising to these audiences, some of which
is included in this proposal, already has been gathered.
The image of the station will be thoroughly professional,
and the basic selling proposition will be based on the
cost-effectiveness of marketing to minority audiences
and the unique capacity of WTXA to reach those audi-
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ences. The goal of this selling effort will be to bring to
the station that amount of local radio advertising revenues that is proportionate to the WTXA audience
buying power.
Based on calculations made earlier in this proposal,
the estimated total of Bellville radio advertising funds
spent on black audiences last year was $310,577. Assuming an 8% annual increase, next year's figure will be
$335,423. A reasonable WTXA target share of these
funds, after the initial reformatting period, is 65% or
$218,024 ($ 18,168 per month). Assuming afurther 8%
increase this year and asimilar target share, WTXA can
budget for $235,466 ($ 19,622 per month) in the first year
of ownership.
Similar calculations on advertising revenues directed
at teenagers and young adults, assuming an 8% increase
in year one and a20% target share, suggest monthly
revenues of $ 13,975 in the first year and $ 15,094 in year
two.
The bulk of local sales development effort will be
focused on developing ongoing customers, especially
smaller retail and service firms which address themselves
to black consumers and which, to date, have used mass
advertising media because no medium was sufficiently
productive for their target customers. As noted above,
avariety of ancillary services must be provided to these
new advertisers, but it has been the experience of incoming station management that such a client category
realistically represents the potential for contributing
20% to 30% of total station revenues. Data informally
developed by the Bellville Chamber of Commerce indicates that firms falling into this category represent as
much as 8% of all retail sales in the market.
Station management believes that after an initial
period of six to eight months, during which such
accounts must be sought out and taught the benefits and
methods of radio advertising, new black-oriented retail
business will contribute 15% to 20% of station revenues.
B. Expense Strategies
1. SALARIES—Salaries at WTXA will be rigorously
managed. In the process of restaffing station management positions, i.e., general manager, sales manager and
business manager, it is anticipated that major economies
can be achieved over present salary costs. All personnel currently holding these positions have from 8to 23
years seniority with Texarkana Communications and,
consequently, enjoy liberal compensation plans. The
incoming general manager owns asubstantial portion
of station equity and is willing to take the majority of
his remuneration in the form of capital gains rather than
salary. Individuals expected to fill the remaining management positions, although experienced in their fields,
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are all either moving to alarger market or aposition
of greater responsibility, and hence they have lower
salary expectations than current department heads.
Because program appeal will rely more on the overall
station image and less on the popularity of specific
personalities, the incoming program director expects
to replace the current on-air staff with experienced
announcers.
2. OTHER EXPENSES—Through the introduction of
adetailed budgeting and expense control system, relating individual expense categories to profit contribution,
the incoming general manager and business manager
anticipate reduction of overall station operating
expenses, other than salaries and commissions, by 9%.
The particular costs most amenable to reduction are
engineering, news service and administrative.
C. Capital Strategy
The general capital strategy of Bellville Radio, Inc.,
will be to minimize debt commitments and secure, to
as great a degree as possible, primary investors and
lenders. An important goal will be the attainment of a
2:1 debt-to-equity ratio as rapidly as possible. Elements
of this strategy will include:
• Purchase of all capital items whenever possible.
• Use of short-term borrowings from local banks to
cover fixed costs during seasonal revenue fluctuations.
• Stringent enforcement of collections policy.
• Utilization of discounts for prompt payment.
• Accumulation of cash in anticipation of another
station purchase, probably in the third year of operation. The development and implementation of this
policy has been expressly directed by the Board of
Directors.
D. Management Strategy
1. STAFFING PLANS—As noted earlier, Bellville
Radio, Inc., intends to replace the general manager and
three key station department heads and all on-air personnel. It is further anticipated that additional current
employees will seek work elsewhere as the character of
the station changes. Although the total planned reduction in force numbers only one person, the opportunities
for personnel replacement described above will allow
an overall reduction in salaries of nearly 25%.
As replacements for personnel are needed, they will
be sought in the local labor force. A rigorous system
of recruitment, skills assessment and training will be put
in place within the first 6months of ownership to ensure
that the station staff represents the strongest mixture
of skills and talents available.
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No staff expansion, other than the addition of aparttime public affairs program producer, is anticipated
during the first 2years of operation. The expected cost
of such apart-time employee should total no more than
$4,000 per year.
2. CONTROLS ON BUSINESS ACTIVITIES—Control
of station operations will be administered by Mr. Jordan
Brooks, the incoming business manager. Based on his
experience with amajor Bellville accounting firm and
as assistant controller of WAXM-TV, Mr. Brooks is
prepared to develop and implement adetailed system
of budgeting, performance management and control.
L.W. Edmonds, CPA, amember of the Bellville Radio
Board of Directors, has offered the services of one of
his accounting firm's partners, in aconsulting capacity,
to aid Mr. Brooks in developing and implementing the
system. It is anticipated that the general model to be
followed will be that published by the Broadcast Cable
Financial Management Association in the Accounting
Manual for Broadcasters.
3. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT—It will be an
explicitly stated responsibility of all WTXA department
heads to involve themselves actively in the civic, charitable and professional activities of the Bellville community, with particular emphasis on the activities of the
black community. Review of management involvement
in community activities will be scheduled semi-annually.
In addition, a part-time community affairs coordinator will be added to the staff to provide liaison
between the station and community groups. As an early
priority, the general manager will work with this coordinator and the minority community advisory committee
set up prior to the last license renewal to create permanent communications channels between that committee
and the station.
As noted earlier, the station will undertake, in its
programming activities, to initiate, sponsor and promote
civic, social and entertainment activities of interest to
the black community.
E. Financial Policies
1. COLLECTIONS—All collections will be on a30- to
40-day schedule. Receivables aged beyond 30 days will
be pursued aggressively. No additional credit will be
granted to accounts with receivables outstanding more
than 60 days.
2. PROMOTION—Sales and audience promotions,
other than those budgeted on an annual basis, will be
avoided as amatter of policy. Where competitive activities clearly warrant additional expenditures and/or
discounts, acomplete analysis will be made of various
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alternatives and no promotion will be undertaken without the potential for the achievement of an audience or
sales goal set for the station.
3. TRADE/BARTER—The general policy of the station
will be that all sales are on acash basis. Occasional situations may arise where the marginal cost of asale is less
than the value to the station of property offered in trade.
In situations such as this, barter may be accepted as
payment. Station management is well aware, however,
that excessive use of barter negatively impacts cash flow
and has adeteriorating effect on the station's image and
competitive ability. In no year will the book value of
bartered advertising time be allowed to exceed 5% of
gross revenues.
4. CONTROLS— Financial performance targets of
Bellville Radio, Inc., will include the following:
a. The current ratio (current assets to current liabilities)
shall not fall below 1.5 to 1.
b. The ratio of debt to total capitalization shall not
exceed 82% during the first year of operation; 70%
during the second year of operation; 60% during the
third year of operation; 55% during the fourth year of
operation; and 50% during the fifth and later years of
operation.
c. Receivables divided by average daily sales shall not
exceed 45 days.
d. Net profits, after the first year, shall be at least 4%
of total assets and 5% of gross sales.
In the event that any of these key performance goals
is not achieved in asingle quarter, station management
shall prepare and present to the Board of Directors a
detailed plan for correcting the problems. Should such
goals not be met in two successive quarters, it shall be
the responsibility of the Board to determine and take

TABLE 8
VI. Financial Information
A. Current
1. SELLER'S BALANCE SHEET: WTXA RADIO
Assets
Cash

$ 11,786

Accounts Receivable
Less Allowances for
Doubtful Accounts

$ 59,861
(

58,034
2,850

Real Estate at Cost
Buildings
Less Accumulated
Depreciation

1,827)

61,220
( 47,190)
14,030

Broadcast Equipment
Less Accumulated
Depreciation

269,114
(177,970)
91,144

Goodwill including License
Less Amortization (

17,345
14,620)
2,725

Furniture, Fixtures
& Supplies
Less Accumulated
Depreciation

49,421
( 32,120)
17,301

Vehicles

22,463

Less Accumulated
Depreciation

( 5,210)

any actions necessary to achieve acceptable performance.
All financial statements will be reviewed annually by
the Bellville accounting firm of Schneewind, Harte and
Burger.
5. INCENTIVES, DEFERRED INCOME, ETC.—The
incoming general sales manager, Raymond Barrow, has
received acommitment from the president of Bellville
Radio, Inc., for a personal incentive program. The
terms of this program would provide for an additional
year-end payment to Mr. Barrow of 1.5% of gross time
sales. These arrangements and terms constitute standard
practice in the broadcasting industry. Although no provisions have been made for adeferred-income program
for any employees of the corporation, such aprogram
may be instituted at a future date depending upon the
financial performance of the station.
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17,253
Total Assets

$215,123

Liabilities and Equity
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable—
Within 1year
Accrued Interest Payable
Accrued Taxes Payable
Notes Payable—
after 1year
Total Liabilities
Shareholders' Equity
Total Liabilities and Equity

$ 18,272
3,800
814
9,728
14,400
47,014
168,109
$215,123
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2. BALANCE SHEET AT FAIR MARKET VALUEReflecting independent assessments of property, equipment and the station as the business entity.
Assets
Cash
Net Accounts Receivable
Real Estate
Buildings
Broadcast Equipment
Furniture & Fixtures
Vehicles
Good will, including license

$ 11,786
58,034
18,800
60,200
105,000
17,500
17,200
221,300

Total Assets

$509,820

Program Expense
Talent and Salaries
Records
News Service
Royalties
Other

9,397

18,507
781
1,236
1,419
1,877

Total Program
Expense

Accounts Payable
Notes Payablewithin 1year
Accrued Interest Payable
Accrued Taxes Payable
Notes Payableafter 1year

18,272

Total Liabilities

47,014

Total Liabilities and Equity

4,074
2,726
1,190
1,407

Total Technical
Expense

Liabilities and Equity

Shareholders' Equity

Technical Expense
Salaries
Power and Light
Repairs and Maintenance
Other

General and Administrative
Salaries
Depreciation &
Amortization
Reserve for Bad Debts
Other

3,800
814
9,728
14,400

Total General &
Administrative

462,806

Total Expenses

$509,820

3. STATEMENTS OF INCOME AND CASH FLOW

23,870

11,913
6,810
4,400
3,191
26,314
80,401

Profit Before Taxes
Plus Depreciation &

$( 11,793)

Amortization
Broadcast Cash Flow

6,810
$( 4,983)

OF SELLER
4. MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS- In the opinion of
the prospective management team, the current financial performance, as indicated by the above statements,

Income Statement Quarter Ending 3/31.
Local Income,
Including Trades $ 60,422
National and
Regional Income
8,186
Total Income
Direct Expense
Agency Commissions
Discounts

$ 68,608

3,855
1,416

Total Direct Expense
Selling Expense
Selling Payroll
Other
Total Selling Expense

5,271

9,387
6,162

does not reflect station WTXA's potential when reformatted and targeted to the proposed audience. Further,
a number of operating economies can be achieved to
improve financial performance. In Section V of this
proposal a number of management strategies were
described, which, when instituted by Bellville Radio,
Inc., managers, will directly impact on revenues, operating expenses, collection of receivables, etc. Section
VI.C. (below) contains projected statements of financial performances that reflect the aggressive and realistic
management to be brought to the station by Bellville
Radio, Inc.
5. SHORT-TERM FINANCING REQUIREMENT-

15,549

Because station revenues at WTXA have traditionally
varied on aseasonal basis by as much as 30%, shortterm financing has sometimes been provided by the
parent company, Texarkana Communications Corporation, to cover fixed expenses.
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TABLE 9
Five Year Projected Cash Flow ($000)
Year 1
1st Qtr
Revenues:
National
Local

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

4th Qtr

Total

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

4.9

7.3

10.0

36.3

45.7

58.5

13.0
75.2

35.2
215.7

78.9
399.0

94.7
446.9

108.9
513.9

118.7
575.6

41.2

53.0

68.5

88.2

250.9

477.9

541.6

622.8

694.3

4.1

5.3

6.8

8.8

25.1

47.8

54.2

62.3

69.4

37.0

47.7

61.6

79.4

225.8

430.1

487.4

560.5

624.8

8.5

10.7

13.7

Technical
Program
Promotion

9.0
21.5
10.0

9.0
21.5
10.0

9.0
21.5
0.0

G & A

17.6

17.6

17.6

17.5
9.0
21.5
0.0
17.6

50.5
36.0
86.0
20.0
70.2

98.9
38.5
92.9
10.0
75.1

107.2
41.2
100.3
2.5
80.4

117.7
44.1
108.3
2.8
86.0

125.0
47.2
117.0
3.0
92.0

Depreciation &
Amortization
Interest Expense

11.0
9.0

11.0
9.0

11.0
9.0

11.0

44.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

9.0

36.0

34.0

28.0

24.0

19.0

86.6

88.8

81.8

85.5

342.7

394.4

404.6

427.9

448.2

(
49.5)

(
41.1)

(20.2)

(6.1)

(116.9)

35.7

82.8

132.6

176.7

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.5

45.1

60.1

(
49.5)

(
41.1)

(
20.2)

(6.1)

(116.9)

35.7

82.2

87.5

116.6

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

79.0

73.0

69.0

64.0

114.7

155.2

156.5

180.6

Total
Less Agency Comms.
& Discounts
Net Revenues
Expenses
Selling

Total Expenses
Income Before Taxes
Taxes
Net Income
Plus: Depreciation,
Amortization & Interest
Cash Flow

(
29.5)

(21.1) (0.2)

6. BANKING RELATIONSHIPS-WTXA has main-

tained banking relationships with two institutions, the
First National Bank of Bellville, the largest local bank,
and Citizens Bank of St. Louis, amajor regional bank.
B. Historical Review of WTXA Performance
(3 years).
This section of the proposal reviews the past performance of WTXA under its current ownership.
1. Revenues by Source
2. Operating Costs
3. Profitability and Cash Flow
The data are omitted from this illustration; actual
audited statements would normally be provided.
C. Projected Performance Under New Ownership
(5 years)
1. ASSUMPTIONS-Projected future financial perfor-
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80.0

13.9 (36.9)

mance is based on the following assumptions:
a. Revenues: Revenues during the first quarter of operation will decrease by 40% as aresult of reformatting.
As the new national representative firm begins to
become effective, national revenues will increase by 10%
per month until national spending on Bellville black
audiences reaches parity with that in similar markets.
Beginning in month 4, as local marketing efforts begin
to show results, local revenues, including new business,
will increase by 12% per month for months 4through
6, and by 7% per month thereafter until target market
shares are reached. Overall increase in market revenues
will be 8% per year. No seasonality factors will be
applied because of an unknown date of commencement
of operations.
b. Expenses: Reduction in total salaries will be $51,000
during year 1. Salaries will increase an average of 7%
per year thereafter. There will be areduction in overall
operating costs of 9%. A one-time, special reformat-
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TABLE 10
Five Year Projected Sources and Uses of Funds ($000)
Year 1
1st Qtr
Sources
Net Profit
Dep. & Amort.

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

4th Qtr

Year 2

(49.5) (41.1) ( 20.2) ( 6.1)
11.0

Uses
Equipment Purchase
Loan Repayment
Dividends
Total
Net Increase or Decrease
in Working Capital
Beginning Working Capital

35.7

82.2

87.5

116.6

11.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

(9.2)

4.9

80.7

127.2

132.5

161.6

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
13.0
0.0

10.0
52.0
0.0

20.0
52.0
0.0

20.0
52.0
20.0

20.0
52.0
30.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.0

62.0

72.0

92.0

102.0

( 8.1)

18.7

55.2

40.5

59.6

43.0

83.6

55.2

40.5

59.6

43.0

83.6

143.2

(38.5) ( 30.1)
55.0

16.5

End Capital

Year 5

0.0
0.0
0.0

(38.5)

Net Change

Year 4

11.0

11.0

(38.5) ( 30.1)

Total

Year 3

16.5
( 30.1)

( 9.2)

( 13.6) ( 22.7) ( 30.9) ( 12.2)
(9.2)

(
8.1)

18.7

( 13.6) ( 22.7) (30.9) ( 12.2)

ting promotion expense of $20,000 is included. Interest
expense is as proposed in the loan presentation.
VII. Purchase Price Rationale
The agreed- upon purchase price for WTXA reflects
four general indicators of the station's value:
A. The station was independently appraised by Robert
Irwin, of the station brokerage firm of Robert A. Irwin
Associates, at a value of $490,000.
B. Analysis of anumber of recent station transactions
involving similar stations in similar markets suggest the
value of the station could be as high as $550,000. Section
X of Appendix X contains a listing of the analyzed
transactions with descriptions of stations, markets, and
purchase prices and terms.

C. The price of $450,000 is approximately 2times the
station's current cash revenues. The multiple is
reasonable in valuing mature, small-market FM broadcast properties operating at abreak-even or slight cashflow loss.
D. The projected performance of the station will amortize the acquisition costs and provide areasonable return
to the investors.
VIII. Financing Plan
A. The Financing Package
The financing package for the purchase of WTXA
will be composed of approximately 25% equity and 75%
debt, which will be payable over an 8-year period. Additionally, provisions have been made to meet temporary

TABLE 11
Five-Year Projected Debt Service Coverage and Financial Measures

Loan Repayment ($000)
Debt-to- Equity Ratio
Current Ratio
Return on Sales
Return on Invested Capital

1

2

13.0

52.0

End of Year
3

4

5

52.0

52.0

52.0

2.2
2.6
7.5%

1.5
3.7
15.2%

0.9
4.4
14.1%

0.5
4.7
16.8%

(Loss) ( Loss)

18.4%

35.4%

44.9%

4.2
1.6
(Loss)
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short-term start-up and seasonal financing requirements, which funding will be adequate to cover contingencies. This package is consistent with the long-term
objective of the principal investors of WTXA, who plan
to use this station as the nucleus of a future station
chain. The package as now structured provides sufficient strength and flexibility to operate the station effectively, provide security for the financial participants
and meet long-term expansion objectives.
B. Equity Financing Plan
Bellville Radio, Inc., is capitalized at $ 125,000. Equity
participants with their contribution and percent of
ownership are listed in Parts Iand IV of this proposal.
In exchange for their contributions, the investors have
been issued 125,000 shares of common stock. An additional 75,000 shares of stock remain available for issue
for employee incentive plans or the raising of additional
capital, although the need for such capital is not anticipated.
C. Debt Financing Plan
Lending to the corporation is to be structured in two
tiers. Long-term debt will be composed of senior loans
to finance the station purchase. Such debt is expected
to comprise no more than 75 0/o of the total capital structure at the date of purchase and to decrease steadily
during the term of the loan. Short-terms debt will be
available for working capital needs. Mr. William C.
Johnson, Sr., has committed to lending to the corporation, on a one-year, interest- free subordinated basis,
$20,000 as additional working capital, should the need
arise.
D. Dividend Plan
No dividends are to be paid by the corporation during
its first two years of operation. Beginning at the end
of the second year, the Board of Directors may, at its
discretion, and consistent with the restrictions of the
senior lender, issue dividends to the stockholders. Such
dividends shall be limited to no more than 33.3 07o of
cash flow after payment of interest and principal.

Appendix
The Radio Industry:
an Overview
1. A Medium Positioned for the Future
Radio is the only medium, electronic or otherwise, that

Radio is everywhere. With over 500 million radios and
over 99 percent of homes equipped with an average of
5.6 radios per home, radio is virtually omnipresent in
the United States. Over 95 percent of all automobiles
have radios. Each week over 95 percent of all Americans
listen to the radio. Americans, on average, devote more
than three hours to radio listening every day. During
the average day, radio reaches 80 percent of all teenagers
and adults and 83 percent of adults at work. Over 57
percent of radio listening occurs away from home.
(Radio Facts for Advertisers 1990, Radio Advertising
Bureau, Inc., N.Y., N.Y.)
Historically, the radio industry has shown aunique
ability to respond and adapt to market changes, competition and new technology. Changes in technology
have improved the prospects for radio. New audio improvements (such as advances in digital processing,
which reduces noise) have enhanced the quality of sound
broadcast by radio stations. Over 90 percent of radio
stations have at least one satellite receiving dish for
receiving network and syndicated service enabling stations to improve the quality and diversity of their programs. The market position of radio is further enhanced
as CD recordings become an increasing part of a station's playlist.
The National Telecommunications and Information
Administration, in areport on telecommunications in
the year 2000, was bullish on the long-term prospects
for radio: Radio cannot be eclipsed entirely by other
audio services because of its portability and convenience. Although cassettes and compact discs are
becoming common in automobiles, the high use of
broadcast radio in cars, in walkalong sets, and as a
means of waking up in the morning make most industry
observers believe that radio is here to stay.

2. " Narrowcasting" for Advertisers
Radio is adistinctively " user-friendly" medium which
gives advertisers the speed, flexibility and immediacy
needed to compete in a media-saturated marketplace.
As the most effective medium for reaching consumers
while they are away from home or are involved in other
activities, radio holds aspecial position as an advertising medium. Radio's attractiveness to advertisers comes
from its ability to target programming to specific
segments of the population and its low cost relative to
other media. Through this " narrowcasting," advertisers
are able to target hard-to-reach demographic and
psychographic niches in a cost-effective manner.

is truly flexible. It requires only the ear's attention to

Advertising media expenditures have been expanding

be fully appreciated. The technology can be contained
in asmall environment and transported virtually anywhere—in acar, in aheadset, or near aswimming pool.

at growth rates generally exceeding that of the general
economy, as measured by the Gross National Product
(GNP). Advertising's share of the American economy
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has increased from 2.32 percent of GNP (nearly $ 12
billion) in 1960 to 2.36 percent ($ 109 billion) in 1987.
During the 1980s, advertising grew at an average annual rate of 9.8 percent. (Bob Coen, McCann-Erickson,
N.Y., N.Y.)
In an increasingly competitive economy, producers
of goods and services need to educate potential
customers about the existence and value of their products and services. The competition of similar retail products forces each producer to create amarket niche for
its product. Only advertising can create the awareness
and the level of understanding needed for aconsumer
to make abuying decision. Studies show that advertising facilitates the entry of new products, informs consumers and results in lower retail prices. As a result,
radio is relatively recession-resistant— it performs well
both during soft economic cycles and high inflation.

3. Competitive for the Media Dollar
Despite the proliferation of advertising in television
and other media, radio's share of measured media
advertising has remained steady. Radio advertising in
1990 accounted for 11.3 percent of total measured media
(newspapers, television, radio, cable) advertising, slightly higher than the average share over the last five years.
In 1990, advertisers spent $8.8 billion on radio, with $8.3
billion going to atotal of 10,794 radio stations and $495
million going to the radio networks. ( Revenue estimates
from Bob Coen, McCann-Erickson, N.Y., N.Y.) According to a report issued in 1989 by the investment
banking firm of Veronis, Suhler & Associates, all
measured- media advertising is expected to increase at
an average annual rate of 8.8 percent during the next
five years, while radio station advertising is projected
to grow at a slightly greater annual rate, 9.2 percent.
Some economists, however, are projecting alower rate
of growth based on current economic trends.

4. A Local Advertising Medium
Radio is primarily alocal business. As of the beginning of 1990, there were 10,794 radio stations operating
in the United States—of these, 4,984 were commercial
AMs, 4,372 were commercial FMs, and 1,429 were noncommercial FMs. To be effective, radio broadcasters
must meet local audience preferences. They must have
strong ties to the local community. They must also
develop support from among local advertisers.
Local sales are the backbone of radio's revenues and
profits. Radio stations do not earn significant revenues
from their network affiliates, unlike television stations.
In 1989, local advertising accounted for 76.9 percent of
radio station revenue.
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As aresult of the emphasis on local advertising, radio
stations are sensitive to the strengths and weaknesses
of local economies. Thus, radio stations in certain sections of the Northwest which enjoyed avibrant economy
in the late 1980s fared better than stations located in
states such as Texas and Louisiana which suffered
depressed economies in the same period.

5. A Service Business with High Operating
Leverage
Radio is aservice business. Virtually no inventories
or materials are required to create the programming service provided. Companies that own radio stations normally have few tangible assets beyond those required
to broadcast their signals and many companies lease
some or all of their tangible assets. The intangible assets
are comprised of the use of the license (which is granted
to the licensee by the Federal Communications Commission and not owned by the licensee) and the goodwill
of the station. (Unless a station has been sold, goodwill does not appear as an intangible asset on the financial statements.) Goodwill has a number of different
forms. It includes the base of advertiser and listener
support in the community and also the value of an ongoing operating staff of the station, as enhanced by the
competence and longevity of individual staff members.
Radio is aservice business marked by arelatively high
level of fixed costs compared to variable costs. The fixed
costs represent those for general overhead and administrative expenses, including the approximately 50 percent of atypical radio station's expenses earmarked for
salaries. Salaries are in part a function of the format
of the station—all-news and talk stations and those with
music formats which rely on air personalities have
relatively high salary expense compared to automated
or satellite- fed stations which have alower percentage
of fixed costs devoted to salaries. The variable costs are
primarily agency commissions (normally 15 percent of
revenues) and music licensing fees (about 2percent of
revenues). Other significant variable costs include advertising and promotion, bad debt expense, travel and
entertainment, and sales commissions to in-house sales
staff. The relatively low level of variable costs creates
abusiness with avery high degree of operating leverage
when the station has become profitable. Once astation
has reached the breakeven point, profitability increases
dramatically. Thus, for every incremental sales dollar
a high proportion falls to the bottom line.

6. An Active Trading Market
The increased growth of radio advertising coupled
with the relatively fixed supply of radio stations has
resulted in the appreciation in value of stations, espe-
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cially FM stations in larger markets. The attractiveness
of radio stations as an investment was aided during the
mid- 1980s by the liberalization by the Federal Communications Commission of ownership restrictions—
currently 12 AMs and 12 FMs ( 14 AMs and 14 FMs if
at least two are controlled by minorities), by the elimina-
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tion of restrictions on the minimum period of time an
owner had to operate aradio station before it could be
sold, and by relatively low interest rates. As pointed out
earlier, radio stations are able to generate high operating
cash flows capable of supporting asignificant amount
of debt service.
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APPENDIX D: Financial Resource Index

I

nstitutions listed in this appendix have participated
in one or more broadcast acquisitions. This Financial Resource Index is designed to aid broadcasters

in obtaining capital for financing telecommunications properties. Some financial institutions doubtless
have been inadvertently omitted.
The Financial Resource Index is aguide to potential
sources of capital. These sources have been used by
broadcasters in the past. However, it must be noted that
each institution has its own criteria for lending such as
minimum lending limits, group owner limitations, geographic considerations, and the like. Check with the
institutions you believe would be appropriate before
making a detailed presentation for their use.
The Financial Resource Index includes banks investment banks, venture capital firms, insurance companies
and other investors. The information supplied is
courtesy of BIA Publications, Inc., and is taken from
its 1991 Broadcast Services Guide, a unique reference
book which profiles over 350 different firms specializing in serving the broadcast industry. The Guide offers
valuable information on leading industry bankers, attorneys, program consultants/investment brokers,
research firms and consulting engineers. (The Guide
may be purchased for $75 (plus $ 2.25 shipping and
handling) by calling (800) 323-1781 or (703) 478-5880,
or writing to B1A Publications, Inc., P.O. Box 17307,
Washington, D.C. 20004.)

Allied Capital Corporation
1666 K Street, NW, Suite 901
Washington, D.C. 20006-2803
David Gladstone, President, (202) 331-1112
CabeII Williams III, Sr. Vice President,
(202) 331-1112
Algemene Bank Nederland N.V.
135 S. Lasalle Street
Chicago, IL 60690
American Security Bank, N.A.
1501 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20013
Gregg E. Johnson, Vice President-Group Head,
(202) 624-4818
Ameritrust Company
900 Euclid Avenue-7th Floor, P.O. Box 5937
Cleveland, OH 44101-0937
Daniel L. Lueken, Vice President & Manager,
(216) 737-8430
AmSouth Bank
P.O. Box 11007
Birmingham, AL 35288
Shelby Mackey, Assistant Vice President,
(205) 326-5222
AT&T Commercial Finance
1200 Ashwood Parkway, Suite 130
Atlanta, GA 30338

LENDERS AND INVESTMENT BANKERS
TO THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY

Stephen J. Turpin, Vice President/Manager,
(404) 393-2310

Aetna Bond Investors
City Place/YFC4
Hartford, CT 06103

Bank of America NT & SA
555 South Flower Street, 49th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071
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Gary Matus, Senior Vice President/Group Head,
(213) 228-9697

Broadcast Capital, Inc.
1771 N Street, NW

Bank of Boston

Washington, DC 20036
John E. Oxendine, President, (202) 429-5393

Communications Division, HO-4-1, 100 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110

Broadmark Capital Corporation

Elizabeth M. Ferree, Vice President & Director,
(617) 434-7680

Pacific First Center, 1420 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3030
Seattle, WA 98101

The Bank of New York

Joseph L. Schocken, President, (206) 623-1200
Gerald B. Dennon, Vice President, (206) 623-1200

530 5th Avenue- 7th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Gerald L. Hassell, Executive VP/Division Head,
(212) 852-4045
The Bank of Nova Scotia
67 Wall Street
New York, NY 10005
Jim Tryforos, Vice President, (212) 225-5006
Bank One Indianapolis N.A.
101 Monument Circle
Indianapolis, IN 46277
Dale Arfman, Vice President & Manager- Metro C,
(317) 639-8365
Bank South N.A.
55 Marietta Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
John P. Murphy, Vice President, (404) 529-4445
Bankers Trust Company
280 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10015
Herbert L. Golden, Senior Consultant, (212) 850-3220
Banque Paribas
787 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10019
Errol R. Antzis, Vice President, Director,
(212) 841-2126

Burr, Egan, Deleage & Company
One Post Office Square, Suite 3800
Boston, MA 02109
Brian McNeil, General Partner, (617) 482-8020
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
200 West Madison Street
Chicago, IL 60606
Stanley B. Lewan, Vice President, Director,
(312) 855-3220
The Central Trust Company, N.A.
201 East Fifth Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202
J. Eric Lenning, Senior Vice President, ( 513) 651-8676
Chapman Financial Services
8 Faneuil Hall Marketplace
Boston, MA 02109
Robert Maccini, Vice President, (617) 742-3307
Charterhouse Media Group, Inc.
527 Madison Avenue, Suite 1400
New York, NY 10022
Jon A. Bulkley, President, (212) 371-6544
Evan D. Ladouceur, Vice President, (212) 371-6544
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
Chase Manhattan Plaza
New York, NY 10081

Barclays Bank PLC
75 Wall Street
New York, NY 10265

Tom Reifenheiser, Senior Vice President,
(212) 552-4415

John P. Page, Sr. Vice President, (212) 412-4000

Chemical Bank Media Group
277 Park Avenue

Bay Bank Boston, N.A.
175 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110

New York, NY 10172
Andrew K. Selden, Managing Director, (212) 310-6454
Henry Morneault, Vice President, (212) 310-6027

William R. Rogers, Vice President, (617) 556-6249
Blackburn Capital Markets
333 North Michigan Avenue #2315
Chicago, IL 60601
Steven Pruett, Managing Partner, (312) 346-6460
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Chrysler Capital Corporation
225 High Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06905
Gary F. Greaves, VP, Media Investments,
(203) 975-3357
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Citibank

CSC Financial Incorporated

399 Park Avenue

404 Orlando

New York, NY 10043

Normal, IL 61761

Fred Pickering, Department Head, (212) 559-0890
Johan DeVoogd, Vice President, (212) 559-7051

Carol Cosgrove, President, ( 309) 452-7455
The Deer River Group

The Citizens & Southern National Bank
35 Broad Street

2000 L Street, NW, Suite 200
Washington, DC 20036

Atlanta, GA 30302

Robin B. Martin, President & CEO, (202) 659-3331

Frank E. Roedl, Senior Vice President, (404) 581-5665
Deposit Guaranty National Bank
Communications Capital Group, Inc.
19 West 44th Street, Suite 1715

One Deposit & Guaranty Plaza, P.O. Box 1200

New York, NY 10036
Paul C. Raeder, President, (212) 302-8771

W. Stan Pratt, Executive Vice President,
(601) 354-8595

Communications Equity Associates

Deyo Capital

Jackson, MS 39205

101 E. Kennedy Blvd., Suite 3300

I Darling Drive

Tampa, FL 33602

Avon, CT 06001

J. Patrick Michaels, Jr., CEO/Chairman,

Donald K. Deyo, (203) 667-4417

(813) 222-8844
H. Gene Gawthrop, Executive VP/C00,
(813) 222-8844

Equitable Capital Management Corporation
1285 Avenue of the Americas, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10019

Communications Partners, Ltd.
901 Main Street, Suite 2300

John D. Miller, Executive Vice President,
(212) 554-4111

Dallas, TX 75202
Eric C. Neuman, Managing General Partner,
(214) 651-9180

Fidelity Bank, N.A.
Broad and Walnut Streets

Thomas F. Bartlett, Vice President, (214) 651-9180

Philadelphia, PA 19109

Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance

Gerard L. Grady, Vice President & Manager,
(215) 985-8658

140 Garden Street
Hartford, CT 06154
Michael Hermsen, Investment Officer, (203) 293-5059
Connecticut National Bank
777 Main Street, MSN 397
Hartford, CT 06115
Christopher M. Byrd, Vice President, (203) 728-2525
Credit du Nord
520 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Remy Villalard, Vice President, (212) 891-6329
Crestar Bank
P.O. Box 26665
Richmond, VA 23261-6665
Jon Lunsford, Vice President, ( 804) 782-5620

First Interstate Bank of Denver
633 17th Street
Denver, CO 80270
Brian Erickson, Vice President, ( 303) 293-5130
First National Bank of Chicago
One First National Plaza
Chicago, IL 60670
Jacqueline A. Hurlbutt, Senior Vice President,
(312) 732-6955
First Security Bank, N.A.
15 East 100 South, 2nd Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dick Van Klaveren, Vice President, ( 801) 350-5389
Fleet National Bank
111 Westminster Street
Providence, RI 02903

Crisler Capital Company

Greg Mulligan, Vice President, (401) 278-6296

Suite 2710, 600 Vine Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202

Furman Selz Mager Dietz & Birney

R. Dean Meiszer, Managing Director, (513) 241-1844

230 Park Avenue
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New York, NY 10169
Ray Timothy, Managing Director, (212) 309-8211

Lepercq Capital Management
1675 Broadway
New York, NY 10019

GE Capital Corporate Finance Group

Michael J. Connelly, President, (212) 698-0795

Acquisition Funding Corp., 335 Madison Avenue,
New York, NY 10017

M Capital Corporation
P.O. Box 328

Michael J. Cummings, Senior Vice President/Manager,

Eagle, ID 83616

12th Floor

(212) 370-8000

Stephen J. Matlock, Managing Partner, (208) 939-0789

Greyhound Financial Corporation

Chesley Maddox & Associates, Inc.

Greyhound Tower

3202 Terminal Tower

Phoenix, AZ 85077

Cleveland, OH 44113

Matt Breyne, Vice President, (602) 248-2808

Chesley Maddox, President, (216) 241-0900

Hartstone & Dickstein Incorporated

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company

20 Stanford Drive

270 Park Avenue

Farmington, CT 06032

New York, NY 10017

Joel M. Hartstone, Chairman, (203) 678-7800

Gretchen Shugart, Vice President, (212) 270-6795

Heller Financial, Inc.

James Martin Capital

200 N. LaSalle Street

Suite 1000, 65 East State Street

Chicago, IL 60601

Columbus, OH 43215

Doug Zylstra, Vice President, ( 312) 621-7638

Sheldon J. Martin, President, (614) 889-9747

Home Life Insurance Company

Media Capital, Incorporated

75 Wall Street

4224 East West Highway

New York, NY 10005
Bruce A. Maier, Vice President-Securities,

Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Michael Hesser, President, (805) 543-9214

(212) 428-2058
Morgan Capital Corporation
Jesup & Lamont Securities Co., Inc.

2306 Lake Austin Blvd.

360 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Austin, TX 78703
Barbara Morgan, President, ( 512) 478-5991

Henry P. Williams, Managing Director, (212) 907-0130
Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated
Jesup, Josephthal & Co., Inc.

1251 Avenue of the Americas

666 Fifth Avenue, 33rd Floor

New York, NY 10020

New York, NY 10103
John E. Palmer, Managing Director, (212) 974-3100

Charles R. Cory, Principal, (212) 703-7784

Kansallis-Osake-Pankki

901 Main Street, Suite 6700

575 Fifth Avenue, 36th Floor

Dallas, TX 75202

New York, NY 10017

Phyllis Reggins, Senior VP/Division Manager,

NCNB Texas

Carl W. Gage, Vice President, (212) 984-0531

(214) 508-0915

Kidder, Peabody & Co., Incorporated

New England Capital Corporation

10 Hanover Square

One Washington Mall

New York, NY 10005

Boston, MA 02108

Gary Blemaster, Managing Director, (212) 510-4101

Z. David Patterson, President, (617) 573-6401

King Investment Banking Services, Inc.

Norwest Bank Minnesota

675 Third Avenue, Suite 3108

Six and Marquette

New York, NY 10017
Rochelle B. King, President, (212) 765-4110

Minneapolis, MN 55479-0058
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Loren Herbst, Vice President, (612) 667-4203
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Paine Webber Incorporated
1285 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
Edward F. Dugan, Managing Director, (212) 713-3684
Pittsburgh National Bank
Fifth & Wood Streets
Pittsburgh, PA 15265
Thomas A. Hoyt, Vice President, (412) 762-2556
Prudential Venture Capital Management, Inc.
717 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022
I. Robert Greene, Associate, (212) 753-0901
Receivable Funding Corporation
386 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
Richard Farkas, Chairman, (212) 679-4300
Rodgers Group Investment Bankers
P.O. Box 1577
Martinsville, IN 46151
David Rodgers, President, ( 317) 342-3394
Sanders & Company
1900 Emery Street, Suite 206
Atlanta, GA 30318
William H. Sanders, President, (404) 355-6800
Sandler Media Group, Inc.
767 Fifth Avenue, 45th Floor
New York, NY 10153
Harvey Sandler, Director
Security Pacific Merchant Bank
333 South Hope Street
Los Angeles, CA 90051
Caron Canyon, Vice President, (213) 345-4647
Secured Capital Corporation
710 East Park Blvd., Suite 100
Plano, TX 75074
Mickey Huffman, President, (214) 881-8854
The Sillerman Companies
150 East 58th Street
New York, NY 10155
Robert F.X. Sillerman, Chairman & CEO,
(212) 980-4455
Skye Fischer, Inc.
City Place, 31st Floor
Hartford, CT 06103
William L. Fleming, President, (203) 275-6556
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Society National Bank
800 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
Kathleen M. Mayher, Vice President & Manager,
(216) 689-5787
State Street Bank & Trust Company
225 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02101
Kenneth J. Mooney, Vice President/Department Head,
(617) 654-3874
TA Communications Partners
75 State Street, Suite 2500
Boston, MA 02109
Christopher S. Gaffney, Associate, (617) 345-7206
Tanner Capital Corporation
50 Milk Street
Boston, MA 02109
Janet W. Tanner, President, (617) 695-1234
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
730 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Steve Brausa, Vice President, TIAA Securities,
(212) 916-4322
Texas Commerce Bank
712 Main Street
Houston, TX 77002
Michael Addy, Executive Vice President,
(713) 236-4029
Union Bank
445 S. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Craig Dougherty, Senior Vice President & Manager,
(213) 236-5780
Venture Funding Group
49 West 12th Street, Executive Suite
New York, NY 10011
Allan E. Skora, President, (212) 691-9895
Veronis, Suhler & Associates Inc.
350 Park Avenue, 20th Floor
New York, NY 10020
John Suhler, President, (212) 935-4990
Wind Point Partners
1525 Howe Street
Racine, WI 53403
Arthur Del Vesco, General Partner,
(312) 245-4949
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APPENDIX E: Outline of an Asset
Purchase Agreement

1. Assets to be purchased by Buyer— usually listed
comprehensively in exhibits
a. Personal property
b. Contracts, leasehold interests
c.

Interests in real property, manner of convey-

d.

ance specified, e.g., general warranty deed
Licenses

e.
f.
g.

Books, financial records
Rights in call letters, trade names, etc.
Insurance

6. Representations and Warranties of the Seller
a.
b.

Corporation is in good standing
Officers have authority to enter into and perform agreement

c.

No other consents are required except those
disclosed

d.

Agreement does not conflict with any law or
any other agreement

e.

Complete list of personal property has been
provided, Seller has good title
FCC licenses are in good standing

f.
2. Assets excluded from transaction
a. Cash
b.

Accounts receivable

3. Purchase price, manner of payment
a. Aggregate

Operation of station is in accordance with law,
FCC rules

h.
i.

No litigation pending or threatened
Taxes paid

j.

Insurance up to date

k.

Records are complete

i. " Earnest money deposit"
ii. Other escrowed amount
iii. Balance due at closing

I. All material contracts have been disclosed
m. Financial statements: no material adverse
change

iv. Deferred portion: form of note attached as
exhibit, along with other seller financing

n.

instruments, e.g., security agreement, stock
pledge agreement

b.

8.

Seller has good title to real property

7. Representations and Warranties of Buyer
a. Corporation is in good standing

v. Payments pursuant to non-competition
and/or consulting agreements

b.

Officers are authorized to execute and perform
agreement

Prorations of items of deferred income and
prepaid expense at closing

c.

Agreement does not conflict with law, any other
agreement

4. Assumption by Buyer of specified liabilities
a. Principally contracts, leases, agreements listed
in an exhibit
b. All other liabilities expressly excluded
5. Closing—specify date, time and place, with reference to date on which conditions for closing, including FCC approval, have been fulfilled
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8. Conditions of Buyer's obligation to close
a.
b.
c.
d.

Seller in compliance with its covenants, representations and warranties
Approval as to form and substance of instruments to be delivered to Buyer at closing
Legal opinion of Seller's counsel
All necessary consents to assignment of contracts, leases, etc. to Buyer have been received
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e.

f.

ness, maintain equipment, obtain assignments

No legal proceedings pending or threatened that
would affect the transaction or impair the value
of the assets
Licenses in good standing

9. Conditions to Seller's obligation to close
a. Buyer in compliance with covenants, representations and warranties
b. Approval as to form and substance of instruments to be delivered to Seller at closing
c. Legal opinion of Buyer's counsel
10. Mutual conditions to obligations
a. FCC consent. Often consent is required to be
final, no longer subject to agency or judicial
review
11. Application for FCC consent
a. When it is to be filed
b. Duty of parties to prosecute in the face of

e.

15. Restrictive covenants, e.g., non-compete covenant,
if any
16. Risk of loss upon Seller prior to closing
17. Termination
a. Different provisions depending on whether
caused due to:
i. Seller's breach or default
ii. Buyer's breach or default
iii. Failure to obtain FCC consent
b. Sometimes provides for liquidated damages
c.

ments of licenses, contracts, leases, etc.
13. Documents to be delivered by Buyer at closing,
including but not limited to promissory note, other
instruments required to secure Buyer's obligations
14. Further covenants of Seller and Buyer
a. Control of station not to be transferred before
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b.

closing
Buyers to have access to facilities and records

c.

prior to the closing
Seller to furnish Buyer with monthly profit and

d.

loss statements
Seller to use best efforts to preserve the busi-

from Buyer
Sometimes provides for specific performance by
Seller

objections
12. Documents to be delivered by Seller at closing,
including, but not limited to, bills of sale, assign-

of contracts, leases to Buyer, take all necessary
actions to keep FCC license in good standing
Seller not to take any action that would adversely
affect its representations and warranties

18. Survival of representations and warranties past
closing
19. Indemnification
20. Expenses
a. Usually each party bears its own expenses
b. Brokerage fee typically borne by Seller
c.

FCC filing fees usually split

21. Assignment of rights under agreement
22. Name and address of parties to whom notices under
agreement should be sent, manner of giving notices,
e.g., by hand, registered mail, overnight courier,
etc.
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